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Abstract

The present thesis describes the effort made in modelling two and three-phase slug flow

in horizontal pipes by means of a transient one-dimensional approach. The research is

a development of an existing numerical methodology, capable of simulating two-phase

unaerated slug flow using a slug capturing technique, whereby slugs are automatically

captured through the numerical solution of the multi-fluid model equations.

The aim of the present research is to extend the capabilities of the approach in order (i)

to account for the phenomenon of gas bubbles entrainment in two-phase slug flow, and (ii)

to simulate three-phase slug flow, by the development and implementation of additional

models. In the gas bubble entrainment model, the equations are solved for a mixture

composed of liquid and small bubbles, and the gas phase. For three-phase slug flow, the

two liquids are solved for as a "single liquid phase" while accounting for the slip between

them by means of a drift-flux model. Both models require closure laws, that are crucial

to the accuracy of the numerical results; these are developed and implemented. For the

gas entrainment model, the relevant closures concern the gas bubble velocity within the

slug, the rate of entrainment at the slug front, and the slug translational velocity. In the

three-phase model, closures are necessary for the local liquid-liquid flow pattern (either

stratified or fully dispersed), the slip between the two liquids, and phase inversion.

The two models were extensively tested against available data collected from the WASP

experimental rig at the Imperial College, and against data available in the literature. The

simulation results compare extremely well with the data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the petroleum industry the production of gas and oil involves the transport of un-

separated reservoir fluids to some processing facilities where the oil and natural gas are

separated. The phases transported from the reservoir to either offshore or onshore pro-

cessing facilities (figure 1.1) are mainly natural gas, hydrocarbon liquid (crude oil), water,

and dispersed solid particles, such as sand. Offshore production operations (see figure

1.2) are nowadays expanding into deeper and harsher waters further offshore, thus making

the cost of constructing and operating fixed platforms with offshore separation equipment

prohibitive. A minimum of offshore processing is therefore desirable if not necessary. This

is the main reason why oil and natural gas are often transported by multi-phase pipelines

to shore. The length of the pipes may range from kilometres up to hundreds of kilometres.

The pipe diameter can range from centimetres up to a metre. The pipe profile depends

on the subsea bed but is mostly near horizontal. The pipeline often runs into a vertical

riser at a production facility either onshore or offshore, as displayed in figure 1.1. In or-

der to ensure proper design and operation of the multi-phase transporting pipelines, it

is necessary to determine the associated flow characteristics, in particular pressure drop

and slug length (if slug flow generates in the pipe). The former is required to determine
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

the production rate for a given pipe size and to establish whether the oil well pressure is

sufficient or not for the transport of the fluids; the slug length is needed for the correct

sizing of the receiving facilities (such as separators).

Among the many flow patterns arising in multi-phase flow, the slug regime features promi-

nently. This regime has been studied for years, yet a thorough understanding of its nature

has not been reached. This is mainly due to its complexity, irregularity, and intermittency.

Slug flow is usually described as a flow pattern in which liquid slugs, that may be aerated,

and large gas bubbles with a liquid film underneath, alternate along the pipe, as depicted

in figure 1.3. This regime remains as a source of concern for the engineers, designers and

operators, owing to several issues. The first one relates to the operability of gas and liquid

processing plants: slug flow can cause large variations in the oil and gas flow rates entering

the separator necessitating the addition of a slug catcher. The liquid flow rate in a slug

can be several times the average value of the liquid phase. Processing liquid slugs can

be extremely difficult when the size of the slug becomes abnormally large. Under these

conditions, when a long slug enters a separator, the liquid level may rise faster than the

separator can purge the liquid, resulting in possible liquid carry-over into the gas stream.

Thus separators are often over-sized. The second issue concerns the mechanical integrity

of the pipelines. Liquid slugs travel at high velocity within the pipes, and therefore a long

slug will possess considerable momentum. At pipe bends, where sudden elevation changes

are present, the reaction forces will be quite high. It is therefore important that the pipe

restraints are designed to cope properly with these forces. Furthermore, slug flow causes

large pressure losses, and it is crucial that these should be quantified in order to establish if

multi-phase pumps are required, or the oil well pressure is sufficient for the transportation.

Moreover, when oil-water dispersions generate along the pipe, the pressure gradients can

be even higher, especially close to the phase inversion region (where the continuous and
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dispersed phases of the liquid mixture spontaneously invert). Finally, the intermittency of

slug flow may cause resonance problems that occur if the slug frequency approaches the

resonant frequency of the multi-phase pipe system. It is therefore clear that it is essential

to develop a capability for predicting the onset and subsequent development of slug flow;

it would be of even greater help if slug characteristics, such as slug length and frequency

could be calculated as well, in order to improve the design of the pipelines. Given this

overall picture, it is understandable that the petroleum industry continues to support

research in this field.

1.1 Present approach

Several models to tackle slug flow can be found in the literature, and most of them have

been developed during the past thirty years. As will be outlined in section 2.6, some of

the models can be classified as "unit-cell models", where the intermittency of the slug

regime is "averaged out" into a quasi "steady-state flow", that consists of slug units of the

same length, velocity, and flow characteristics. However, general transient flow simulation

methods have been developed (OLGA, Bendiksen et al., 1991; TACITE, Pauchon et aL,

1994; PLAC, Black et al., 1990) that can capture the "gross" features of the flow that

generates in multi-phase pipelines, such as terrain-induced or severe slugging. Nowadays

these tools are often used by process engineers to design transport and treatment facilities.

These methods usually solve the transient one-dimensional multi-fluid model equations

(Ishii, 1975), where each phase is separately described by a set of conservation equations,

corresponding to continuity, momentum, and energy. These transient codes can handle

pipeline hundreds of kilometres long with a reasonable compromise between accuracy of

results and computing time. In order to keep the latter manageable, large mesh spacings

of the computational grid are typically used, and closure models are required both to
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establish the local flow pattern (i.e. dispersed, stratified, annular, or intermittent; see

figure 1.3) and calculate the relevant flow parameters (such as friction factors and the

velocities at which the slugs travel along the pipe) pertaining to the particular regime

that is determined.

Contrarily to the aforementioned models, the technique adopted in the present work uses

sufficiently fine grid sizes such that the growth of instabilities in stratified flow that lead

to slugging is automatically captured from the solution of the transient one-dimensional

multi-fluid model equations, as is shown in a recent paper by Issa & Kempf (2003). This

approach is therefore named "slug capturing" to emphasise the method by which contin-

uous trains of slugs generate in the pipe. In the present method, the stratified, slug, and

transition regimes are modelled with the same set of equations and closure laws; slugs

develop, grow, merge, and collapse depending on the transport equations for mass and

momentum (together with some closure laws needed for the friction effects). Thus, the

need for the many phenomenological models, required by the aforementioned transient

methods to determine flow regime transition, formation of slugs, and subsequent devel-

opment, can be minimised. The larger computing times required by the "slug capturing"

methodology for a slug flow simulation, when compared to the commercial transient codes,

are compensated by a higher level of detailed and dynamic representation of the flow.

1.2 Present contribution

The present thesis describes progress accomplished in simulating two and three-phase slug

flow in horizontal or nearly horizontal pipes, using the above mentioned "slug captur-

ing" technique. The starting point of the work was an existing research code, named

TRJOMPH (TRansient Implicit One-dimensional Multi-PHase) developed by Issa & Abr-

ishami (1986), which applies the methodology to simulate two-phase unaerated slug flow.
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Using that model, two issues were investigated: the accuracy of the adopted liquid-wall

friction models, and the effect of steady/unsteady inlet boundary conditions on the va-

lidity of the numerical results. For the former study, the correlation used to determine

the liquid-wall shear stress was assessed by comparing, for a given slug flow test case, the

one-dimensional predictions with results obtained from a three-dimensional CFD simula-

tion. For the latter, the analysis of the mathematical character of the two-fluid model

equations was carried out taking into account compressibility effects (since this is how the

gas phase is treated): the outcome suggests that the derived criterion for a well-posed

system coincides with the incompressible flow analysis. By considering two slug flow test

cases, it was discovered that whether the two-fluid model is ill or well-posed as initial value

problem, depends on whether steady-state or unsteady boundary conditions are applied;

the system was found to be well-posed when unsteady inlet conditions were imposed.

Next, a new model was implemented to simulate gas bubble entrainment in two-phase slug

flow, an important phenomenon which was missing in the existing technique (see figure

1.4). Although the model equations were originally developed by Kempf & Issa (2000),

the implementation, numerical testing, and validation were accomplished by the present

work. The model is based on the drift-flux model, where the flow of the gas and liquid

phases within the slug body is described in terms of a single mixture phase. The mixture

continuity and momentum equations are therefore solved for the mixture volume fraction,

and the centre of mass velocity. The velocities of the gas and liquid are then determined

by means of a scalar equation. The gas bubble volume fraction is calculated from a scalar

transport equation. Different closure models to determine the entrainment rate at the slug

front (upon which the accuracy of the predicted slug voidage is strongly dependent) were

implemented and tested.

The most significant contribution in this thesis concerns the formulation, implementation
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and testing of a simple and accurate model to simulate three-phase (gas-liquid-liquid

systems) slug flow. When three phases flow simultaneously in a pipe, additional aspects

play a crucial role, such as the liquid-liquid flow pattern, and phase inversion. The flow

pattern relates to the way the liquid phases flow, such as in stratified layers (see figure 1.5),

or in full dispersion (see figure 1.6). The phase inversion is the physical process wherein

the continuous and dispersed phases of a liquid mixture spontaneously exchange role. The

starting point of the modelling process is represented by the three-fluid model equations.

The equations for the two liquid components are then combined, to form one set for a

single liquid phase; this is achieved using the drift-flux model for the coupling between

the liquid equations. The derived liquid continuity equation is solved for the total liquid

volume fraction, while the fraction of each liquid is calculated via a newly formulated

transport scalar equation. The combined momentum equation is solved for the centre

of mass velocity of the liquids. Different closure models were introduced depending on

the local liquid-liquid flow pattern (stratified, as in figure 1.5, or dispersed, as in figure

1.6) into the equation. Models to determine the transition from liquid-liquid stratified to

fully dispersed flow, to calculate the phase inversion point, and to evaluate the effective

viscosity of the liquid mixture were also implemented. The velocity of each liquid is back

calculated from the centre of mass velocity using algebraic relations that depend on the

local flow pattern. In the case of stratification, local steady-state conditions are assumed

for the liquids; in case of dispersion, the mixture is treated as homogeneous (i.e. null slip

velocity). The developed model is easy to implement in any industrial code based on the

two-fluid model, since it demands the introduction of few changes to a two-fluid modelling

framework.
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1.3 Outline of the thesis

Chapter 2 presents a review of the available literature on two and three-phase slug flow. In

particular, focus is put on the aeration phenomenon in two-phase slug flow, and on aspects

of three-phase flow. Closure relations required by the newly formulated three-phase slug

flow model will be presented; these concern the transition from stratified to fully dispersed

liquid-liquid flows, phase inversion, and the effective viscosity of a liquid mixture. Existing

empirical correlations for the determination of some relevant slug characteristics are then

reviewed. Finally, the state of the art of modelling slug flow is presented.

Chapter 3 details the "slug capturing" methodology, by presenting the transient one-

dimensional two-fluid model equations, and the numerical techniques that are applied

in the discretisation process. Beyond the studies specified in the previous section, some

genera1 results that prove the capability of the TRIOMPH code for capturing slug flow

are discussed.

Chapter 4 discusses the model for the gas bubbles entrainment in two-phase slug flow, and

its validation, by comparing the outcome of the simulations with available experimental

data.

Chapter 5 presents the model for the simulation of three-phase unaerated slug flow, and

the theoretical assessment of some required closures (i.e. phase inversion and transition to

fully dispersed liquid-liquid flow) followed by the numerical validation of the model against

experimental data for three-phase stratified flow, flow pattern maps, and three-phase slug

flow.

The last chapter presents the conclusions, and suggests some ideas for future work.
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1.4 Figures

Figure 1.1: Schematic of pipeline: from well to offshore.

Figure 1.2: Offshore platform.
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Chapter 2

Literature review

2.1 Preamble

The present chapter presents a general overview of the knowledge available in the liter-

ature on slug flow, from both experimental and the modelling point of view. Review of

three-phase slug flow will mainly focus on experimental work, since little is available on

theoretical aspects of the flow. The review of three-phase slug flow paves the way for a

better understanding of the model which is fully described in chapter 5. In two-phase

slug flow, attention will be focused on the description of the aeration phenomenon, whose

modelling will be presented in chapter 4, and on some common empirical correlations for

the determination of the major slug properties, that will be used throughout the thesis

for the validation of the models.

The first section (section 2.2) deals with the physical mechanisms, based on the Kelvin-

Helmholtz theory, that lead to slugging in horizontal pipes. It then describes the stochastic

nature of slug flow and related transient phenomena such as slug growth, collapse or de-

velopment. Section 2.3 describes the phenomenon of gas bubble entrainment based on

experimental evidence, and discusses some common empirical correlations used to de-

-
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termine the average slug body voidage. The following section (section 2.4) focuses on

three-phase gas-liquid-liquid systems. The effect of introducing one more liquid phase to

a gas-liquid system will be discussed in detail. Models to determine the liquid-liquid flow

pattern, the phase inversion, and the dynamic viscosity of dispersions will also be dis-

cussed. Section 2.5 will then highlight available correlations for the determination of some

relevant two-phase slug flow properties, such as slug frequency, slug velocity and pressure

gradient. Finally, the last section presents the state of the art in the modelling of two and

three-phase slug flow.

2.2 Slug flow

Before describing the phenomenon of slug formation, and related issues, it is useful to

introduce the terminology that will be used throughout the thesis. Assuming that slugs

have generated in the pipe, consider one slug unit, consisting of a liquid slug region of

length i and of a liquid film region of length lj , as figure 2.1 shows.

The slug unit length is defined by:

= 8 + f •
	

(2.1)

The front of the slug moves along the pipe at a velocity Ut and the tail at a velocity ub.

If the slug length has reached an equilibrium state, the propagation velocities of the tail

and front must be the same. The slug frequency, defined as the number of slugs passing

through a stationary point per unit time, will then be given by:

vs = Ut
	

(2.2)

'U

In steady state flow, continuity dictates that the overall volumetric flow rate (assuming

incompressible flow) at any cross section of the pipe must be the same (Woods & Hanratty,
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1996):

A(UL + Uc) = constant. 	 (2.3)

The quantities UL and U, in the present work, represent the liquid and gas superficial

velocity respectively, defined as:

UK = KUK,	 (2.4)

where u denotes the phasic velocity, the subscript K means either the liquid or the gas

phase and a indicates the phase volumetric concentration. The latter is defined as:

AK	
(2.5)

where AK and A denote the area occupied by either phase, and the pipe cross sectional area

respectively. The two volumetric concentrations are linked by the fundamental relation:

aL+ac = l, 	(2.6)

where the subscripts L and G stand respectively for the liquid and the gas phases. If the

terms in equation (2.3) are divided by the area of the pipe A, then:

UL +UG = UM = constant,	 (2.7)

where UM is usually called the mixture velocity and represents an important physical

quantity. Equation (2.7) has to hold both in the film and slug region:

UM	 LsULj + G8 UG8 ,	 (2.8)

and
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UM = aLfuLf + crCf tLGf,	 (2.9)

where subscripts s and f denote slug and film respectively.

Likewise, the fundamental relation expressed by equation (2.6) has to be satisfied in both

slug body and liquid film:

aj,3 + aG8	 1,	 (2.10)

and

QLf + aGf = 1.	 (2.11)

2.2.1 Hydrodynamic slug formation mechanism

It is generally recognised that the Kelvin-Helmholtz (KB) instability theory (among the

others Milne-Thomson, 1963; Wallis, 1969; Kordyban & Ranov, 1970; Walls & Dobson,

1973; Taitel & Dukler, 1976; Mishima & Ishii, 1980; Lin & Hanratty, 1986; Hanratty &

McReady, 1992; Barnea & Taitel, 1994) represents the mechanism which is behind the

transition from stratified to slug flow in horizontal channels, and pipes. Consider a wave

of infinitesimal amplitude, formed on a flat sheet of liquid that flows between parallel

plates (see figure 2.2): as the gas phase accelerates, over the liquid crest, the pressure

decreases, because of the Bernoulli effect. This suction effect tends to make the wave grow

even more, and acts against the stabilising effect of gravity.

Milne-Thomson (1963) applied the inviscid Kelvin-Helmholtz theory, and derived a math-

ematical expression, leading to unbounded growth of the wave when:

- UL) ^ iJ(PL - PC)	
+ ),	

(2.12)
\PG PL
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where g, p, and h represent the acceleration due to gravity, the density and height of

either phase respectively. Criterion (2.12) was derived assuming only the physical effects

associated with the long wave instability, occurring if the height of the phase is much

smaller than the wave number (when khL << 1 and kh << 1, k being the wavenumber).

Waffis & Dobson (1973) demonstrated that the limit (2.12) overpredicts the gas velocity, at

which transition occurs, by a factor of about two. From observation of experimental data

for air-water flow in a 1 in. and 12 in. high channel, they derived the following criterion

for the onset of slugging:

(uc - UL) ^	
- p)h (2.13)
PG

Taitel & Dukler (1976) proposed a mechanistic model for the flow regime transitions in

horizontal two-phase flow. By considering the pressure difference over the wavy surface

due to the Bernouffi effect, they expressed the stratified-slug transition for a rectangular

duct as:

(uG - UL) ^ K1/°" - (2.14)
PG

and for a pipe:

(uG - UL) ^ K24 /9PL - PG)AG	 (2.15)
V PGdAL/dhL

The coefficients K1 and K2 were estimated, using qualitative arguments, as:

K1 =K2 =1—.	 (2.16)

The Taitel & Dukier results (1976) were consistent with those of Waffis & Dobson (1973)

when hL/D = 0.5.
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Lin & Hanratty (1986) derived for the first time the viscous Kelvin-Helmholtz (VKH) limit,

by including into the analysis the liquid phase viscous and inertia terms. By applying a

perturbation of the form €exp[i(wt - kx)] (where w and k represent the frequency and

wavenumber respectively) to the equilibrium liquid level h&l, they studied the growth of

the disturbance in the flow. The inclusion of viscous and inertia terms caused the interface

instability to occur at a lower gas velocity than that predicted by equation (2.12). Lin &

Hanratty (1986) obtained the following VKH criterion:

(uG - UL) ^ KJL - (2.17)
PG

where the coefficient K is a function of the liquid flow regime (either laminar or fully

turbulent) and of several other flow variables:

K = K(p, p, r, h, CR, urei) . 	 (2.18)

In equation (2.18), dynamic viscosity of either phase is p, the shear stress is r, the gas-

liquid slippage is Urel = uG - uL, and CR represents the real part of the complex wave ye-

locity C = w/k. The authors demonstrated that criterion (2.17) predicts the transition to

slug flow at lower velocities than those predicted by the classical inviscid Kelvin-Helmholtz

analysis (equation (2.12)). Lin & Hanratty (1986), by comparing equation (2.17) with ex-

perimental data, pointed out that their criterion predicted well the initiation of slugs for

gas superficial velocities lower than 3.3 rn/s (see figure 2.3). The discrepancy for higher

velocities was due, according to the authors, to the different mechanism behind slugs for-

mation: the growth of small disturbances, rather than long wave instability. Another

interesting finding of the authors was that equation (2.17) predicted the stratified-slug

transition better than the Taitel & Dukler (1976) equation (2.15) for liquids with a vis-

cosity different than that of water (such as oil), since the coefficient K is not simply a
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function of hL/D (as in equation (2.16)), but of the fluid viscosity as well.

Barnea & Taitel (1994) used the linear stability analysis for a two-phase flow in a circular

pipe, in order to derive both the inviscid (IKH) and viscous (VKH) limits, by perturbing

the equilibrium level introducing a disturbance with frequency w, wavenumber k, and

amplitude e. Their criterion is eventually expressed as:

PLPG	 A
(uc - uL) ^	 (PLXG + PG'L)	 g cos	 (2.19)

PLPG	 dhL

where for the inviscid case k = 1, and for the viscous case:

k_\Ji	
(C—'•'2V	 -1IV)

-	
- LPG	 A '	 (2.20)

+ a 9 COS fi
aj,	 G	 dhL

where fi is the pipe inclination, and C and C1 are the critical wave velocities (C = w/k)

for the viscous and inviscid analysis respectively. Barnea & Taitel (1994) underline, in

their study, the effect of the liquid viscosity, in that a highly viscous liquid tends to

be less stable than a less viscous one (the viscous wave velocity C. actually depends

on the liquid viscosity). The authors verified which one of the two criteria (VKH and

IKH), better predicted the transition from stratified flow for different pipe inclinations.

Comparing the traces given by equation (2.19) for both inviscid and viscous flow, with

experimental flow pattern maps, Barnea & Taitel (1994) drew the conclusion that the

viscous Kelvin-Helmholtz limit (equation (2.19) with k given by equation (2.20)) provided

a good approximation for the transition from stratified flow to slug for horizontal pipes.

Bendiksen & Espedal (1992) argued that the viscous Kelvin-Helmholtz analysis does not

provide necessary as well as sufficient conditions for the onset of slugging, and only gives

the transition from stratified smooth to stratified wavy flow. In order to judge whether

stable slug flow will form once a wave has bridged the pipe, Bendiksen & Espedal (1992)

considered the conditions for the slug to grow, following the idea of Ruder et al. (1989).
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The criterion for sustaining slug flow is given by:

eq 
—(XG81

- Gs	
(2.21)

where u, and represent the gas velocity and the gas voidage in the equilibrium

stratified flow prior to the transition to slug flow respectively. Bendiksen & Espedal (1992)

compared the new criterion, given by equation (2.21), against large-scale high-pressure

data taken from the SINTEF Two-Phase flow laboratory (Bendiksen et at., 1986). They

found excellent agreement for one of the two cases considered but overall criterion (2.21)

proved to be more accurate than the VKH, especially at high pressures.

2.2.2 Slug development, growth, and collapse

The previous section describes the mechanism that leads to transition from gas-liquid

stratified to slug flow. The present section deals with the situation when the gas-liquid

interface has already become unstable and slugs generate in the pipe.

Dukier & Hubbard (1975), and Taitel & Dukler (1977) described in great detail the slug

formation mechanism (figure 2.4).

Under conditions where slug flow takes place, solitary waves appear on the gas-liquid

interface, and, if high enough, they can block the pipe section. The effect is a sudden

increase in pressure and the blockage is accelerated to the gas velocity. The blockage

scoops liquid from the slow moving liquid layer ahead of it so that the volume grows and

the blockage becomes a slug. As a result, downstream of the point where the liquid bridges

the pipe, the liquid level is lower than its equilibrium level. Due to this, the hydrodynamic

forces will then start a new cycle. According to Taitel & Dukier (1977), the slug frequency

would be determined by this entrance phenomenon, and it would be determined by the

time required to rebuild the liquid from the level when the slugs are initiated, to the point
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when the height of the layer reaches equilibrium.

The whole process repeats and slugs are continuously generated at the pipe entrance.

Once a slug generates, as said earlier, it scoops up liquid in the front and sheds liquid at

the tail. The liquid flow rate entering the slug in the front is called pick-up rate. The

scooped up liquid generates a vortex in the region close to the slug front whose main effect

is to eventually fragment the tail of the elongated bubble in front to cause entrainment of

small gas bubbles into the moving liquid (Chanson, 1996). In the meantime liquid is shed

from the tail of the slug and the flow rate of the liquid leaving the slug and entering the

film at the rear of the slug is named shedding rate. The combined effect of pick-up and

shedding rates may cause entrainment and depending on their values, lead to slug growth

or collapse (Ruder et al., 1989). Let Ut, ULf, AU and QL (figure 2.5) be respectively the

velocity at which the front of the slug is moving, the velocity of the film, the area occupied

by the liquid film and the shedding rate, the stability of the slug requires that:

QL = (Ut - uLf)AUJ . 	 (2.22)

If the shedding rate is greater than the pick-up rate the slug will collapse, and if it is

smaller then the slug will grow. During the transient, each slug which has formed in the

pipe can either grow, collapse or eventually reach an equilibrium length when the pick-up

and the shedding rates are equal.

Slug flow is intermittent in nature, and flow parameters such as slug body length, or

slug unit length should be described in statistical terms (Barnea & Taitel, 1993). As

section 2.6 highlights, several authors reduced the intermittency to periodicity (Wallis,

1969; Dukler & Hubbard, 1975; Taitel & Barnea, 1990), in such a way that the flow

structure was simplified to an equivalent cell consisting of a long gas bubble and a liquid

slug, whose characteristics would remain constant. Slug flow would therefore be idealised
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Into a sort of steady-state flow, where trains of slugs with same structure flow along

the pipe. Some authors argued that, in horizontal pipes, slug flow might never attain a

steady-state behaviour, regardless of the pipe length (Taitel, 1987). For inclined pipes the

situation would be different, since the gravitational component along the flow direction

has a stabilising effect, and several researchers studied the effect of small pipe inclinations

on the transition to slug flow (Taitel et al., 2000; Woods et al., 2000). The main finding is

that higher liquid flow rates are necessary to obtain slugs in dowuflows, and vice versa for

upflows. Furthermore, slugs can dissipate faster in downhill sections, than in horizontal

ones.

Brill et at. (1981) investigated the slug length distribution for the Prudhoe bay field,

and were the first to suggest that the distribution follows a log-normal pattern for large

diameter pipes. Nydal et at. (1992) made experiments with air-water slug flow, with

a wide variety of input conditions, and they concluded that the cumulative probability

density function of the measured slug lengths, fits a log-normal distribution quite well.

Saether et at. (1990), through their experiments on two-phase air-water slug flow, showed

that slug lengths in horizontal pipes obey fractal statistics. All those investigations showed

that slug flow in horizontal pipes needs to be described in statistical terms.

2.3 Gas bubble entrainment

It is well established, from experimental evidence, that under certain conditions small gas

bubbles are entrained in the slug body, leading to a decrease in the slug body hold-up

a 3 . Depending on the degree of aeration within the slug, some authors distinguish two

flow regimes within the intermittent flow: plug and slug flow (Nädler & Mewes, 1992). In

the plug regime, that occurs for low values of gas and liquid superficial velocities, the slug

is free of bubbles and the liquid hold-up is unity. When the superficial velocities increase,
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bubbles are entrained, and dispersed flow occurs in the body of the slug.

The physical mechanism which leads to gas entrainment in horizontal and nearly horizontal

two-phase slug flow is quite complex, and only few experiments have been carried out in

order to arrive at a thorough understanding. The work by Jepson (1987) helped to shed

some light on gas entrainment, and showed that the physical process of slug aeration is

very similar to that of air bubble entrainment in hydraulic jumps. Jepson (1987) studied

a stationary slug, by forming a hydraulic jump that bridges the pipe. He showed that the

entrainment of small gas bubbles into the body of the slug results from the fragmentation

of the tail of the elongated Taylor bubble into small gas pockets that are entrapped in the

flowing liquid. The slug aeration would therefore correspond to swarms of bubbles formed

in the mixing region, which then detach from the mixing vortex, like what happens in a

hydraulic jump, where the action of the vortex (often called the "roller"), breaks the free

surface ahead of the jump, leading to air packets entering the jump (Chanson, 1996). This

is a direct consequence of the strong turbulent action induced by the large vortex motion

set up by the jet-like entrance of the liquid film at the slug front (Fernandes et aL, 1983),

as is depicted in figure 1.4.

Using flash and cine photography, Jepson (1987) showed the formation of pulses of gas

bubbles in the liquid slug, and that the pulse frequency increases with increasing incoming

velocity. Moreover, part of the air which is entrained across the jump, circulates and

returns to the Taylor bubble ahead of it. Thus, the net rate of gas entrainment is the

result of a balance between bubble injection and rejection. The pick-up process that

occurs at the slug front (Fan et aL, 1993), seen in a frame of reference travelling at the

slug front velocity, is identical to a plunging jet (the liquid film) entering a stationary pool

(the slug body) (Bonetto & Lahey, 1993). Several authors found that when this liquid

jet exceeds a critical velocity, small bubbles from the elongated bubble are entrained in
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the slug (Bonetto & Lahey, 1993; Manolis, 1995; Grotjahn & Mewes, 2001; Andreussi

& Bendiksen, 1989). Once the slug becomes aerated, the bubbles at the slug front are

distributed fairly homogeneously, but tend to migrate towards the upper part of the tube

further away; only at high flow rates the bubble distribution is uniform across the pipe

section (Bendiksen et al., 1996). For low to moderate mixture velocities the drift between

the entrained bubbles and the liquid velocity inside the slug is negligible, with the bubbles

traveffing at nearly the same as the liquid velocity. For higher mixture velocities the drift

may not be negligible, due to the higher pressure gradient. Nydal & Andreussi (1993)

found that small bubbles move at the same speed as the liquid in an oil slug, but move

slower than the liquid in a water slug. The distribution of dispersed gas in the liquid

slug (referred to as slug void fraction cEQ3 in the present work) depends on a number of

parameters, in particular, flow rates, fluid properties, pipe diameter and inclination, and

system pressure (Bendiksen et al., 1996). Aeration increases with slug velocity, and can

only be neglected, if the slug velocity is sufficiently low (Nydal & Banerjee, 1996). One

example of the dependency on physical properties is the influence of surface tension. For

a constant Froude number and increasing Eötvös number (Eo 1/a), the void fraction

in the slug increases, and the surface tension decreases. Hence, surface tension is an

important factor in the breakup of the interface between the elongated bubble and the

slug front (Fabre & Line, 1992). The aeration of the liquid film under the elongated

bubble is neglected in most slug flow models. This is a valid assumption for horizontal

and slightly inclined air-water flows, due to the buoyancy which tends to deaerate the

liquid film: most of the dispersed gas bubbles will actually coalesce with the elongated

bubble; the remainder move into the slug.

The aeration of a liquid stream can dramatically change the flow characteristics, and can

additionally break a long slug into a train of smaller ones (Nydal & Andreussi, 1991).
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Knowledge of the slug voidage is required in all the slug flow models, such as that of

Taitel & Barnea (1990), or more recently Cook & Behnia (2000a), for the calculation of

the frictional pressure drop along the slug. Furthermore, correlations for the slug voidage

are required as closure laws by commercial transient flow simulation models, such as OLGA

(Bendiksen et al., 1991) or TACITE (Pauchon et al., 1994). It is therefore understandable

that several researchers investigated slug entrainment in detail and correlated the average

slug void fraction with the flow rate, fluid properties and/or pipe geometry.

2.3.1 Empirical correlations for determination of the slug voidage

Gregory et al. (1978) measured the liquid volume fraction in the body of the slug using

capacitance-type liquid volume fraction sensors in a light oil-air system in 25.8 mm and

51.2mm diameter pipes. They correlated their results in terms of the mixture velocity

UM oniy as:

1
aL3	

1 + (UM/8.66)139'	
(2.23)

where, in the slug body, the fundamental relation:

Gs = 1 - aL3,
	 (2.24)

holds.

Malnes (1982) proposed an alternative correlation also based on the same data of Gregory

et al. (1978) as:

UM (2.25)Ls = 1 - _______
Cc+UM'

where C is a dimensional coefficient defined as:

= 83 
(o.25 ,	 (2.26)

PL)
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and o is the gas-liquid surface tension. Among the different expressions for the slug hold-

up the one that has been found to be the most accurate over a wide range of experimental

conditions is given by Andreussi & Bendiksen (1989) who studied air entrainment into

water slugs using two transparent Plexiglas tubes of 50mm and 90 mm internal diameter

and 17m in length. Their correlation is based on the assumption that, the net rate of gas

bubble entrainment in the body of the slug is given by a mass balance between the bubble

production and loss rate, as was shown by Jepson (1987). Their correlation is given by:

Ls - 1 - UM - 
Umf (2.27)

- UM+UmO'

with

fDo\ 2]
Urnf = 2.6 [i —2 (--) ] /, D0 = 2.5Cm,	 (2.28)

umO 2400[1 -	 (2.29)

Bo 
= PL9D2
	

(2.30)

Recently Abdul-Majeed (2000), basing his work on data consisting of 435 slug hold-up

points taken from seven different sources, has proposed a new correlation in order to

compute the slug void fraction, which only depends on the fluids viscosities and mixture

velocity:

= 1.009 - (0.006 + 1.3377 ') UM.	 (2.31)
iLJ

Most, if not all, of the available correlations for the average slug void fraction in liquid

slugs were found to be unsatisfactory when applied to different geometries from those used
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in extracting the empirical correlations (Paglianti et al., 1992). This deficiency will emerge

in the present study too.

2.4 Three-phase flow

When oil, water, and natural gas flow in pipelines, physical phenomena additional to those

occurring in two-phase slug flow, play a crucial role. The main difference between two and

three phase flow, lies in the fact that in three-phase systems the presence of two liquids

gives rise to a wider variety of flow patterns (Hall, 1997) than when only two phases

are present. Depending on the flow rates of the phases, if sufficient mixing takes place,

one liquid may be dispersed in the other; otherwise, the liquids will flow in separated

layers. Still within the stratified configuration, mixing layers at the liquid-liquid interface

may occur, in such a way that even the stratified configurations consist of different phase

distribution (Acikgöz et al., 1992). If mixing of the phases takes place, either of the two

phases (oil or water) may be continuous, and the other dispersed (in the form of droplets):

see figure 2.6. Phase inversion, whereby the continuous phase becomes dispersed and vice-

versa may also occur. The pressure gradient in either case can be quite different, and it is

therefore very important to predict which phase is continuous and which is dispersed.

When phase inversion takes place, an abrupt change in the frictional pressure drop of the

oil-water mixture is observed (Sobocinski, 1955; Malinowsky, 1975; Hall, 1992; Pan, 1996;

Odozi, 2000). This is because the viscosity of the mixture is largely determined by which

of the phases is continuous and which one is dispersed. Therefore, the prediction of the

phase inversion phenomenon is crucial to the reliability of the overall prediction of three-

phase flow. However the phenomenon, is quite complex and a thorough understanding is

yet to be achieved.

In what follows, some of the experimental investigations into three-phase flow regimes will
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be presented, and in particular the different criteria adopted to classify the flow regimes

will be highlighted. This will be helpful when the developed model for three-phase slug flow

is presented (chapter 5). Experiments on three-phase pressure gradient are then assessed,

and correlations for the viscosity of the liquid-liquid mixtures are examined. Some models

for the prediction of the transition from stratified to fully dispersed liquid-liquid flows

will then be considered. Finally, the phase inversion phenomenon will be described, and

possible models to determine the liquid content to invert the mixture will be evaluated.

2.4.1 Three-phase flow regimes

Whereas a large number of investigations has been conducted on the flow patterns of

liquid-gas two-phase flow, and the definition of the flow regimes has been almost universally

accepted (see, for instance, figure 1.3), the study on liquid-liquid-gas flows has been too

limited so far, to establish universal definitions. Lee et al. (1993) made experiments with

an oil-water-carbon dioxide system, at atmospheric conditions and in a horizontal 10 cm

diameter Plexiglas (to allow visual observations) pipe. The range of superficial velocities

was from 0.05 to 2 rn/s for the total liquid phase (oil+water), and from 0.5 to 15 rn/s

for the gas phase. The flow pattern maps constructed by the authors were based on

three liquid compositions: 25% oil-75% water, 50% oil-50% water, or 75% oil-25% water.

The flow patterns observed for the gas-total liquid flow were of three types (figure 2.7):

stratified, intermittent (which was in turn divided into plug, slug, and pseudo-slug flow),

and annular flow.

For low gas and liquid superficial velocities, the flow regime was stratified smooth, where

the phases were distributed in the pipe according to their respective density: water at the

bottom, gas at the top, and oil in between. By increasing the gas superficial velocity, waves

appeared at the gas-oil interface, and a wavy stratified flow was obtained. Further increase

in the gas superficial velocity, the waves turned into rolling waves at the gas-oil interface.
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Lee et al. (1993) observed that only with very high gas velocity, dispersion between the

oil and water phases occurred. When the gas and total liquid superficial velocities are

increased, the dominant flow pattern was intermittent. For low velocities, the authors

observed that the oil and water were separated throughout the pipe, and when the oil

phase bridged the pipe, the oil-piston was propelled by the gas over a water layer (plug

flow). Increasing the velocities, the oil and water started to get mixed within the liquid

slug, and no gas entrainment was detected (slug flow). Further increasing the velocities,

Lee ci al. (1993) observed that, within the liquid slug, a high degree of aeration was

present, leading to the flow pattern named pseudo-slug flow. For very high gas velocities,

the gas was flowing through a central core, and a well mixed liquid mixture flowed through

the pipe in a liquid film; this was annular flow. The authors concluded affirming that,

there is a large effect of fluid compositions on flow patterns and flow regime transitions.

Acikgöz et al. (1992) investigated an oil-water-gas system for a horizontal configuration

in a Plexiglas tube of 5.78 rn length and 19mm internal diameter. The oil used was a

North Sea crude oil, with a dynamic viscosity of uj = 0.1164 Pa s, almost 116 times more

viscous than the water phase. The superficial velocities ranged between 0.15 - 50 rn/s

for the air, 0.043 - 0.24 rn/s for the oil, and 0.004 - 0.66 rn/s for the water. Each flow

pattern map was constructed keeping the oil superficial velocity U0 constant. The authors

classified the flow patterns in a way that depended on the combination of the following

flow properties: a) liquid phase that is predominantly in contact with the pipe walls, b)

liquid-liquid flow pattern (either separated or dispersed), c) relevant flow pattern between

the total liquid phase (oil+water) and the gas phase. For the first part of their three-phase

flow pattern determination, Acikgoz et al. (1992) identified either oil based, or water based

flows; for the second part dispersed, separated, or separated-dispersed liquid-liquid flow;

for the third part the authors identified six possible configurations. Figure 2.6 shows the
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observed flow patterns, and table 2.1 gives a summary of the possible three-phase flow

patterns, as observed by Acikgöz et al. (1992).

Pan (1996) studied experimentally three-phase slug flow using the WASP (Water, Air,

Sand, Petroleum) rig at the Chemical Engineering department of the Imperial College,

London. The pipe is made of stainless steel, is 38 m long and of 77.92mm internal diam-

eter. The flow patterns could be obtained at the end of the test section by visualisation,

through an acrylic section, encased in a high pressure tube, using a 24 frame per second

video camera that recorded the flow through the acrylic section. The type of classification

adopted by Pan (and subsequent researchers at the Imperial College), was to base the

flow regimes first on the liquid-liquid flow pattern (either fully dispersed or segregated

oil-water flow), then second on the continuous phase in the case of dispersion (either oil

or water continuous), and finally on the gas-total liquid (oil+water) flow pattern (bubble,

stratified, plug, slug, or annular). The total number of possible combinations is, therefore,

fifteen (see figure 2.8). The nomenclature used in the present thesis will be the same as

that adopted by Pan. Table 2.2 summarises the abbreviations used to indicate the flow

patterns observed during the experiments.

2.4.2 Three-phase pressure gradient

The pressure gradient represents a very important parameter for pipeline design. Several

experimental investigations to determine the pressure gradient for three-phase slug flow

can be found in the literature. The findings of some researchers, as it will appear clear

later on, are in apparent conflict with each other. This fact is a clear sign of the high

complexity of three-phase flow, and represents a manifestation of the different behaviour

that oil-water dispersions might have under different operating conditions.

Sobocinski (1955) used a 11.6m long pipe with internal diameter of 79.2 mm to study a

gas/oil/water system with the following range of superficial velocities: 2.4 - 16.3 mIs for
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the gas, 0.006 - 0.09 rn/s for the oil, and 0.002 - 0.09 rn/s for the water. The oil was

of density of P0 = 840kg/rn3 , and a dynamic viscosity of po = 2.83 mPa s. For those

low values of liquid superficial velocities (both Uo and Uw) the dominant flow patterns

were stratified wavy and semi-annular flow, and oil/water dispersions occurred. Sobocinski

(1955) obtained 114 pressure gradient data points, and found that the three-phase pressure

gradient showed a peak for water-gas+oil mass velocity ratios (PWUW/(PGUG + po Uo))

between 40-50% (see figure 2.9). As the gas velocity U0 increased, the pressure gradient

became higher.

Gu.zhov et al. (1974) obtained 43 data points for pressure gradient for gas-oil-water flow

from oil fields. The experiments were in the region of plug-dispersed flow. Not much

information is provided by the article about the physical properties of the phases and

the geometry of the pipeline. The oil viscosity was 5 rnPa s at 30°C, and of 2 mPa a at

60°C. The water fraction varied between 0.5% and 70%. Guzhov et al. (1974) predicted

the three-phase pressure gradient using the Groznyi Petroleum Institute method, and

assumed that the oil-water viscosity was equal to that of the pure oil phase. Figure

2.10 shows their results, with the V—coordinate denoting the ratio of the measured to

the calculated pressure gradients, and the X—coordinate the water input fraction (Aw =

Uw/(Uo + Uw)) . From figure 2.10 it is clear that the three-phase pressure gradient can

be several times higher than the two-phase values, thus indicating that the viscosity of an

oil-water mixture can be larger than that of oil.

Malinowsky (1975) conducted slug flow experiments with low viscosity oils (po 4 -

5 mPa s) in a horizontal transparent acrylic pipe of length 29.7m and internal diameter

of 38.1 rnrn, at 2 bar of pressure. The ranges of the superficial velocities employed in

the experiments are as follows: 1.5 - 4.3 rn/s for the air, 0.26 - 1.36 rn/s for oil, and

0.19 - 2.08 rn/s for water. The oil-water surface tension was aow = 0.023 N/rn. The
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majority of the flow tests were effected in slug flow, except those for the highest gas

velocities in which the observed pattern was between misty annular and slug. Malinowsky

(1975) assessed the Beggs & Brill (1973) pressure gradient correlation (section 2.5, equation

(2.96)) against his experimental data, supposing that the oil-water mixture had a viscosity

given by a linear interpolation between that of the oil and water phases. As appears

clearly from figure 2.11, the correlation underpredicted the measured three-phase pressure

gradient in the oil continuous region (for water fractions up to 50%), and overpredicted

it in the water continuous region. Malinowsky (1975) concluded that the linear viscosity

approximation for the oil-water mixture was responsible for the poor agreement. By

applying the Beggs & Brill (1973) pressure gradient correlation, he then back calculated

the mixture viscosity from the known experimental values of the pressure gradient, and

obtained the trend shown by figure 2.12, where the mixture viscosity M is plotted against

the water input fraction Aw. From the figure it is clear that the oil-water mixture viscosity

can be several times greater than that of the pure liquid phase: in the oil continuous region

Malinowsky (1975) found that the mixture viscosity was about 30 times the oil viscosity

for a 50% water input fractions.

Hall (1992) conducted experiments for three-phase slug flow, using the WASP facility at

the Imperial College, consisting of a 36 m long stainless steel pipe with internal diameter of

0.078 mm, at pressures ranging from atmospheric up to 3.36 bar. The ranges of superficial

velocities were: 0.98 - 4.lm/s for air, 0 - 0.54 rn/s for oil, and 0— 0.83 rn/s for water.

The oil used was the Shell Tellus 22 oil, that is highly viscous (po = 48 rnPa s), almost 50

times more viscous than water. The oil-water surface tension was aow = 0.03 N/rn. Hall

(1992) observed a peak in the pressure drop for water fraction of 40%. He then found the

Beggs & Brill (1973) correlation to be the most accurate in order to predict three-phase

slug pressure gradient, when the Brinkman (1952) viscosity model was applied to calculate
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the oil-water mixture viscosity.

Stapelberg & Mewes (1994) made experiments on gas-liquid-liquid slug flow using a Plex-

iglas tube of length 35 m with internal diameter of 59 mm at atmospheric pressure. The

ranges of superficial velocities were of 0 - 3.3 rn/s for air, and 0 - 0.25 rn/s for both oil

and water. The oil viscosity was of 31 mPa s (Izo/1tw ratio around 30), and the oil-water

surface tension ow = 0.0535 N/rn. The findings of Stapelberg & Mewes (1994) were

in contrast with those of the aforementioned investigators, in that, although operating

within the three-phase slug flow regime, they did not notice any peak in the pressure loss.

Furthermore, the authors noticed that for low gas velocities (UG < 1 m/s), the three-phase

pressure gradient was bounded by the two-phase air-oil and air-water pressure gradient,

whereas for higher values of gas velocities the three-phase pressure gradient was actually

smaller than that of the two-phase air-water slug flow (see figure 2.13).

Nädler & Mewes (1995) performed a series of experiments on a gas-liquid-liquid system

using a horizontal pipe 48 m long, and with internal diameter of 59.0mm. In their pa-

per, the physical properties of the fluids are unfortunately not mentioned but the authors

underline the fact that, although the oil used is a mineral oil with Newtonian flow char-

acteristics, the formation of dispersions of both liquids could result in shear-thinning flow

behaviour, leading therefore to drag reduction. Nädler & Mewes (1995) made several test

runs, keeping the total liquid flow rate at a constant superficial velocity of either 0.3, 0.9,

or 1.5 m/s, varying the water-cut in the range between 0 (oil-air two-phase flow) and 1

(water-air two-phase flow). The range of the gas superficial velocities was between 0.1

and 14.0 rn/s. For every combination of input data (water-cut, liquid, and gas superficial

velocity), the flow pattern observed was slug flow. Nãdler & Mewes (1995) made a dis-

tinction between the elongated bubble flow regime, in which no aeration of the slug body

seemed to occur, and aerated slug flow regime, where entrainment of gas bubbles into the
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liquid slug occurred. A peak in the pressure gradient could sometimes be observed, but

for very low water input fractions (typically )'w ^ 0.2). In general, the authors could

distinguish between an oil-dominated regime, for low values of water-cuts, and a water-

dominated regime, for higher values of input water fraction. Most interestingly, Nädler

& Mewes (1995) observed that the transition between the two kinds of liquid dominated

regimes (i.e. phase inversion), occurred for the same critical water fraction observed in

the oil-water two-phase flow.

Pan (1996) conducted experiments on three-phase slug flow using the WASP facilities

for different pipe inclinations (1° upward/downward, and horizontal) at pressures up to

5 bar. The properties of oil used are the same as those used by Hall in 1992. The ranges

of superficial velocities are 1.5 - 15.3m/s for air, 0 - O.3m/s for oil, and 0 - 0.4 rn/s

for water. Pan (1996) produced experimental data on slug hold-up and pressure gradient

usually keeping the oil flow rate constant (Uo = 0.lrn/s typically) and increasing the water

flow rate. For the lowest gas velocities (UG < 3.1 m/s) no evident peak of the pressure

gradient was observed, whereas for the higher gas flow rates the pressure increased for a

value of water fraction that was strongly dependent on the gas velocity (usually around

40 - 60%). Pan (1996) explained his results arguing that for the low gas flow rates the

gas-liquid flow pattern was either stratified or slug, and in the former case the mixing

between the oil and the water might not have led to a fully dispersed oil-water flow, which

would not possess a large effective viscosity.

Odozi (2000) performed other three-phase slug flow experiments using the WASP facility

at the Chemical Engineering department of the Imperial College. The physical properties

of the oil and water are the same as those used by Pan (1996) and Hall (1992) in their

experiments. The experimental campaigns were mainly made for a horizontal pipe config-

uration. The ranges of superficial velocities are as follows: 0 - 24 rn/s for air, 0 - 0.5 rn/s
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for both oil and water. Odozi, instead of keeping either liquid flow rate constant, kept the

total liquid flow rate constant. Most of the experimental runs were within the slug flow

regime. For the highest gas velocities (U > 4 m/s) full dispersion between the oil and

water throughout the slug (body + film) was observed. For that range of superficial gas

velocities, the pressure always showed a peak, at water-cuts that shifted towards higher

values as the gas flow rate increased. This observation was justified in that, as the gas

flow rate increases, the body of the slug would become more aerated, and the presence of

gas bubbles would increase the water fraction to invert the mixture.

2.4.3 Viscosity models

The present section will highlight the most relevant literature concerned with the deter-

mination of viscosity of an oil-water mixture. The present thesis will distinguish between

oil-water dispersions and emulsions, in that the former is an unstable mixture that can

separate into the original phases within time, whereas the latter is a dispersed system

where surfactants are usually present to inhibit dynamic coalescence and breakup processes

among the liquid droplets. The kind of oil-water mixtures studied herein are represented

by oil-water dispersions. The physical properties of the liquid phases play an important

role in determining the oil-water flow behaviour. The oil properties can be quite different:

it can be more or less dense than water, the oil-water viscosity ratio (jio//Jw) can vary

from more than a million to less than one, and the oil may exhibit either Newtonian or

non-Newtonian behaviour. Depending on the oil and water properties, dispersions of oil

droplets in water (0/W) or water droplets in oil (W/0) can exhibit Newtonian or non-

Newtonian rheological behaviour. Furthermore, drag reduction behaviour may occur. Pal

(1993) performed some experiments using both oil-water unstable emulsions (dispersions)

and surfactants-added oil-water stabilised emulsions. The flow behaviour for oil-water

unstable emulsions was different depending on whether the flow was laminar or turbu-
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lent. Figure 2.14 illustrates that in the turbulent regime, water-in-oil (W/O) dispersions

exhibited drag reduction behaviour that was enhanced substantially with the increase in

the water (dispersed phase) concentration. Instead, when the flow was laminar, no drag

reduction could be observed. Pal (1993) justified this by arguing that the turbulence of the

carrier fluid (the continuous phase) was modified in the presence of dynamic mechanisms

such as droplet coalescence and breakup. The presence of surfactants would thus elimi-

nate drag reduction behaviour, in that coalescence and breakup of droplets are inhibited.

Pal (1993) also investigated the mixture viscosity behaviour for laminar and turbulent

water-in-oil (W/O) dispersions. The mixture viscosity exhibited a peak (see figure 2.15)

for both laminar and turbulent flow, although it was more evident for laminar flows for

the abovementioned reasons.

To the knowledge of the author, the first attempt to derive a mathematical expression

for the viscosity of a disperse system is attributed to Einstein (1906), who derived the

following expression:

ILM = /z(l + 2.5 Cd),	 (2.32)

where M, p, and Cd indicate the mixture (or effective) viscosity, the continuous phase

viscosity and the dispersed phase concentration respectively. The equation was deduced

from the Navier-Stokes equations. Equation (2.32) is based on three assumptions: the

droplets (or bubbles in case of gas-liquid dispersion) can be assumed to be rigid spheres,

the droplets (or bubbles) are evenly distributed, and the concentration of the dispersed

phase is small (dilute dispersion).

Hatschek (1928) derived a similar expression for the effective viscosity of immiscible phases.

This is given by:
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Pc

PM = 1 - c•33	
(2.33)

Richardson (1950) made some experiments on the behaviour of a water-benzene emulsion

measuring the torque in a concentric cylinder-type viscometer. He noticed an increase in

the viscosity of the liquid mixture, compared with the pure viscosities of the phases. He

assumed that the effective viscosity has to rise as the concentration of the dispersed phase

increases, due to a reduction of the average separation length of the drops. Richardson

(1950) eventually derived the following relation:

PM = PC exp (2.5 Cd).	 (2.34)

Brinkman (1952) used a mathematical approach to determine the concentration-dependence

of the mixture viscosity. Assuming that equation (2.32) represents the result for infinite

dilution, he derived a simple difference equation, that related the addition of more parti-

cles in a solvent to the increase in viscosity. The Brinkman (1952) relation is expressed

as:

Pc
PM	 (1—cd)25	

(2.35)

2.4.4 Models for transition to fully dispersed liquid-liquid flow

The previous sections clarified how, when the oil and water phases mix, the dispersion

formed can affect the effective viscosity in three-phase flow leading to an increase in pres-

sure gradient. Since the equations for the mixture viscosity (either (2.32), (2.33), (2.34),

or (2.35)) have to be applied only when the liquids are fully dispersed, it is evident that

models for the flow regime transition will be needed.

A possible procedure to follow in order to establish whether an oil-water flow is within
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the fully-dispersed flow pattern, is to obtain information about the maximum droplet

size (dmax) that can generate under specified flow conditions and with known physical

properties of the liquids. Once the maximum drop size is obtained, from an analysis on

the relevant forces acting on the droplets, it is possible to determine values for the critical

droplet size above which liquid-liquid dispersions cannot exist. This is the approach

adopted, among others, by Brauner & Moalem Maron (1992) and by Brauner (2001).

Since the carrier fluid (the continuous phase when dispersion occurs) flows either in laminar

or turbulent states, the expressions for dmox will most likely be different depending on the

given flow regime. The present review will treat both.

Hiaze (1955) was the first to develop a comprehensive theory for the breakup of a single

droplet by effect of a turbulent field. Using non-dimensional analysis, Hinze argued that

the Weber number:

provided the criterion for the splitting of a drop (or a bubble in gas-liquid flow) by a

turbulent flow field. The Weber number (equation (2.36)) represents the ratio between

the external force exerted on the drop by the carrier fluid, that tends to deform the drop,

and the counteracting surface tension force. Under the assumptions of homogeneous and

isotropic turbulence, Hinze derived the following expression for the maximum drop size

that can exist in a turbulent field:

1cr 3/5
dmax = CHZ () (?)_2/5	 (2.37)

where c, Pc, and represent the fluid-fluid surface tension, the continuous phase density,

and the rate of turbulent energy dissipation per unit mass of the continuous phase re-

spectively. The constant CHZ was found by fitting the experimental data of Clay (1940),
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who performed experiments for various liquid-liquid systems: it corresponded to a value of

0.725. Sevik & Park (1973) demonstrated, by applying a theoretical analysis based on the

natural frequency of a drop (or bubble) in its lowest mode of vibration, that CHZ = 0.68

for drops, and CHZ = 1.14 for bubbles.

If equation (2.37) is to be applied to pipe flow, the rate of turbulent dissipation per unit

mass of the continuous phase must be calculated:

T = fcPM(&,
	 (2.39)

where f is the wall friction factor of the continuous phase, and PM represents the density of

the mixture, based on a linear interpolation between those of the liquids. From equations

(2.38) and (2.39), one arrives at:

- - 2f U	 PM

- D Pc( l - Cd)	
(2.40)

From equation (2.37) and (2.40) it is possible to derive the mathematical expression for

the maximum drop size dmax:

I d, \	 ______	 ________
D ) =
	 (Pc1JU 

—0.6	
fCPM

U J	 pC(1_Cd))	
(2.41)

The expression given in equation (2.41) is the same as that derived by Brauner (2001),

who extended the original analysis of Hinze (1955) to the case of dense dispersions. Her

argument is that in the case of dense dispersions, drop coalescence may occur. In order

to disrupt the tendency of coalescence the continuous phase, flowing at a rate Q, should

carry enough turbulence energy to disperse the other phase (flowing at a rate Qd). The

energy balance would lead to the following equation:
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PCUI2Q 
= CH-----Qd,	 (2.42)

2	 dmax

where CH is a constant to be tuned by reference to experimental data (CH = 0(1)), u' is

the turbulent fluctuation given by:

= /dmax.	 (2.43)

From equation (2.42), and using both equation (2.38) and (2.43), Brauner (2001) proposed

the following expression for the maximum drop diameter for dense dispersions:

1 dmax\	
2 22C/5 

pDU\ 
—0.6	

fcPM	
—0.4	 Cd 0.6

D )2=	 )	 (PC1_Cd)	 (1_Cd)	
(2.44)

The maximum droplet size would therefore be given by:

dmax	 (1 dmax\	 I dm\ )

	

D )' Ii.. D )J	 (2.45)

The physical restrictions under which equation (2.45) can be applied are: fully turbulent

field of the continuous phase (Ret = (puD)/p > 2100), and the maximum drop size has

to be smaller than the length scale of energy containing eddies (Brauner, 2001):

dmax < 0.1D.	 (2.46)

Decarre & Fabre (1997), in their model for phase inversion described in the next section,

derived, under similar assumptions made for equation (2.41), the following expression for

the droplet diameter generated by a turbulent carrier fluid:

	

fdmo.c\	 1.15 fpDU	
—0.6	 —0.4

	

D )	 )	 ( (1Cd))	
.	 (2.47)
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Laminar dispersions (Rec ^ 2100) did not attract as much attention as turbulent ones,

and consequently few correlations are available for the droplet diameter generated in a

laminar field. Decarre & Fabre (1997) report the findings of Hinch & Acrivos (1979), who

proposed a law for the breaking-up of droplets dispersed in fully laminar flow:

dmax - 0.145 °	 (\6	
(2.48)

D - 2 1LCUM .JAc)

The critical drop size is usually derived by considering agglomeration effects, that tend to

lead to droplet coalescence, and migration of droplets, due to buoyancy, to the upper (or

lower) part of the wall (phenomenon termed as creaming) (Barnea, 1986).

The critical drop size above which drops are deformed and when coalescence occurs, was

determined by Barnea et al. (1982) for a vertical flow as:

I 0.4a
= 

2/ (__-) ,
	 (2.49)

where ip = Iw - pol for the case of oil-water flow. Equation (2.49) was used by Brauner

(2001), for applications to all pipe inclinations. For a horizontal or nearly horizontal pipe,

the critical droplet size above which drops are deformed can be obtained by a simple forces

equilibrium between the buoyancy and surface tension forces (Brauner & Moalem Maron,

1992). The buoyancy force is given by:

F9 = ir (----) Iw - polgcos fi,	 (2.50)

and the surface tension force by:

= a ir	 (2.51)

From equation (2.50) and (2.51) one obtains:
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/ 6.Oo \
=	 pgcos)'	

(2.52)

which, for the same chemical and physical properties of two liquid phases, is approximately

1.94 times greater than that given by equation (2.49). Brauner & Moalem Maron (1992)

claim that, if the droplet size is greater than that given by equation (2.52), large distorted

droplets will agglomerate on the lower (or upper) part of the tube to form a continuous

layer.

The critical droplet diameter leading to the drops migrating towards the upper (or lower)

part of the tube, can be determined under fully turbulent flow conditions (Barnea, 1986).

The force balance is between the radial buoyancy component (equation (2.50)) and the

force acting due to turbulent fluctuations (Levich, 1962):

where v' is the radial velocity due to turbulent fluctuations, estimated as function of the

friction velocity U:

=	 = UM 
()h/2 .
	 (2.54)

The critical droplet size can then be determined by equality of equation (2.50) and (2.53):

dt2 -:
	

Pc	 ICU1 (2.55)
- Ipw—polgcosfl

The critical droplet size will then be:

Min{dcriti, 	 (2.56)

for fully turbulent dispersions, and
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for laminar dispersions. If the values of the liquids densities approach each other, the

critical drop sizes as defined in equations (2.49), (2.52), and (2.55) would tend to infinity,

and therefore would lose physical meaning. Under these circumstances, Brauner (2001)

suggested that for Eötvös numbers

smaller than 0.2, the critical drop size should be scaled with the pipe diameter D, and she

recommended to take dc,.;t 0.5 D.

The criterion for transition to fully dispersed flow is finally given by:

dmax < dcrjt, 	 (2.59)

where the value of dmax changes depending on whether the flow is fully turbulent or

laminar. Under conditions where the Eötvös number, as defined in equation (2.58), is

greater than 0.2, the equation, when the Brauner model is applied (2001), reads:

(_0.4o \ 3	 Pc	 fU 1	
(2.60)M((dmaxi,dmax2)

where dmax1 and dmaz2 are given by equations (2.41) and (2.44) respectively. The appli-

cability of equation (2.60) is restricted to turbulent flows only (Ret > 2100).

When the criterion is applied using the droplet size model of Decarre & Fabre (1997),

equation (2.59) can be written as

( II 6.Oa \ 3	 Pc	 u)
dmo.x ^ Mm	 pgcosfi)' IPw - poIgcosL	

(2.61)
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Equation (2.61) is valid when the carrier fluid is in the turbulent regime, with the diameter

given by equation (2.47). If the carrier fluid is laminar, the transition to fully

dispersed flow occurs when:

'	 /	 6.0cr0.145	 ci (pf	 ________

2 
D 

PUM	 ^ v (pgcosfi)	
(2.62)

2.4.5 Phase inversion

Phase inversion in a liquid-liquid dispersion is the phenomenon wherein the dispersed

phase suddenly becomes spontaneously the continuous (and vice-versa). Such phenomenon

is common, and occurs in a wide range of industrial applications. However, the intricate

mechanisms responsible for phase inversion and the effect of physical and geometrical

parameters on it are not well understood yet. This phenomenon is extremely relevant for

three-phase slug flow, since, as observed in section 2.4.2, it may cause an abrupt increase

in the frictional pressure drop.

In pipeflow it manifests itself in the following manner. Starting from pure single phase

oil flow, as water is fed into the pipe, water droplets will flow in oil-continuous state (if

the flow rate is sufficiently high). As the input fraction of water is increased, the water

droplets become more concentrated, until they eventually coalesce, entrapping the oil into

droplets (see figure 2.16, from Arirachakaran et at., 1989). When oil in water (0/W)

dispersion is formed, as the water fraction is gradually increased, the system evolves from

a two-phase 0/W dispersion to a pure single phase water flow, when the input oil fraction

reaches zero.

Most of the available literature on phase inversion, concerns two-phase liquid-liquid flow,

but, to the knowledge of the present author, no thorough investigation into this issue has

been made for three-phase gas-liquid-liquid systems. All that exists in the literature are

different correlations for the calculation of phase inversion.
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Arirachakaran et at. (1989), investigating an oil-water system, pointed out that a wide

range of parameters may influence the phase inversion, such as water fraction )w, oil

viscosity po, water viscosity pw, oil-water surface tension aow, mixture velocity UM,

drop size, drop distribution and the nature of flow regime (either laminar or turbulent).

The authors, due to the limitation of the experimental equipment, could only investigate

the effect of water fraction, oil viscosity, mixture velocity, and laminar flow regime on

the phase inversion phenomenon. Using the experimental data of Guzhov et at. (1973),

Russell & Charles (1959), Charles et at. (1961), Oglesby (1979), and Arirachakaran (1983),

they correlated the following logarithmic relationship between the input water fraction to

invert the mixture and the oil viscosity:

= 0.5 - 0.1108 log () ,	 (2.63)

where Pr = 1 mPa s. Arirachakaran et at. (1989) noticed that caution should be exercised

in applying equation (2.63), since it was obtained for an oil-water system with an interfacial

surface tension of aow = 30±2 mN/rn.

Nädler & Mewes (1995) proposed a simple method for predicting the phase inversion

point by assuming that, before inversion takes place, there are two distinct layers flowing

separately: the less dense phase (i.e. typically the oil) flowing at the top, and the more

dense phase (i.e. typically the water) flowing at the bottom of the pipe (see figure 2.17).

Assuming no slip condition when a dispersion is formed, and that the velocities of the

two liquid phases are approximately given by the mixture velocity UM, Nädler & Mewes

(1995) combined the oil and water momentum equations (see chapter 5) to obtain:

TWWSW - roSo	 (2.64)

Applying Fanning-type relations for the determination of the friction factors:
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TwK = fwKpKuKIuKI, 	 (2.65)

and the Blasius-type equations:

fwK = CjRe",	 (2.66)

for calculating the friction factors (for turbulent flow RCK > 2100 -* C1 = 0.079, K

0.25; for laminar flow ReK ^ 2100 - C1 = 16, K = 1), Nädler & Mewes (1995) derived

from equation (2.64) the following equation for the water fraction at phase inversion:

=	 -o o	 1/k2	
(2.67)

1+k (2 Pp	 1
1 CfW 1 W p W [DUM]OW

where k1 and k2 are flow regime dependent parameters (either laminar or turbulent): if

both layers are laminar, k1 and k2 would be 1.0 and 2.0; if both layers are turbulent

k 1 and k2 would be 1.0 and 1.2. Nädler & Mewes (1995) noticed that equation (2.67),

like equation (2.63), predicts lower values of the water fraction to invert the mixture for

increasing oil viscosities.

Decarre & Fabre (1997) proposed a rigorous thermodynamic study for the determination

of the water fraction to invert the mixture. They supposed a local thermal equilibrium

between the oil and water, negligible slippage, and argued that phase inversion occurs

when the two liquid enthalpies coincide. Decarre & Fabre (1997) derived the following

expression for the water fraction to invert the mixture:

(2.68)
\.	 do)

where d and d0 represent the water and oil droplet diameters that generate under the

given flow conditions. If the liquids Reynolds numbers are defined as:
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PKUMDReK =	 ,	 (2.69)

where the subscript K denotes either phase, there exist three possible situations when

the phase inversion occurs: flow conditions in which the flow regime remains laminar

(ReK ^ 2100), flow conditions in which the flow regime remains turbulent (ReK > 2100),

or flow conditions in which there is a laminar/turbulent flow regime transition (since the

oil is typically more viscous than the water, say Re0 ^ 2100 and Rew > 2100). Depending

on the flow regime of the carrier fluid, the correlations used for the droplet diameter are

equation (2.48) for laminar flow and the equation (2.47) in the case of turbulent flow. The

authors, by substitution of equations (2.48) and (2.47) into (2.68) derived the following

three equations for determining the water fraction to invert the mixture:

A=1_ul+(Ihl
I	 'o)	 f	

'	 (2.70)

for a flow regime remaining laminar (ReK ^ 2100) when inversion occurs,

XW 1 {
	 1/14

	

= - 1 + 
(w'\	 (Pv\51' }

	
(2.71)

	

\LQ)	 pQ)

for a flow regime remaining turbulent (ReK > 2100) when inversion occurs, and

_______ - 0.145 
(aowfw)2/5(Dpw)3/5 UMI°2

	 (2.72)5/6 1/61 - AW - 1.15 x 2/

for a flow regime being laminar when the oil is the continuous phase, and turbulent when

the water is the continuous phase. Decarre & Fabre (1997) compared their model against

available experimental data, and found that the agreement between model and experiments

improved as the ratio lo/liw tended to high values ( 20 ^ 50).

Brauner & Ullmann (2002a) recently proposed a correlation based on the criterion of mm-

imisation of the total system energy. Under conditions where no surfactants are involved,
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and neglecting any effects due to the solid-liquid wettability, the authors derived exactly

the same expression as that of Decarre & Fabre (1997), relating the inversion point with

the droplet diameter ratio (equation (2.68)). The droplet sizes used by Brauner & Ull-

mann (2002a) are those derived by Brauner (2001) in her model for the transition to fully

dispersed flows (see previous section), and therefore the derived phase inversion model is

still restricted to turbulent flow. If dense dispersions are considered, the droplet sizes are

given by equation (2.44), and the inversion will therefore occur according to the following

equation:

=
 1 {

i + (,\2/5 
(I\3/5}' .	 (2.73)

\Lo) 'po)

As the oil-water viscosity ratio increases, equation (2.73) implies lower values of A', and

therefore the W/O dispersion would have to be dilute. Thus, in dilute dispersions, dw is

evaluated based on equation (2.41). In this case, equation (2.68) becomes:

= 1 - {i +	 3/5 (

/ \1/1O (p.\3/2Ol	
(2.74)

'..I Lo)	 'po1	 J

When a gas phase is added into the pipe, the system becomes a three-phase. Phase inver-

sion in three-phase gas-oil-water flows was studied by several authors, such as Malinowsky

(1975), Pan (1996), and Odozi (2000). In general these investigators found that the phase

inversion is a strong function not only of the total liquid mixture velocity, but also of the

gas superficial velocity. Utvik et at. (1998) reported a shift in the phase inversion point

from 40 - 50% at low gas fractions, to up to 95% for very high gas fractions. Valle (1998)

suggested that the gas bubbles might inhibit the coalescence of oil drops at very high

gas fractions (where the gas aeration is enhanced), shifting therefore at higher values the

critical water fraction to invert the liquid/liquid mixture.

Odozi (2000) fitted his experimental data with a curve, that has the following expression:
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= 0.3372 U 2219 .	 (2.75)

The equation provided by Odozi (2000) is a very simple fit to experimental data, and is

given as function of the gas superficial velocity only. This is be of limited generality since

the equation does not involve any surface chemistry or physical effects of the liquid phases.

Undoubtedly more investigation needs to be effected for a thorough understanding of the

phase inversion, especially in three-phase systems.

2.5 Slug properties

In the present section, some of the most relevant slug properties will be examined: the

slug body length, the slug translational velocity, the slug frequency, and the pressure

gradient. Most of the available correlations were derived from experimental studies on

two-phase slug flow; nevertheless, it is usual to apply the same correlations to three-phase

slug flow, after making some adjustments. For example, the liquid superficial velocity in

the three-phase flow is given by:

UL=Uo+Uw.
	 (2.76)

Then, the liquid density PL should then be replaced by the mixture density (assuming fully

dispersed homogeneous flow):

PL )'WPW + (1 - AW)PO,	 (2.77)

and the viscosity .iL is to be replaced by a mixture viscosity. The latter might be obtained

from one of the expressions in equations (2.33)-(2.35), or from the linear equation

IL = Awiw + (1 - Aw)jio.	 (2.78)
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Slug body length

The slug body length 13 is of importance in the design of pipeline systems. During the

passage of slugs at the outlet of the pipelines the instantaneous oil flow rate can increase by

a factor of 5 to 20 from its averaged value (Dhulesia et aL, 1991). Hence, knowledge of the

average and maximum slug length would be desirable in order to enable adequate design of

receiving facilities. As already stated, since slug flow is a stochastic phenomenon, the slug

body length will be different for any slug moving along the pipe. In order to determine

the range of slug lengths, experimental histograms, such as that illustrated in figure 2.18,

are assembled and an average slug length is found from the histograms.

In horizontal and nearly horizontal slug flow, many researchers (Dukier & Hubbard, 1975;

Fabre & Line, 1992), found that the slug body length is dependent only on the pipe

diameter D (and not on physical properties or inlet velocities):

12D - 30D.	 (2.79)

Odozi (2000) found, from his experimental data on three-phase slug flow, that the slug

body length can be smaller than the respective value for air-oil or air-water two-phase slug

flow, and that the maximum occurred at a water-cut Aw of 100% (air-water two-phase

slug flow).

Slug translational velocity

This is the velocity at which the bubble nose (or slug tail) travels along the pipe. The

slug velocity Ub was expressed for the first time by Nicklin et. al. (1962) for the case of

upward vertical flow as:

Ub = COUM + tid,
	 (2.80)
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where C0 is a coefficient defined next, and ud is the drift velocity, namely, the velocity of

propagation of a large bubble in a stagnant liquid. The coefficient Co represents the ratio

between the maximum and average velocities at the tail of the slug, around 2 and 1.2 for

laminar and fully turbulent flow respectively.

Equation (2.80) has also been generalised for different pipe inclinations. Gregory & Scott

(1969) measured the slug velocity for a carbon dioxide-water system in a pipe of 300

diameters long. They correlated the slug velocity to the mixture velocity UM as:

tLb = l.35UM.	 (2.81)

Bendiksen (1984) found that there was a critical value of the Froude mixture number

defined as:

FTM 
= 

UM	 (2.82)

of	 = 3.5 for which the coefficient C0 and drift velocity Ud in equation(2.80) are

different. In particular it is possible to write:

FrM >	 —+ C0 = l.2,Ud = 0,	 (2.83)

and

FTM <Frc,,.jt 4 C0 = l.O5,tLd =	 (2.84)

Fabre & Line (1992) report that, according to the experiments made by Ferré (1979) in

a pipe of 4.5 cm internal diameter and 50 m long, the critical Froude numbers would be

two: for FrM <2, C0 = 1.1 and lid = 0.45 J l ; if2 <FrM <8, Co = 1.3 and lid = 0;

and for FrM > 8, C0 = 1.02 and lid = 3/1).
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The effect of the liquid viscosity on the velocity of propagation of the slug is quite remark-

able. Fréchou (1986) showed that the translational velocity of the slugs increases as the

Reynolds number in the slug decreases, probably due to the transition from turbulent to

laminar flow in the body of the slug. The distribution factor C0 of equation (2.80) was in

fact experimentally back calculated as:

0.8
Co = 1.2 +

	

	 (2.85)
1 + 108Re225

where Re = (pLUMD)I1zL.

Odozi (2000) noticed, from his experiments on three-phase slug flow, that the slug velocity

showed a peak close to the inversion point, whereby the coefficient Co could be as high

as 2. This is probably due to the high viscous oil used in the experiments, and to the

formation of a dispersion between the liquids leading to an increase in dynamic viscosity.

Recently Cook & Behnia (2000b) investigated the rate of collapse of short slugs as a

function of their length. They arrived at the conclusion that the ratio between the slug

tail and front velocities must satisfy the following relationship:

= 1.0+0.56exp (_o.46) . 	 (2.86)
Ut

In the limit of very long slugs the ratio 13 /D tends to a large value and the exponential

in equation (2.86) almost vanishes. In that case, the slug tail and front velocities would

coincide.

Slug frequency

The slug frequency has been defined by equation (2.2) as:

Ut
11 = -i-- ,

'U
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that represents the reciprocal of the average passage time of slugs. Most of the empirical

correlations for slug frequency relate to strictly developed slugs downstream (Gregory &

Scott, 1969; Heywood & Richardson, 1979). The relation obtained by Gregory & Scott is:

ruL 119.75	 1.2
V8 = 0.0226	 + UM)] .	 (2.87)

Heywood & Richardson (1979) estimated the average slug frequency by calculating the

probability density function and power spectral density of the hold-up. They proposed

the following relation for the slug frequency:

/2.02 u\1'°2
= 0.0434 [AL 

(-75_ + -j-)j	 (2.88)

where AL represents the no-slip hold-up:

Tronconi (1990), following the recommendations of Taitel & Dukier (1977), assumed that

the calculation of the slug frequency could be based on the slug formation from a wavy

stratified flow. Tronconi (1990) assumed that the waves on the gas-liquid interface would

grow according to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities (see section 2.2.1), but only waves

characterised by a critical growth rate would cause the formation of a stable liquid slug.

Therefore, Tronconi (1990) postulated a linear relation between the frequency of formation

of critical waves v,,, and the slug frequency v3:

'Iw = CwZIs	 (2.90)

and determined the value of C = 2. Adopting the theory of Mishima & Ishii (1980)

about the most dangerous wave, Tronconi (1990) derived the following expression for the

slug frequency:
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PG (2.91)
PL hG

where u and h represent the gas velocity and the height of the gas layer in the stratified

flow.

Stapelberg & Mewes (1994) derived a correlation for the three-phase slug frequency, as-

suming that the slug formation follows a similar process to that in two-phase flow, and

that the formation of slugs is a result of the interface between the oil (supposed to be

lighter than water) and gas. Thus, the proportionality coefficient C, was chosen to cor-

respond to the value obtained for the air-oil two-phase slug flow experiments carried out

by Stapelberg & Mewes (1994). The authors found a value of C, = 4, to be appropriate

in equation (2.90).

Pressure gradient

The flow of liquid slugs is associated with high pressure drop that generates along the pipe,

owing to the blockage of the pipe cross sectional area by the liquid. As stated earlier, the

pressure drop represents one of the major concerns for pipeline designers and operators,

since it causes severe unsteady loading on pipelines and on receiving devices, such as slug

catchers and separators. Actually the large pressure pulsations that accompany slugs have

been used by several researchers, such as Lin & Hanratty (1987), to detect their existence.

All of the developed phenomenological models for slug flow, such as those of Taitel &

Barnea (1990) and Cook & Behnia (2000a), aim at the calculation of the pressure drop

over a single slug unit, assuming steady-state slug flow by reducing the intermittency to

periodicity. These models need several input parameters, such as slug body hold-up, and

slug body length. For instance, for horizontal slug flow, the correlation that Taitel &

Barnea (1990) suggest is:
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iXp TL97rD	 ('I
=	 i + j	

TSGf) 
dx,	 (2.92)

Jo

where the subscript s and f indicate slug body and liquid film respectively, and x desig-

nates the axial coordinate. The integral on the right hand side of equation (2.92) requires

that the hydrodynamics of the liquid film is known. Taitel & Barnea derived a simplified

model in order to calculate the height of the liquid film.

Often, in order to arrive at an estimate of the magnitude of the pressure gradient along

the pipe, recourse is made to several available correlations, the best known of which is

perhaps that of Lockhart & Martinelli (1949):

fdp\	 2 fdp'
= 

L i)L'	
(2.93)

where (dp/dx)M, (dp/dx)L, and qf j, represent the multi-phase pressure gradient, the pres-

sure gradient for the liquid if it were flowing alone in the pipe, and a multiplier (which is

empirically correlated) respectively.

Baroczy (1965) proposed the following pressure gradient correlation:

Idp\	 2 fdp\
= LO \4Z)LO	

(2.94)

where çiLO is a multiplier, and (dp/dx)Lo indicates the pressure gradient caused by the

liquid phase if it were flowing alone in the pipe with the total gas and liquid mass flux

mM = rnL + Inc = PL UL + PGUQ.	 (2.95)

Beggs & Brill (1973) proposed a correlation for the two-phase pressure gradient prediction

too, given by:

()

= (ñi +
d	 fM,	 (2.96)
XM	 DPM
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where the mixture density PM 1S expressed as:

PM = (1 - \L)PG + ALPL,	 (2.97)

and the friction factor fM is defined as function of the mixture Reynolds number:

(ñC+thL)D
ReM =	 ,	 (2.98)

12M

where the viscosity PM is defined by:

PM = (1 - AL)PG + AL/-iL .	(2.99)

Olujic (1985) proposed a method for horizontal gas-liquid flow which applies to all flow

patterns. He classified the possible flow patterns for a horizontal configuration into two

categories: the first one where the velocities of the two phases are almost equal (bubbly

flow), and a second where the gas velocity is higher than that of the liquid (stratified

smooth, wavy, slug, and annular flow). In case of slug flow the pressure gradient should

be calculated by the formula:

=	
+	

_- '' ,	 (2.100)
dz)M 2DpG	 PL xquaikoi

where the friction factor f is given by:

I = 0.3164 
(thGD'°25 ,
	 (2.101)

PG )

and Xquaj represents the gas quality:

mc	 PGUG
Xqual = .	 . =	 (2.102)

mG+mL PGUG+PLUL

The coefficient k01 is given as function of the following quantities:
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k01 = kol(PL,PG,1UL,PG, xquai, D ) .	(2.103)

While the correlations of Lockhart & Martinelli (1949), Baroczy (1965), Beggs & Brill

(1973), and Olujic (1985) are classified as separate flow models, McAdams et al. (1942)

proposed a correlation of the homogeneous flow model. In the homogeneous model, it

is important to determine the properties of the gas-liquid mixture, such as density and

viscosity. McAdams et al. (1942) employed equations (2.97) and (2.99) for the mixture

density and viscosity respectively. The pressure gradient can then be calculated from:

fdp\	 2f(thG+'IhL)2
=	 DPM	

'	 (2.104)

where

I = 0.079(ReM)° 25 ,	 (2.105)

and the mixture Reynolds number ReM is defined in equation (2.98).

2.6 Models for slug flow

The first models of slug flow that have been developed assumed that the intermittency,

an inherent feature of the slug flow pattern, can be reduced to periodicity. For this reason

those models are usually named "steady-state" models. This assumption considers the pipe

to contain slugs whose characteristics do not change in time: all the slugs have therefore

the same slug velocity, same slug length, and consequently same slug frequency. This

simplification allows an easier analysis of the pressure drop associated with the passage of

slugs.

Dukler & Hubbard (1975) developed the "unit-cell model" for the case of horizontal flow.

The cell consisted of slug body and liquid film (see figure 2.19). The authors formulated
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equations for the conservation of mass and momentum for the two phases in a frame of

reference moving at the slug velocity so that the flow appears to be steady. Dukier &

Hubbard (1975) were the first to identify a mixing section at the front of the slug, and

to propose relations for the pick-up process at the front, and the shedding at the tail of

the slug. They argued that the pressure drop in the elongated bubble was negligible, and

thus accounted for the accelerational (Lpa) and frictional (Ap1) pressure drop within the

liquid slug only. The former accounts for the acceleration that the liquid film experiences

before entering the liquid slug, and the latter accounts for the pressure drop required to

overcome wall shear in the slug body region. After providing closure for their model,

the pressure drop Ap, and consequently, the pressure gradient per unit slug length P/lu

could be calculated.

Taitel & Barnea (1990) revised the model proposed by Dukler & Hubbard (1975) by

proposing a more comprehensive "equivalent cell" description, capable of accounting for

all pipe inclinations (see figure 2.20). The aim was to develop a slug flow model that "was

the best possible combination of engineering accuracy and ease of calculation". The main

outcome of the Taitel & Barnea (1990) model is the calculation of the pressure drop, while

closure models were required to provide the rest of information, in particular the slug

voidage, slug velocity, and slug body length. The model was then extended to cater for

more complex slug related phenomena, such as terrain-induced slugging, severe slugging,

and transient slug flows.

Cook & Behnia (2000a) proposed an alternative "equivalent cell" model, where four terms

would be responsible for the overall pressure gradient: the hydrostatic head loss for inclined

pipes, the frictional loss caused by wall shear stress, viscous losses associated with the eddy

motion in the mixing vortex region, and finally the accelerational pressure drop due to

gas expansion effects. The major conceptual differences between the model presented by
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Cook & Behnia (2000a) and that by Taitel & Barnea (1990) are two: the former accounts

for the effects of gas bubbles on the viscosity of the liquid-gas mixture in the body of

the slug, using an Einstein type equation (see equation (2.32)), and secondly the Cook &

Behnia (2000a) model accounts for gas expansion along the pipe. Cook & Behnia (2000a)

claim that their model is more accurate than that of Taitel & Barnea (1990) in that the

latter had a tendency to underpredict experimentally measured pressure gradients by up

to 30%.

The main drawback of the aforementioned "steady-state" models is seeded in their defi-

ciency of giving a detailed and dynamic representation of the flow in the pipe. As pointed

out by Taitel et al. (2000), these models are not necessarily capable of predicting some

phenomena which occur in inclined pipes, such as the dissipation of slugs in a downward

inclined section. Therefore, for a more accurate design of the multi-phase pipeline, tran-

sient codes were developed, and most of them are nowadays used by process engineers to

design transportation and treatment facilities, or to recommend operating procedures.

In order to account for transient phenomena, such as fast changing flow rates, terrain-

induced slugging, or severe slugging, different general transient flow simulation methods

have been developed and commercialised. Among these models, the most prominent ones

are OLGA (Bendiksen et al., 1991), TACITE (Pauchon et al., 1994), and PLAC (Black

et al., 1990). These mechanistic models are capable of solving numerically the fluid and

thermodynamics for the flow of a gas and liquid phase along a pipe, whose length and

inclinations can vary, for the whole range of possible flow patterns (separated, dispersed, or

intermittent). All of those codes solve the transient one-dimensional governing equations

on a fixed grid.

The OLGA code (Bendiksen et at., 1991), developed by the Norwegian Institutes SINTEF

and IFE, is based on the two-fluid model (Ishii, 1975; Drew, 1983), and solves continuity
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and momentum equations for each phase. There are three continuity equations (for the gas

phase, liquid bulk and liquid droplets), two momentum equations (one for the liquid film

and another combined for the gas and possible liquid droplets), and one mixture energy

equation.

The conservation equations need closure models in order to be solved. However, some

of the closure laws are flow regime dependent (such as the friction factors), and there-

fore the flow regime will need to be identified before solving the equations. The OLGA

model selects the flow pattern from two flow regime classes: separated flow (stratified, and

annular-mist flow) and distributed flow (including bubbly and slug flow). The transition

between these flow regimes depends on a minimum slip concept, that is to say the flow pat-

tern chosen is that which yields the minimum gas velocity. When slug flow is the expected

flow regime, the slug unit is treated separately: the film region is solved as stratified flow,

whereas the slug body as dispersed flow. Closure law is required for the velocity of the

tail of the bubble, and is taken to be that of Bendiksen (1984; see section 2.5). Another

closure for the slug body voidage is also used (given by equation (2.23)). OLGA (Bendik-

sen et al., 1991) possesses a slug-tracking (Zheng et al., 1994; Taitel & Barnea, 1998;

Nydal & Banerjee, 1996) option that can be used anytime a terrain slugging phenomenon

is detected at any point of the pipeline.

Fabre & Line (1992) developed a "statistical cellular" model by introducing a characteristic

function of intermittency (T), whose value can range from 0 (case of dispersed flows), to

1 (case of stratified flow). The intermittent slug flow pattern would therefore result in

a combination of the two basic flow patterns (stratified and dispersed), characterised by

the fraction T of separated flow that ensures continuity of the model response across the

various flow pattern transitions. The flow pattern equations, expressing conservation of

mass and momentum for the phases, are then weighted by the probability of occurrence
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of each, resulting in the global equations for mass and momentum. Whatever the flow

pattern, the pressure gradient and the liquid hold-up are always expressed by:

=T-'\ +(l_T)'
dx	 dx)s	

,	 (2.106)

and

aL = T (aL)s + (1 - T) (aL)D ,	 (2.107)

where in equations (2.106) and (2.107) the subscripts S and D stand for separated and

dispersed respectively. The solution of pressure gradient and hold-up by means of the

above equations, does guarantee continuity across the transition lines.

Based on the "statistical cellular" model, IFP (Inst itut Français du Pétrole), on behalf of a

Elf Exploration/Total/IFP consortium, developed a mechanistic transient two-phase flow

computer code named TACITE (Pauchon et al., 1994). The code solves one momentum

equation (for the mixture of gas and liquid) only. In TACITE, the needed information

about the gas-liquid slip is supplied by means of a steady state closure, that depends on

the flow pattern. This approach is called drift-flux model (Zuber & Findlay, 1965; Ishii,

1978). Continuity equations are solved for each component of the fluid phase flowing along

the pipe (so called "compositional model"). A typical number of components is around 6

or 7. Finally, the energy equation is solved for the gas-liquid mixture. As in OLGA, the

transition between the flow regimes is based on a minimum gas-liquid slip concept: the

chosen flow pattern is that for which the gas velocity is minimum.

The PLAC code (Black et at., 1990) was developed at the Harwell Laboratory on behalf

of a consortium comprising BP, Britoil, and UK Department of Energy . The transient

code applies the two-fluid model (Ishii, 1975) and solves the continuity, momentum, and

energy equations for the gas and liquid phases. The transient simulator was successfully

used in studying the flow in a pipelines with special emphasis on slug generation at dips
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and severe slugging in pipe-riser configurations. The code is a commercial product and

this explains the scarcity of public-domain literature describing it.

Other transient models that are developed only for slug flow, can be classified into three

categories: "empirical slug specification", "slug tracking", and "slug capturing".

The "empirical slug specification" models are used to describe, in a transient formulation,

slug formation, growth, collapse, and also the shape of slug front and tail. These models

may then be subdivided into "stratified-slug transition" models, that are based on the

classical Kelvin-Helmholtz stability theory (see section 2.2.1), and "slug growth" models,

that assume that slugs have somehow generated in the pipe.

The model proposed by De Henau & R.aithby (1995a, 1995b) falls into the first sub-

category. They combined the standard two-fluid model equations with a slug flow sub-

model, aimed at providing the constitutive relations and the various parameters needed

by the closure relations. The derivation of the slug flow model follows the work of Dukler

& Hubbard (1975), whereby the slug unit is divided into two regions (film and slug body).

In addition to standard closure relations, such as the velocity of propagation of the slug

Ut, the slug voidage aG3, and the slug body length 1, De Henau & Raithby (1995a, 1995b)

proposed new constitutive relations for the determination of the drag coefficient between

the gas and liquid, and for the virtual mass force related to the force acting on the gas

bubble; the latter is due to the acceleration of the bubble with respect to the liquid film.

An example of "slug growth" modelling is represented by the model proposed by Fagundes

Netto et al. (1999). Referring to figure 2.21, the authors proposed a description of the

bubble region consisting of four main parts: nose, body, hydraulic jump and tail (for low

mixture velocities). The bubble body is governed by mass and momentum conservation of

each phase (standard two-fluid model); the bubble nose (whose length is usually less than

one pipe diameter) is based on the solution proposed by Benjamin (1968); the hydraulic
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jump profile is obtained using the mass and momentum balance equations across it; finally,

the tail (when existing) has a profile described by the linearised form of the mass and

momentum conservation.

Slug-tracking models (among the others, Zheng et al., 1994; Taitel & Barnea, 1998 and

Nydal & Banerjee, 1996) represent a practical way to simulate the flow in long pipes that

possess a complex geometry (such as the presence, in some locations of the pipe, of a

lambda section (see figure 2.22) or a low elbow (see figure 2.23)). In fact, when slugs flow

in a hilly terrain pipeline, they undergo rapid changes of slug lengths when moving from

one section to another. The slug tracking technique is conceptually based on the processes

that control the growth/collapse of the slugs, i.e. the pick-up process at the slug front,

and the shedding at the slug tail.

All the codes based on slug tracking are usually written in a Lagrangian frame, whereby

the computational nodes follow the translation of the slug body and film region as the

slugs proceed in the pipe. They also need to start the transient simulation from a known

distribution of slugs through the pipe, implying that slugs have initially formed by some

known mechanism.

Beyond the aforementioned common feature, every slug-tracking model possesses its own

features. The slug tracking model, proposed by Zheng et a!. (1994), is based on the

following assumptions: the hydrodynamics of the liquid film are neglected, in that the

liquid profile is assumed to be flat; the bubble velocity is calculated by the Bendiksen

correlation (1984) (ub = 1.2UM); the minimum length for stable slugs must be assigned

as an input (usually taken to be 15 - 30 D); when liquid accumulates at the bottom

elbow (see figure 2.23), it is assumed that it is not picked-up by the next incoming slug

but that it will generate a new slug whose length has to reach a prescribed value before

the slug can generate. When the simulation begins, the position of each slug tail and
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front is monitored along the pipe in Lagrangian coordinates with time. This information,

is subsequently fed into the flux calculations of mass and momentum at slug fronts and

tails. By doing so, it is possible to perform simulations starting from a configuration such

as that of figure 2.24, obtaining reasonable results.

Nydal & Banerjee (1996) developed a Lagrangian dynamic slug tracking simulator for

pipelines of varying inclinations using an object-oriented approach (C++ programming

language), whereby gas bubbles and liquid slugs are treated as computational objects

organised in linked lists. The major simplifications consist of neglecting the aeration of

liquid slugs, assuming a constant pressure along the gas bubble, and assuming a constant

liquid profile in the film region just below the gas bubble. The model of Nydal & Banerjee

(1996) was successful in simulating many real features of slug flow.

The method which is applied throughout the present research, is the "slug capturing"

technique in which the slug flow regime is predicted as a mechanistic and automatic

outcome of the growth of hydrodynamics instabilities (Issa & Woodburn, 1998; Issa &

Kempf, 2003). The technique solves the two-fluid model equations for the conservation

of mass and momentum separately for each phase flowing in the pipe, and that set of

equations is retained regardless of the flow pattern that generates locally, at any position

in the pipe (either stratified or slug flow). The "slug capturing" method uses an Eulerian

approach, unlike the Lagrangian technique applied by the slug tracking. In order to

capture the natural growth of instabilities at the gas-liquid interface, the mesh spacings

need to be sufficiently fine, as chapter 3 will explain in detail. When a simulation starts,

the liquid level can surge as result of the imbalance in momentum and mass fluxes in the

gas and liquid phases. As a result of wave growth, the liquid hold-up can eventually reach

unity, which is taken to be the onset of slugging. Slugs develop, grow, merge, or collapse

depending solely on the solution of the two-fluid model equations. For the unaerated
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two-phase slug flow, the only closure laws required by the model are those for the liquid-

wall, gas-wall, and gas-liquid interfacial friction factor (Issa Sc Abrisharni, 1986; Rippiner,

1998). It was demonstrated by previous researchers that the "slug capturing" approach is

capable of predicting the correct flow pattern for various pipe inclinations (Rippiner, 1998;

Kempf, 1999), and even the complex phenomenon of severe slugging (Issa & Abrishami,

1986).

The next chapter will give the details of the two-fluid model applied in the present research,

and will illustrate the numerical capabilities of the existing research code TRIOMPH (Issa

& Abrishami, 1986). It is this technique that the present work builds to (i) incorporate a

model for gas entrainment into the liquid slug, and (ii) extend the methodology to capture

slugging in three-phase flow.

Transient three-phase slug flow models

Modelling work on three-phase slug flow is scarce when compared with that of two-phase

flow. To the knowledge of the author, only two references are available, and both concern

the computer code PeTra (Larsen et al., 1997; Larsen & Hedne, 2001), written in C++

using object-oriented techniques. PeTra (Larsen & Hedne, 2001) covers four flow regimes

for the gas-liquid pattern (stratified, annular, slug, and dispersed), while it assumes that

the liquid phases flow always segregated in three-phase stratified and slug flow. When

it was originally implemented (Larsen et al., 1997) the code did not solve for the liquid

droplet fields; the latest version (Larsen & Hedne, 2001) on the other hand accounts

for liquid drop entrainment into the gas layer in three-phase stratified flow, and into

the gas core in annular flow. The code is based on the transient one-dimensional three-

fluid model equations (Barnea & Taitel, 1996). It solves five continuity equations (for

gas, oil film, water film, oil droplets, and water droplets), three momentum equations

(for oil film, water film, and for gas+oil droplets+water droplets), one mixture energy
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equation, and one pressure equation. Like in OLGA (Bendiksen et al., 1991), and TACITE

(Pauchon et al., 1994) a minimum slip criterion predicts the onset of slugging for the case

of hydrodynamic slug formation (see section 2.2.1); terrain induced slugs are determined

from the pipeline topography when large gradients of liquid hold-up are detected. When

slugs are predicted to form, a slug tracking option is automatically activated (Zheng et

aL, 1994; Taitel & Barnea, 1998; Nydal & Banerjee, 1996), and an adaptive and moving

grid follows the translation of slugs in a Lagrangian frame. Like the above discussed slug

tracking techniques, closure relations (wall and interfacial friction factors, entrainment and

deposition rates, and bubble nose velocity) are required. PeTra has been tested (Larsen &

Hedne, 2001) on a three-phase severe slugging case, showing promising results. A major

limitation is the lack of a model accounting for the possible liquid-liquid flow patterns

when three-phase slug flow occurs.

2.7 Summary

The present chapter has described the available literature related to two and three-phase

slug flow, and the state of the art in the slug flow modelling. In particular, for two-phase

slug flow, attention was paid to the physics associated with the aeration phenomenon.

The discussion of section 2.3 implies that, in order to model the gas bubbles entrainment,

an empirical correlation for the determination of the entrainment rate at the slug front is

needed. The nature of possible available correlations will be subject of chapter 4, where

the mathematical model to simulate aeration in two-phase slug flows is described. As it

will be shown in chapter 4, the use of appropriate correlations to account for the rate of

entrained gas bubbles into the slug body, combined with a drift-flux approach to solve for

the gas-liquid mixture, allows to obtain accurate results for the average slug body voidage,

and an overall better agreement with experimental data for all other slug characteristics
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as well. For three-phase slug flow, some experimental evidence was described (see sections

2.4.1 and 2.4.2) in order to highlight the additional physical mechanisms (phase inver-

sion, transition to fully dispersed liquid-liquid flows, mixture viscosity of dispersions) that

play an important role in understanding the flow field that can generate. Then, some

available mathematical models to determine the occurrence of liquid dispersions, phase

inversion, and effective viscosity of the mixture were discussed (sections 2.4.4, 2.4.5, 2.4.3

respectively). These models will be assessed in chapter 5, and those found the most appro-

priate will be subsequently implemented in the developed model to simulate three-phase

stratified and slug flow.

The models to simulate two and three-phase slug flow are implemented in the framework

of the slug capturing technique in the present work; yet, all of them can be incorporated in

all other approaches discussed in section 2.6, such as "unit cell" models and slug tracking.
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2.8 Tables

Region	 Part 1	 Part 2	 Part 3

1	 Oil-based	 /dispersed	 /Plug flow

2	 Oil-based	 /dispersed	 /Slug flow

3	 Oil-based	 /dispersed	 /Stratifled wavy flow

4	 Oil-based	 /separated	 /Stratifled wavy flow

5	 Oil-based	 /separated	 /Stratifying annular wavy flow

6	 Oil-based	 /separated dispersed	 /Stratifying annular wavy flow

7	 Water-based	 /dispersed	 /Slug flow

8	 Water-based	 /dispersed	 /Stratified wavy flow

9	 Water-based /separated dispersed /Incipient stratifying annular flow

10	 Water-based	 /dispersed	 /Stratifying annular flow

Table 2.1: Three-phase flow patterns and nomenclature adopted by Açikgöz et at. (1992).
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Partl	 Part2	 Part3

	

No. Oil-Water	 Continuous	 Air-liquid Abbreviation

flow pattern liquid phase flow pattern

1	 Separated	 Slug flow	 S-Sl

2	 Dispersed	 Water continuous	 Slug flow	 D-W-Sl

3	 Dispersed	 Oil continuous	 Slug flow	 D-O-Sl

4	 Separated	 Stratified	 S-St

5	 Dispersed	 Oil continuous	 Stratified	 D-O-St

6	 Dispersed	 Oil continuous	 Annular	 D-O-A

7	 Dispersed	 Water continuous	 Stratified	 D-W-St

8	 Dispersed	 Water continuous	 Annular	 D-W-A

Table 2.2: Three-phase flow pattern abbreviation adopted by Pan (1996).
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2.9 Figures
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Figure 2.1: Main velocities within slug unit (body and liquid film) for two-phase slug

flow.
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Figure 2.6: Three-phase flow patterns as defined by Acikgöz et al. (1992).
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Figure 2.8: Scheme of three-phase flow patterns determined by Pan (1996).
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Figure 2.9: Three-phase slug flow pressure gradient measurements obtained by

Sobocinski (1955).

Figure 2.10: Three-phase slug flow pressure gradient measurements obtained by

Guzhov et at. (1974).
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Figure 2.11: Errors of Beggs & Brill (1973) pressure gradient correlation compared

with three-phase slug flow measurements of Malinowsky (1975).
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Figure 2.12: Mixture viscosity back calculated by Malinowsky (1975) from three-

phase slug flow pressure gradient measurements.
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Figure 2.13: Three-phase slug flow pressure gradient measurements of Stapelberg &

Mewes (1994).
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Figure 2.15: Mixture viscosity of laminar oil-water dispersions measured by Pal

(1993).
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for an oil-water pipeflow.
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Figure 2.20: Slug cell adopted by Taitel & Barnea (1990) in their two-phase slug

flow model.
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Figure 2.21: Bubble regions as defined by Fagundes Netto et al. (1999).

Figure 2.22: Lambda section.

Figure 2.23: V-section.
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Chapter 3

Slug capturing methodology

3.1 Preamble

The present chapter describes the "slug capturing" computational technique adopted in the

current research, together with issues related to the numerical discretisation of the model

equations. The methodology is based on the transient one-dimensional two-fluid model

(Ishii, 1975), that represents a mechanistic and convenient way to describe two-phase flow.

In this model, each phase is described by a related set of conservation equations for mass,

momentum, and energy arrived at after application of a phase averaging procedure. The

current research is focused on both stratified and slug flow, and thanks to the extensive

work of previous researchers (Issa & Abrishami, 1986; Rippiner, 1998; Issa & Woodburn,

1998; Issa & Kempf, 2003) this methodology ("slug capturing") was developed, and suc-

cessfully validated to simulate slug flow in vertical risers, and in horizontal and nearly

horizontal pipes. This method uses numerical techniques to discretise the two-fluid model

equations in an Eulerian frame. During the transient simulation, the same set of equations

are retained regardless of the local flow pattern (slug or stratified) that generates in the

pipe. The equations are capable of capturing long wave instabilities leading to slug forma-
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tion, and under conditions where slug flow takes place, continuous trains of slugs can be

captured; transient phenomena such as slug growth, collapse, or merging are also captured

by the equations. This same methodology is applied in the development of the models for

gas bubble entrainment and three-phase unaerated slug flow, described in chapters 4 and

5 respectively.

The present chapter, after introducing and describing the basic methodology of slug cap-

turing, the numerical techniques applied, and the validation work of previous researchers,

focuses on two issues not investigated in the past. The first one concerns the adopted

closure for the liquid-wail friction factor, where the predictions of the code are compared

against three-dimensional CFD computations (see section 3.3). The second aspect is

related to the effect that steady/unsteady inlet boundary conditions may have on the

numerical results (see sections 3.4 and 3.7.1).

Section 3.2 presents the transient one-dimensional two-fluid model equations adopted in

the present research. Section 3.3 will mainly focus on the closure laws for the wall and

interphase momentum transfer.

Section 3.4 will investigate the mathematical character of the equations, and their well (or

ill)-posed nature for initial value problems.

The following section (3.5) will give details of the numerical techniques used in the research

code TRIOMPH (Issa & Abrishami, 1986), and section 3.6 will discuss the adopted solution

algorithm.

Section 3.7 will finally show how the "slug capturing" method is capable of correctly

predicting slugging by solving the two-fluid model equations. The general good agreement

between the numerical predictions and experimental data or empirical correlations, for flow

pattern maps, and major slug characteristics, validate the model. Furthermore, numerical

results for a slug flow case in a horizontal pipe will be presented, where the stochastic
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nature of the simulations will be clarified.

3.2 Model equations

The two-fluid model equations were derived, among the others, by Ishii (1975). The main

feature of the model is that each phase is described by a separate set of mass, momentum,

and energy equations. In their general form, the equations are three-dimensional (Ishii,

1975; Prosperetti & Jones, 1984), while a one-dimensional formulation can be obtained

using an area-averaging procedure (Ardron, 1980; Ishii & Mishima, 1984). Let ZK denote

a general function related to phase K, then its area-averaged value is given by:

<ZK >=	
ZKdA	

(3.1)

where AK indicates the area occupied by the K phase. From equation (2.5), the following

relation holds:

<ZK >= JAK ZKdA	
(3.2)

aKA

The one-dimensional formulation of the two-fluid model equations is commonly used for

pipe flow studies (Taitel & Dukler, 1976; Lyczkowski et al., 1978; Ardron, 1980; Ishii &

Mishima, 1984; Stewart & Wendroff, 1984; Barnea & Taitel, 1994). This is because the

main variations in the flow parameters occur mainly in the axial direction, rendering a

one-dimensional model viable. For simplicity of presentation, the <> brackets, indicating

area average, will be omitted from now on. If isothermal conditions and no mass exchange

from one phase to the other are assumed, the transient one-dimensional two-fluid model

equations reduce to:
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1. gas continuity equation:

f9(pGac) O(PGCXGUG) 
0	 (3.3)

at +

2. liquid continuity equation:

Ô(PLaL) 8(pLaLUL) 
0	 (3.4)

at +
	

ax

3. gas momentum equation:

a (PGQ GUG) 0 (paau)	 Op	 TWGSG	
(3.5)

at	
+	

a	
=	 - aGpGgsinfl - A -ax

4. liquid momentum equation:

0(PLaLUL) + 8 (PL aLIAI) 	 Op
L +

at	 Ox	 Ox
Oh	 TWLSL	 s,

—aLpLg---cosfi - aLpLgsin/3 -
	

+	 (3.6)

The two-fluid model therefore represents a set of non-linear first order partial differential

equations. In the above equations, x and t are the spatial and temporal coordinates

respectively, p is the density, u is the velocity of the phase, p is the interfacial pressure, h

is the liquid height above the pipe bottom (in stratified and slug flow), is the inclination

of the pipe (positive if upwards inclined), SK is the wetted perimeter by the phase K, and

Si is the interfacial width (see figure 3.1 for definition of geometrical parameters). The

averaging leads to terms requiring closure, consisting of T L, TwG, and r, that represent

the liquid-wall, gas-wall, and interfacial shear stresses respectively. The second term on the

right hand side of equation (3.6) is usually named hydrostatic pressure, and its derivation
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is based on the shallow water approximation (Wallis, 1969; Ardron, 1980) as figure 3.2

shows. The rigorous mathematical derivation via area averaging is detailed in appendix

B. The hydrostatic term is negligible for the gas phase at atmospheric conditions, since

the liquid-gas density ratio is reasonably high (PL/PG 1000 for water, and PL/PG 850

for oil). For this reason the hydrostatic term has been dropped from the gas momentum

equation.

3.3 Closure

The gas-wall and liquid wall forces (per unit volume) are expressed respectively as:

-TWGSG -TWLSL

A	 '	 A	
(3.7)

while the interfacial force is expressed as follows:

In the above equations, i- represents the shear-stress, commonly related to the dynamic

pressure as:

TwK = fwK'	 (3.9)
2

for the wall-phase interaction, and

PG(UG - UL)I UG - ULI
T =	 2	

'	 (3.10)

for the interphase interaction. The liquid-wall (fwL), gas-wail (fG), and gas-liquid (fe)

friction factors have now to be defined.

Rippiner (1998) tested many different correlations for the friction factors in two-phase

unaerated slug flow in horizontal and near horizontal pipes. Those comprised: the Man-
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ning relationship (which dates back to 1864, e.g. Wallis, 1969), Taitel & Dukler (1976),

Andritsos & Hanratty (1987), Kowalski (1987), Hand (1991), Srichai (1994), and Grol-

man & Fortuin (1996). In the evaluation, the criteria for an optimum combination of

liquid-wall, gas-wall, and interfacial friction factors were taken as: (i) correct prediction

of flow regime transition boundaries; (ii) good prediction of slug characteristics (i.e. slug

frequency, global hold-up, translational velocity, etc.); (iii) reasonable error bound com-

pared to experimental data. As a result of his extensive testing, Rippiner recommended

the following closure laws for the shear stresses; these are retained in the present work.

The gas-wall and interfacial friction factors are based on the standard Blasius model (Taitel

& Dukier, 1976). The expression for the gas-wall friction factor is:

fwG = CGRe G ,	 (3.11)

where the Reynolds number is defined as:

DGUGPGRe =	 ,	 (3.12)
1LG

and where D is the gas hydraulic diameter:

4A
(S+S)	

(3.13)

Equation (3.13) implies that the gas phase is assumed to flow in a closed channel. This as-

smnption is well established in the literature on the two-fluid model (Andritsos & Hanratty,

1987; Kowalski, 1987; Taitel & Dukler, 1976). The coefficients C and respectively

have values of 0.046 and 0.25 if the flow is turbulent (ReG > 2100), or 16 and 1 if the

flow is laminar (Rec ^ 2100). The interfacial friction factor is expressed as:

= C2Re,	 (3.14)
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where Re; is defined as:

DGUreIPGRe1 -
PG

(3.15)

The velocity u,. represents the gas-liquid slippage (ur = lUG - uLl), while C1 and n1

have the same expressions as those for the gas friction factor.

The correlation used for calculating the liquid-wall friction factor fwL, is that from Hand

(1991), and Spedding & Hand (1997). It is expressed as:

fwL = 
24	

(3.16)

if the liquid flow is laminar. This is determined by the liquid Reynolds number ReL, thus:

PLDLULReL =	 ^ 2100.	 (3.17)

If the liquid flow is turbulent (ReL > 2100), then

fwL = 0.0262 (cLRe)°'39 .	 (3.18)

The liquid phase is assumed to flow in an open channel (see, for instance, Taitel & Dukler,

1976), and therefore the hydraulic diameter is given by:

DL = 
4AL	

(3.19)

In equations (3.16) and (3.18), the liquid Reynolds number ReL is based on the liquid

superficial velocity:

The correlations given in equation (3.16) and (3.18) were obtained by curve-fitting three

hundred and twenty eight experimental observations made by Hand (1991), in a smooth
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pipe of 0.0935 m internal diameter, and five hundred and thirty nine made by Andritsos

(1986), in pipes with internal diameters of 0.09525 and 0.02515m. All the experiments

were made at atmospheric pressure and with a fully horizontal configuration. The gas

phase was air, and the liquid dynamic viscosities ranged from 0.001 up to 0.lPas. The

full range of stratified flow varied from a smooth gas-liquid interface to a wavy interface,

approaching the annular flow.

The present research retains the expression of the liquid-wall friction factor as expressed

by equations (3.16) and (3.18), regardless of the gas-liquid flow pattern (stratified or slug).

In what follows, the feasibility of applying a single friction factor relationship, derived from

studies of two-phase stratified flow, even to the single phase flow as occurs in unaerated

liquid slugs, will be investigated.

Nossen et al. (2000) used, in the OLGA code (Bendiksen et al., 1991), an expression for

the liquid-wall friction factor that is a blend between the Hand (1991) and the Ha.aland

(1983) correlation, the latter developed for single phase flow. The Nossen et al. (2000)

correlation is as follows:

i	 1	 /	 1

- ffwL,Haaland 
+	

fwL Hand - f_LHId) 
tanh(k€ Fr),	 (3.21)

where the Froude number is given by:

Ti
Fr =

	

	 (3.22)
(PL - pc)gDcos/3'

the empirical constant	 is 2000, and the formula by Hanland (1983) for single phase

flow is given by:

1	
- 2 { 1 81	 1 6.9	 1.1111 }

ijfwL,Haaland -	 - . 
og	 + 

(3.7D)	
(3.23)
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where Re = (pLuLD)/ uL, and ,c/D is the relative roughness of the pipe. Equation (3.23)

corresponds to Prandtl's universal law for the friction factor, and it is the value to which

equation (3.21) tends as the gas fraction becomes zero and a slug generates. Figure 3.3

shows the Prandtl and Hand (1991) friction factors plotted in the case of single phase

highly turbulent flow.

Thanks to the work of Manfield (2000), comparisons between the one-dimensional (1D)

and three dimensional (3D) liquid shear stress profiles within a slug unit could be carried

out for a slugging case. Manfield (2000) simulated three-dimensional slug flow using the

commercial CFD code CFX (version 4.3, AEA Technology, 1999). The volume of fluid

(VOF) method was used to model the gas-liquid interface by solving a transport equation

for the liquid phase hold-up (Ferziger & Perié, 1999). The model used to simulate a

moving slug within the finite domain of the computational grid, was the solid slug front

(SSF) model, whereby a moving-wall boundary condition is employed (figure 3.4).

The flow domain investigated by Manfleld (2000) was a horizontal, semi-cylindrical "half-

pipe" of length 4.8 m and inner diameter 8 cm. The flow conditions assumed a high mixture

velocity, UM = 11 mIs, and the fluids were air and water. The entrainment phenomenon

was ignored. Figure 3.5 shows the water-wall shear stress profiles for the cells at the top

and bottom of the pipe: the shear stress at the top shows a high peak, not present in

the profile at the bottom. This is due to the effect of enhanced turbulence in the mixing

region, after the liquid pick-up process, at the slug front. The shear stress profiles for all

the other cells in the azimuthal coordinate are bounded by the extremes shown in figure

3.5. In order to evaluate the one-dimensional closure model for the wall-shear stress, its

results are now compared against the results of these 3D calculations. The shear stress at

each axial position, obtained from the 3D results, is averaged around the circumference

perimeter, accounting for the aspect ratio of each computational cell. The integrated
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profile is shown in figure 3.6. One sees that, even after averaging, the shear-stress profile

still possesses a peak at the slug front; then, it rapidly decreases until it reaches a value

almost constant (corresponding to the bulk of the slug). At the slug tail, where the liquid

film starts, it decreases monotonically.

The one-dimensional results were obtained using the research code TRIOMPH (Issa &

Abrishami, 1986) (see section 3.6 for a detailed description). Two options for the liquid-

wall friction factor were considered: the Hand's formula (equations (3.16) and (3.18)),

and the Nossen et at. correlation (equation (3.21)). The water-wall shear stress profiles,

obtained for the first slug that generated in the pipe, are plotted in figure 3.6, and compared

with the three-dimensional results of Manfield. Regardless of the correlation used, the

one-dimensional profile is constant along the liquid slug. This is expected, since the liquid

velocity is predicted to be uniform along the slug body by the one-dimensional model.

In the liquid film, the predicted shear stress decreases, with a gradient close to that of

the three-dimensional simulation. The one-dimensional profiles are different mainly in the

slug body region, whereby the equation of Nossen et a!. leads to a value lower than that of

Hand. Table 3.1 shows the total drag force exerted by the liquid phase on the pipe walls,

divided into: drag within the liquid film, slug body and slug unit for all calculations. Over

the slug unit, the discrepancy between the one and three-dimensional results is largest

(10%) when equation (3.18) is used, and smallest (1.5%) when the Nossen et at. formula

(equation (3.21)) is applied. As figure 3.6 indicates, the latter correlation seems to be

closer to the three-dimensional results. However, although within the slug body, the Hand

formula gives too high a shear stress, it gives a closer value of the total shear force to

the Manfield calculations over the whole of the slug. The inability of the 1D model to

represent the rapid increase in friction factor effect at the slug front, is compensated by

the higher average value of the shear stress elsewhere. As section 3.7 will show, the use
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of equation (3.18) instead of (3.21), typically leads to slightly higher pressure gradients,

while all the other slug characteristics are hardly affected. The results therefore seem to

justify the use of the Hand friction factor correlation (equations (3.16) and (3.18)), also

when the flow degenerates to single phase flow, as in an unaerated slug.

3.4 Well-posedness analysis for compressible gas flow

As said in section 3.2, the two-fluid model equations represent a system of first order

partial differential equations, that can be written in a more compact form as:

o'I,	 a'I,
A—+B—=C,	 (3.24)

Ox

where A and B are the Jacobian matrices of dimension n x n , 'I' is the solution vector

and C is the column vector of dimension n. The initial value problem under consideration

is to find a solution of system (3.24) in some region:

a<x<b , t ^O	 (3.25)

subject to the initial condition:

I'(O,x) =	 (3.26)

and values of W or its derivatives defined on the boundaries x = a and x = b. The system

(3.24) is defined to be well-posed (or properly posed or hyperbolic) when the equations

with appropriate boundary conditions and initial values admit a unique solution and this

solution depends continuously on the initial data and on the boundary conditions.

The mathematical character of a set of partial differential equations is provided by the

solution of the eigenvalue system (see for example Hirsch, 1988a):
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det[B—AA]=O.	 (3.27)

Sufficient and necessary condition for the well-posedness of the problem, is that the roots

of equation (3.27) are real and distinct. The roots A 2 (i = 1.. . n) are usually called the

characteristics of the system, and represent the velocities at which the physical information

travels through the flow field. In other words, the information propagates at finite speeds

in as many directions as there are eigenvalues associated with the set of equations. This

means that the physical behaviour of the solutions is wave-like and that the transient

problem will develop in a stable way. If the characteristic8 associated with equation

(3.27) are imaginary, then the problem is defined as ill-posed, and the equations must be

solved as a boundary value problem (Courant & Lax, 1949). If some of the characteristics

are complex and some are real, then as many data must be prescribed on the initial

curve as there are real characteristics and as many data on the whole boundary as there

are complex conjugate pairs (Courant & Lax, 1949). In either case, in an initial value

problem, information must be supplied at a future time and this prescription is clearly

impossible physically. If a set of equations is ill-posed the solution is mathematically

unstable at all wavelengths in the absence of stabilising sources or sinks (Lyczkowski et

al., 1978). If a numerical solution to a set of ill-posed equations is attempted, the numerical

behaviour is a resultant of three competing factors (Stewart & Wendroff, 1984): the ill-

posedness of the equations, the physical damping due to interphase exchange terms and

the numerical damping due to the discretisation scheme adopted. All of these factors

represent numerical filters, and may enable obtaining reasonable numerical results even

from an ill-posed model (Stewart & Wendroff, 1984). Starting from such a system, the

numerical scheme may lead to numerical instability and thus to divergence (Lyczkowski

et al., 1978) but not necessarily so. Analysing a fully implicit numerical method which is
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unconditionally stable, Lyczkowski et al. (1978) discovered that, when complex roots are

present, the behaviour becomes conditionally stable subject to:

+ A) sinw'	
(3.28)

where t is the time step, x is the grid spacing, AR and A represent the real and

imaginary part of the complex characteristic (A = AR + iA) and c is the frequency of

the disturbance. It is clear that equation (3.28) predicts, for a given w, time-step stability

above some t/ix. For a given constant it/x ratio, geometrically growing instabilities

will appear if the mesh spacing tx is sufficiently small; in other words "mathematical

ill-posedness is an instability in the limit of very fine scale" (Stewart & Wendroff, 1984).

While the ill-posedness tends to produce unbounded growth of the solution for all wave-

lengths, the numerical damping suppresses instabilities on the scale of few mesh cells (high

frequencies) and the physical damping due to interphase exchange terms suppresses insta-

bilities at low frequencies. This was demonstrated in computations by Issa & Woodburn

(1998).

In early work on the two-fluid model, it was presumed that instability problems were of

numerical nature (Arai, 1980). Subsequent inspection showed that the basic set of two-

fluid model equations without any additional models for the interface effects other than

the interfacial friction factor, represents an ill-posed problem (Wallis, 1969; Stewart &

Wendroff, 1984). Since then much effort has been dedicated to the reformulation of the

equations describing two-phase flows. In the literature, several authors addressed this

issue (see for example Jones & Prosperetti, 1985; No & Kazimi, 1985; Barnea & Taitel,

1994). The thrust of the effort has been to arrive at better mathematical models for

the interphase forces: this established that additional differential terms were necessary in

order to obtain a hyperbolic set of equations (this being the condition that assures the
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well-posedness of the equations). When the hydrostatic pressure term (—crLpLgôh/Ox)

is accounted for, the characteristics of the system may be real, leading to a well-posed

hyperbolic set of equations, if the following condition is satisfied:

2	 /cL aG\ irDgcos/3
4eL < ( - + -) 

4 sin(y/2) PL,	 (3.29)
\PL PC,

where y represents the stratification angle shown in figure 3.1. The limit given by equation

(3.29) is a well known result in the literature (Wallis, 1969; Chun & Sung, 1996). Under

the condition expressed by equation (3.29) the problem is well-posed as an initial value

problem, thus the set of equations can be called conditionally well-posed. Criterion (3.29)

is well established, and it is derived assuming incompressibility of the phases. The present

work has broadened the analysis to the case of compressible gas flow, and in what follows

it is outlined.

The analysis starts from the two-fluid model equations (3.3)-(3.6), and treats the pressure

gradient terms (—aKOp/ôx) as function of the gas density by using the law of perfect gas

as:

p = pRT,	 (3.30)

where R is the gas constant, and T the absolute temperature. If the expression for the

speed of sound

=	 (3.31)

is used, one, by substituting equation (3.31) into (3.30), finds:

p= c2	

(3.32)
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In equations (3.31) and (3.32), the ratio of specific heats is indicated as 'y e . Since isother-

mal conditions are assumed, the temperature, and consequently the speed of sound, are

constant, and therefore the pressure gradient can be written as:

	

OPC8PG	 333

	

x	 (

Making use of equation (3.33), the solution vector 'I', consists of the following primitive

variables:

4' = [crj. , U3, UL, PGJT.	 (3.34)

The Jacobian matrices derived are:

—PG	 0

1	 0
A=

PGUG pG(l—aL)

tLLPL	 0

and

(1—aL)

0

(1 - aL)UG

0

(3.35)

PGUG

B=

—PGU?3

PLU + aLPL9

pG( 1—aL)	 0

0
	

aj,

2(1 - crL)PGUG
	 0

0
	

2aLPLUL

(1 - aL)UG

0
(3.36)

(1 aL)(u7+c2)

QLC2

where the corrected diameter is given by:

irDcosfi
4sin('y/2) (3.37)
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A simple algebraic criterion like equation (3.29) becomes difficult to derive, since the

algebra becomes more complex. Solution of the eigenvalue system given by equation (3.27)

for the Jacobian matrices A and B defined by equation (3.35) and (3.36) respectively, leads

to the following quartic equation:

A4 +a3A3 +a2A2 +a1A+ao = 0,	 (3.38)

for the unknowns ), i = 1 .. •4. Appendix C presents the detailed algebra used to

arrive at the associated roots. A numerical program was written in order to determine the

four characteristic velocities associated to equation (3.38). Two of the four characteristics

associated to equation (3.38), are related to the speed of sound c (they can be approximated

by A1,2 ±c), and the other two are related to the speed of the continuity waves (Wallis,

1969), and have a magnitude comparable to the phasic velocities (A3 UL, and A4

Ucj) . The characteristics )t3 and A4 approximate the characteristics of the incompressible

analysis.

The criterion for well-posedness can be represented by a single curve on a U - UL dia-

gram (i.e. flow pattern map). By keeping constant the gas superficial velocity, the liquid

superficial velocity can be gradually increased from UL 0, until the chosen criterion

(either for compressible or incompressible gas flow) is not satisfied. When this happens,

the first pair of critical volumetric flow rates (UG, UL) is determined. The procedure is

repeated for the whole spectrum of gas velocities, and eventually one obtains the desired

well-posedness curve. In order to draw this curve, it is necessary to determine the liquid

hold-up; this is is usually calculated from the equilibrium stratified flow condition for given

flow rates of the phases, regardless of the expected gas-liquid flow pattern, whether strat-

ified or slugging (Barnea & Taitel, 1994). Under conditions where slug flow takes place, if

the inlet condition is assumed stratified flow, the liquid level surges to a value approaching
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the equilibrium hold-up (see section 2.2.2). In order to determine its value in the stratified

region prior to slugging, one can assume steady-state conditions for the gas and liquid

momentum equations (3.5) and (3.6). By neglecting all derivatives with respect to space,

and time, and the hydrostatic term, the conservation equations become:

Op	 TWGSG - TiSi-as— - cxcpcgsin/3 - _____
Ox	 A	

= o,	 (3.39)

and

Op	 TLSL TiSi
—cxL — - aLpLg sin /3 - 

A +
	 = 0.	 (3.40)

Ox

If the pressure gradient is eliminated from the above equations, relation

TWLSL TWGSG riS2 f 1	 1 \
0 = (pL — pG)gsln/3+	 A -	 A	

(3.41)
aLit	 aGit	 11 \ a1, ad

is obtained. The liquid fraction a 1 can be calculated from equation (3.41) for given values

of the superficial velocities. The phasic velocities can in fact be expressed as function of

a, making use of equation (2.4) (u UL/c' for the liquid and u = U/(l - ar') for

the gas), and the shear stresses are then obtained from equations (3.9) and (3.10). The

well-posed criteria for incompressible (equation (3.29)), and compressible flows (given in

appendix C), can thus be displayed on a diagram of UL versus UG as shown in figures

3.7 and 3.8 for gas densities of 1.25, and 2.5 kg/rn3 respectively. The panels indicate that

the effect of compressibility of the gas is negligible, as the limits perfectly coincide. This

is because, of the four conditions determined in the compressible case, the crucial one

was found to be weakly dependent on the speed of sound. The result suggests that the

incompressible criterion (3.29) can be retained to check the well-posedness of the flow,

even if gas compressibility is taken into consideration.
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3.5 Numerical solution

The two-fluid model equations ((3.3)-(3.6)) represent a system of coupled, first order and

non linear partial differential equations. Given initial values and boundary conditions, the

exact mathematical solution of the system is beyond reach. What is sought is an approx-

imate solution, and this is achieved using numerical techniques, whereby the differential

equations are approximated by means of a discretisation procedure. Small domains in

space and in time are used in a such a way that the results are provided at discrete loca-

tions. The present work applies the finite volume methodology to discretise the equations,

whereby the solution domain is subdivided into a finite number of contiguous control vol-

umes, where the equations are discretised and then solved. The grid arrangement adopted

in the current work is staggered (Harlow & Welch, 1965), where the velocities are stored

at locations in between scalar storage nodes (see figure 3.9). Using a staggered mesh, the

well known pressure/velocity decoupling is avoided (see, for example, Ferziger & Peri,

1999). The discretisation techniques, used in the present numerical work, are explained

with reference to the general scalar transport equation for a typical variable &:

=1'.	 (3.42)
Ot	 ox

A detailed derivation of the discretised momentum equation is given instead in appendix

D. In equation (3.42) the velocity is u, and r represents a source term. If t 0 and t,

represent the initial and final values of the integration time interval t, and V = A zx is

the volume of the cell, integration of equation (3.42) over time and space, leads to:

dxdt =A I [ rdxdt,	 (3.43)A I I - dtdx+A/
Ptn 

[I	
it	 (C 1O(u)1	 e

iw ft0	 ft0 J I. Ox j	 ft0 Jw
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where in and e are the boundaries of the volume shown in figure 3.9. The terms are

discretised in time with a fully implicit scheme, and in space with a first order upwind

scheme (Barakat & Clark, 1966). To clarify the time discretisation technique, consider the

term on the right hand side of equation (3.43):

ttn

J
I'(t,i,b(t))dt.	 (3.44)

to

The implicit scheme approximates equation (3.44) as:

ftn

J r(t, (t)) dt = r(t, 'b,) t,	 (3.45)
to

that is to say with the value that the integrand assumes at the final time t. For simplicity

of presentation, a term integrated with the fully implicit scheme, is herein indicated with

the superscript n. Hence, the right hand side of equation (3.45) is equivalent to r

The major advantage of using an implicit scheme is that the numerical stability can be

maintained over time steps Lt much larger than those required by its counterpart, the

explicit scheme. The time step of the latter is especially severely restricted in the case of

compressible flow by the Courant limit:

= max(I(Iup l) ± cDI) Lt 
^ 1,	 (3.46)

where p is the index of the control volume, varying from 1 up to N, and c is the speed

of sound (approximately 344 rn/s for air at atmospheric conditions). Implicit methods

are theoretically unconditionally stable, although when applied to the multi-fluid model

equations, temporal accuracy requirements demand a limit to be imposed on the size of

the time step. This is determined by the mass transported across one cell over the time

step, and is expressed by:
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max(IupI) it ^ 1.	 (3.47)

Use of the time step expressed by equation (3.47) allows the capture of all waves propagat-

ing at nearly the same velocity of the fluids (also called continuity waves (Wallis, 1969)),

as is the case of liquid slugs.

Referring to figure 3.9, the upwind scheme is briefly outlined in relation to the spatial

integral of the second term on the left hand side of equation (3.43). The integral gives:

f[ô(.u)] 
dx = (i,bu)e -
	

(3.48)

The spatial fluxes through the west and east cell face (('i,bu) and (i,bu)e respectively) are

discretised using a first order upwind scheme (Barakat & Clark, 1966). For example, the

convective flux at the east cell face is given by:

(,t'tt)e =
	 'I)pUe if Ue^0	

(3.49)

'4/)eUe if ue<0

It is well established that the upwind scheme, being a first order approximation, is highly

diffusive, in that its truncation error resembles an artificial (or false) viscous term whose

artificial viscosity is proportional to the size of the mesh (Hirsch, 1988b; Anderson, 1995;

Ferziger & Perié, 1999). Hence, provided that a sufficient fine mesh is used, the numerical

diffusion effects diminish and the numerical results improve in accuracy.

By defining the new operator V, Z to denote the greater of V and Z, the flux at the

east cell face can be written in a more compact way as:

(i/')e = Pp II	 0 II	 II	 tie, 0 II
	

(3.50)

The aforementioned numerical schemes lead to a form of the discretised equation (3.42),
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that can be generalised as:

= ai,b + a1I' + S,	 (3.51)

where the discretisation coefficient a is given by

r2x
a 

=	
II t4, 0 + —u, 0 +(u - u)] ,	 (3.52)

the west coefficient a is

a =11 t4,,O II,
	 (3.53)

the east coefficient a is

=11 —tz,0
	

(3.54)

and the source term S is

(; + rmzx) .	 (3.55)

The final outcome is a tridiagonal system of algebraic equations, with as many equations

as there are control volumes of the computational mesh. In order to solve this system, the

direct method of the Thomas algorithm (1949) is used.

3.6 The TRIOMPH code (1986)

An existing research code, named TRIOMPH (Issa & Abrishami, 1986), represented the

starting point of the current research. The numerical code solves for one of the phase

volumetric fractions (say the gas void fraction the two phasic velocities (uL and uc),

and the gas-liquid interfacial pressure p. The solution vector is therefore:
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4' = [U G, tLL, UG,P]T. 	 (3.56)

All other variables may be related to those expressed in the solution vector (3.56). While

the liquid phase is treated as incompressible, the gas compressibility effects are taken into

account using the law of perfect gas as PG = p/RT. An equation for the pressure is derived

from the overall continuity (Issa & Abrishami, 1986), in order to enforce the global mass

conservation. As illustrated by Issa & Abrishami (1986), if the gas and liquid continuity

equations are weighted by a related reference density, the form of the overall continuity

obtained is:

&L O(aLuL)	 1 8(cpG) O(PGaGUG)] = 0.	 (3.57)
Ox 

+[ 
Ot +
	

Ox

The velocities UL, and u,j must be replaced by expressions which are derived from the

discretised momentum equations (detailed in appendix D) which results in an equation

for the pressure (detailed in appendix E). The pressure equation is solved in the present

research using the PISO algorithm (Issa, 1986).

The equations sequentially solved are the momentum equations for gas and liquid phases

((3.5), (3.6)), the pressure equation, and the gas continuity equation (3.3). The method

of solution employed uses an iterative process at each time step to solve the system of

coupled equations. The sequence of the outer iterations performed at the time step t and

at the ith iteration, is the following:

1. the momentum equations ((3.5), (3.6)) are solved, based on the latest pressure values

to yield velocity fields u1, and i4;

2. the pressure equation (based on equation (3.57)) is solved twice. From the updated

pressure field p t new velocity fields UL and UG are obtained. These fields do satisfy
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the overall continuity equation, with respect to void fraction fields related to the

previous iteration	 1;

3. the gas continuity equation is solved, to give updated phase fraction fields c4 and

cb.

The iteration ioop is performed until the residuals in each equation become smaller than

a fixed tolerance, usually taken to be iO 3 . The flowchart of the algorithm is illustrated

in figure 3.10.

Initial and boundary conditions

As stated in section 3.4, the two-fluid model equations represent a set of equations con-

ditionally hyperbolic (depending on criterion (3.29)). This means that the information

travels along the flow field upstream and downstream through the characteristics of the

system. The boundary conditions (BC) have to reflect this property and clearly the physics

too. These are:

BC1 : fixed liquid hold-up at pipe inlet: oL(z = 0, t) =

BC2 : fixed liquid superficial velocity at pipe inlet: UL(X = 0, t) =

BC3 : fixed gas superficial velocity at pipe inlet: UG(Z = 0, t) = U;

BC4 : fixed absolute pressure at outlet: p(z = L, t) = ROUT,

where L is the length of the pipe.

The initial conditions assume a uniform stratified flow field, where hold-ups, gas and liquid

velocities, and the pressure are uniform throughout the pipe. Figure 3.11 illustrates the

boundary and initial conditions.
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Optimal number of computational points

The mesh spacing x used in the discretisation process, should be a satisfactory com-

promise between accuracy of the numerical computations, and speed of calculation. The

size of the grid cells is mainly affected by the numerical schemes that are applied by the

discretisation process. Since the fully upwind scheme is well known to smear sharp dis-

continuities (as it may be in the case of the slug front) owing to its associated numerical

diffusion, fine meshes have to be used. A thorough sensitivity analysis on the grid size

effects has been accomplished by the present work, as well as by previous researchers (such

as Rippiner, 1998). Such work resulted in the recommendation that the grid size should

be around a few centimetres (typically 0.25 ^ i.x/D ^ 0.51 for a diameter of 0.078m).

These requirements for numerical accuracy proved to be expensive in terms of CPU time.

Typically, for a slug flow simulation with the code, one minute of integration time requires

between 6 - 10 hours of computing time. 1

Slug formation

Woodburn (1998) demonstrated, keeping the same set of governing equations regardless of

the local gas-liquid flow pattern (stratified or slugged), and using finer grids and smaller

time steps, that the numerical diffusion was reduced such that slugs could be captured.

However, as the peak value of the liquid fraction cxL approached 1, the gas velocity in

the computational cell just ahead of the slug increased to unphysical values. That is

because when a liquid slug generates, the gas fraction tends to zero, and the discretised

gas momentum equation becomes singular (the voidage cxc multiplies in fact both sides

of the equation as appendix D clarifies). A criterion was therefor? adopted, in that a

computational cell was considered to be slugged if value of the liquid hold-up was greater

'Red Had 7.1 Linux Workstation with INTEL XEON 1.6Ghz processor.
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than a certain limit (close to 1). If the criterion is satisfied, the cell is considered slugged,

and the gas momentum equation is suppressed. The value of the gas velocity would be in

any event immaterial, since the region of the slug body contains only liquid. Therefore,

in order to suppress spurious numerical values for the gas velocity, it is forced to zero,

by setting the source term S to zero, and the central coefficient aG,p to unity. In the

pressure equation (see appendix E) the terms in aG,p are removed by setting ac,p = 00.

This implies that the pressure in the slug body is only function of the liquid phase which

reflects reality.

3.7 Results

3.7.1 Well/ill-posed nature of the equations: two slug flow test cases

The present section illustrates the effect that the mathematical character of the two-fluid

model equations may have on the numerical results. Anyhow, it should be emphasised

that the findings of section 3.4 may not be fully valid for the discretised equations, as the

truncation errors generated by the discretisation process may not correspond exactly to the

differential equations (Anderson, 1995). Since the study of the mathematical character

of the discretised equations goes beyond the present objectives, criterion (3.29) is still

assumed to represent the condition for the well-posedness of the problem.

The effect of the well/ill-posed nature of the equations is investigated for two slug flow

test cases. The horizontal pipe is 36 m long, with an internal diameter of 0.078 m, and

the pressure is set at atmospheric. Air is the gaseous phase with density and viscosity of

1.253 kg/rn3 and 1.7964 x i0 Pa s respectively. The liquid phase is water with density

pw = 998.2 kg/rn3 , and dynamic viscosity w = 1.1394 x i0 Pas. The air and water

superficial velocities are 6.532 and 0.532 rn/s respectively for case 1, and 6.0 and 0.4 rn/s

for case 2. In order to verify if the inequality
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2	 Icq, aG
Urel< (+	 gDpL

\PL PC)

is satisfied for both cases, the related equilibrium hold-ups have to be calculated from

equation (3.41); the values are displayed in table 3.2. Equation (3.29) can be written in

the following extended form:

Iu'-uI<	
irD

N PL	 PC) 
45j(/2) PL . 	 (3.58)

The left (LHS) and right (RHS) hand sides of the equation (3.58) are given in table 3.3,

from which it is apparent that cases 1 and 2 are ill and well-posed respectively. This is

graphically shown in figure 3.12 where one sees that case 1 lies above the well-posedness

line, whereas the other is below it. The location of the two points also suggests that

slugging is expected for both flow rates.

The two slug flow cases are simulated with different mesh spacings, of which the coarsest is

1.15 D, and the finest 0.09 D. Slug flow always occurred in all simulations, regardless of the

adopted mesh spacing. Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show the predicted hold-up, frequency, slug

unit length, and slug velocity plotted against the mesh size for cases 2 and 1 respectively.

While the numerical results are independent of the mesh spacing for case 2, they are

strongly affected by it for case 1, where it is apparent that, as the mesh size becomes

smaller, the slug frequency continues to increase. The numerical results obtained for case

1 appear to be a manifestation of ill-posedness of the system. In fact, checking criterion

(3.29) locally inside each control volume of the computational mesh, in that case it was

found that in the region of stratified flow where slugs initiate, the equations were mostly

ill-posed. In contrast, in the fully developed slug flow region, far from the inlet of the pipe,

the equations were mostly well-posed. Hence it was concluded that the steady state inlet

boundary conditions (corresponding to stratified flow) must be responsible for imposing
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conditions that lead to the ill-posed system of equations. To remedy this, alternative

unsteady boundary conditions for this case were introduced. They were represented by the

unsteady phasic velocities and liquid fraction fields stored at a location far from the pipe

inlet (where the equations are mostly well-posed) from previous simulations when steady

boundary conditions were applied. Three separate sets of unsteady boundary conditions

were collected, corresponding to mesh sizes of ix/D = 0.185, 0.37 and 1.15. They are

plotted in figure 3.15, where the water hold-up traces associated with the smallest and

intermediate grid sizes, are displayed; the slug frequency values are much higher in the

former.

The simulations were then repeated for case 1, using each new set of unsteady inlet con-

ditions, and refining the mesh from a mesh size of 1.15D down to x/D = 0.098. The

new results are shown in figure 3.16, where it is evident that the trend has now completely

changed: the predictions, regardless of the origin of the inlet conditions, are now grid in-

dependent. This is different from when a steady stratified flow was fed into the pipe inlet,

where the predictions showed a divergent behaviour (see figure 3.14); now that unsteadi-

ness is accounted for at the pipe inlet, the results converge towards a unique solution. The

question arises as to why should imposition of these unsteady phase velocities and phase

fractions at inlet lead to a well-posed system downstream, when these same variations that

were predicted from an ill-posed system do not lead downstream to a well-posed system.

The explanation for the new well-posed behaviour, lies in the role played by the pressure

along the pipe. The pressure, as said in section 3.6, is set at the outlet boundary only, to

reflect the hyperbolicity of the transient problem, whereas the inlet pressure is an outcome

of the solution of the conservation equations, and consequently changes as a function of

time. When steady boundary conditions are applied, the pressure waves that propagate

downstream and upstream at any location of the pipe are unphysical, due to the ill-posed
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stratified region close to the pipe inlet. Once that region is removed, by feeding into the

pipe inlet new unsteady boundary conditions corresponding to well-posed liquid fraction

and phasic velocity fields, the pressure that generates in the pipe downstream is then

well-posed, like the pressure at any other location in the pipe. The hyperbolicity of the

equations is then reflected in the uniqueness of the results, regardless of the mesh spacing.

Figures 3.17 shows the water hold-up traces for the simulation with the coarsest mesh,

when steady boundary conditions are used. After 18 s, although slugs still generate, they

degenerate into large amplitude waves as they move downstream along the pipe. If the

phasic velocities and hold-up at a point midway along the pipe are stored, and then used

in the next simulation as new unsteady boundary conditions, the newly calculated liquid

traces are shown in figure 3.18. The panel suggests that the large amplitude waves evolve

into slugs, that also grow in length as they travel along the pipe.

The above results highlight the dramatic effect that the mathematical character of the

equations have on the numerical simulations. Using steady boundary conditions, case 2

could reach a unique solution with steady inlet boundary conditions, whereas the predic-

tions for case 1 did not tend towards a unique solution using steady inlet values. The lack

of uniqueness of the solution has to be read as manifestation of ill-posedness of the system

of equations, whereby random unphysical disturbances occur in the flow. Though the issue

is quite complex, the conclusion may be drawn that the ill-posedness of the system is re-

lated to assumed steady conditions at one or more of the boundaries. When unsteadiness

was accounted for at the inlet, the system, although originally ill-posed, became well-posed

leading to unique solutions.

3.7.2 Validation of TRJOMPH

Over the past years, several researchers extensively assessed the TRIOMPH methodology

for unaerated slug flow against available experimental data on air-water flow systems,
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obtained from the WASP rig of the Chemical Engineering Department of the Imperial

College (by Hewitt and co-workers), and against some of the empirical correlations dis-

cussed in section 2.5. The validation was favourably carried out for flow pattern maps,

and major slug characteristics (hold-up, frequency, slug velocity, etc.), with a maximum

error bound of 30%; this is excellent for a one-dimensional model of such a complex flow.

When the numerical results are compared with experimental data in order to validate the

model, one has to keep in mind that the experimental data present some degree of uncer-

tainty owing to the measurement errors of the adopted instruments. Since the validation

done in the past, and that carried out in the present work (for both two and three-phase

slug flow) is mostly based on comparing the numerical results with the data collected at

the WASP experimental rig, it is instructive to look at the related measurements errors.

Experimentally, the physical quantities to be measured are typically the liquid hold-up

and the pressure gradient, while all other slug characteristics (slug velocity, frequency, slug

length, etc.) are determined a posteriori. The liquid hold-up is measured using conductiv-

ity probes if water is the only liquid phase (Manolis, 1995), or gamma densitometers with

oil and/or water (Odozi, 2000); the pressure drop between two locations is measured us-

ing pressure transducers. Hale & Hewitt (2001) report measurement errors of ±1.5% and

±5% for the conductivity probes and gamma densitometers respectively, and of ±0.1%

for the pressure. Also the inlet superficial velocities, that represent a crucial input for the

numerical simulations, are subject to measurement errors around ±0.5% (Hale & Hewitt,

2001).

Figure 3.19 illustrates the kind of results that one might expect from a two-phase slug

flow simulation with TRIOMPH. The panel shows the liquid hold-up evolution for a typ-

ical WASP geometry. The pipe is horizontal, 36 m long, and with an internal diameter

of 78.00 mm. The operating pressure is atmospheric, and the air and water superficial
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velocities are 3.0 rn/S and 0.55 rn/s respectively; from these flow conditions slug flow is

expected. The traces show the time evolution of growing disturbances in stratified flow,

leading to continuous slugging of the pipe (when the liquid phase fraction goes to one).

Figure 3.19 demonstrates that the TIUOMPH code is capable of correctly capturing slug

formation, and subsequent development. Many such computations were carried out for

different combinations of the liquid and gas velocities, to establish the conditions under

which slugging initiates. For instance, two flow pattern maps predicted by the model are

shown for horizontal and 1.5° downward inclined pipes in figures 3.20 and 3.21 respectively.

Figure 3.20 shows the predicted flow regime type (shown as points) on a flow regime map

in comparison with the Taitel & Dukier (1976) transition lines for horizontal flow. It is

difficult for the present one-dimensional computations to reproduce the stratified-wavy

region as defined by Taitel & Dukier. This is because the simulations can capture only

reasonably long waves generated by Kelvin-Helmholtz type of instabilities, whereas the

surface waves in reality include shorter waves, that the present model may not account for.

The comparison with the Taitel & Dukier (1976) transitions lines shows that the model is

indeed capable of predicting the transition from stratified to slug flow with a fair degree

of accuracy, and this is achieved in a natural manner.

Figure 3.21 presents the predicted flow regimes for the downward inclined pipe. The

transition lines shown in the figure are those obtained experimentally by Manolis et al.

(1995), and Manolis (1995). Computations where waves were continuously generated, but

which neither led to slugging, nor maintained a roughly uniform liquid hold-up along the

pipe, are classified herein as representing "stratified-wavy" flow. Overall, the comparison

between the computations and experiment is very good. Compare figure 3.20 with 3.21:

it is evident that the area of the flow pattern map where slug flow exists, shrinks in a

downward inclined pipe. This effect is properly captured by the model.
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Figures 3.22 shows the predicted frequencies compared with the empirical correlation of

Gregory & Scott (1969) (equation (2.87)). It is remarkable that the trend of the predictions

follows that of the empirical correlation: for a given air superficial velocity, as the water

flow rate increases, the slug frequency becomes greater. Moreover the computational

frequencies show good agreement with the correlation, with discrepancies typically around

10%.

Figure 3.23 shows a comparison for the slug translational velocity between predictions and

the empirical correlation from Bendiksen (1984). The straight line in the figure corresponds

to a translational velocity of 1.2 times the mixture velocity, which is a commonly used

empirical correlation. The agreement between the present calculations and this correlation

is fairly good.

The computed and experimental (Manolis, 1995) mean liquid hold-ups are shown in figure

3.24. The scatter in results is wider than those for slug frequency indicating a larger

discrepancy between theory and experiment. This could be attributed to the neglect

of gas entrainment into the body of the liquid slug in the present model, which would

obviously affect the predicted hold-up. More results can be found in a recent paper of Issa

& Kempf (2003).

3.7.3 Stochastic nature of the simulations

The numerical calculations generate slugs that exhibit a similar trend to those in real slug

flow, in that they are not all of the same length or frequency. As discussed in chapter 2,

there is an element of statistical randomness in their characteristics, and this behaviour is

captured by the present methodology. In order to show the stochastic nature of the slug

simulations, a test case is selected.

Calculations are made for air-water flow at atmospheric conditions in a horizontal pipe

36 m long, with an internal diameter of 0.078 m. The superficial velocities are of 0.55 rn/s
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for water, and 3.0 rn/s for air. From the flow pattern map, given in figure 3.20, slug flow

is expected. This is the flow pattern captured by the calculations, as figure 3.19 showed.

Figure 3.25 shows the predicted frequency plotted against the mesh spacing: for the

coarsest mesh size (ix/D = 3.85), the slug frequency is 82% smaller than that obtained

with the finest mesh size (Ix/D = 0.185). The frequency starts to become independent

of the grid resolution for mesh sizes smaller than ix/D = 0.51, confirming that the best

compromise between accuracy of the numerical results and CPU time is around that mesh

size. All the results here given, like any others throughout the present work, are at the

time when the statistical averages asymptote to a constant value.

Figure 3.26 shows the slug frequency plotted against time for the O.37D mesh size, from

which it becomes evident that the frequency can randomly fluctuate in time.

Similarly, figure 3.27 shows the dimensionless slug body lengths (13 /D) plotted versus

time. Again, as for the frequency, the code predicts a slug characteristic that changes

in time in a random-like manner. From monitoring the fluctuations of the slug sizes,

histograms such as that shown in figure 3.28 can be made. Histograms represent the most

convenient way to find the statistically averaged value of a slug characteristic. In figure

3.28, the dimensionless slug body lengths are ordered in groups of the multiple of five pipe

diameters. From the histogram, it follows that the largest number of slugs has a slug size

between five and ten pipe diameters, and that the maximum generated is in the order of

thirty five diameters.

Figure 3.29 shows the global (slug body + liquid film) water hold-up plotted against time,

where it is evident that hold-up fluctuates (with a maximum and minimum of 0.48 and

0.22 respectively) around a mean of 0.29.

The predicted pressure gradient is calculated numerically following the same typical ex-

perimental procedure of measuring that quantity. Values of pressure at the locations
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corresponding to the two pressure transducers are monitored, and the time evolution of

pressure signals is used to compute an average gradient. Thus:

(dp' =	
t/(tmax - t0).	 (3.59)

\dx)	 =0

where p/1x, to, and tmax represent the instantaneous pressure gradient, the time when

the measurements start and terminate respectively. The time tm is always taken suffi-

ciently great in order to lead to a fairly constant value. For the case mentioned above,

the converged value of the pressure gradient is of 220.0 Pa/rn, while it is less for mesh

spacings coarser than Lx/D = 0.51.

Keeping a mesh spacing of 0.37 [x/D], a new simulation was run, where the only differ-

ence was introduced by using the Nossen et al. (2000) closure for the liquid-wall friction

factor instead of the Hand's formula (1991). The comparison of both predictions for slug

frequency, pressure gradient, and mean hold-up, is given in table 3.4. While the frequency

and hold-up are slightly affected (discrepancy of 3%), the most sensitive quantity is the

pressure gradient, whereby the prediction using the Nossen et al. (2000) equation is 10 %

lower than that obtained with the Hand's correlation (1991). The result is consistent with

the discussion of section 3.3
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3.8 Tables

Shear /[N] Nossen et al. (2000) Hand (1991) Manfield (2000)

	Liquid film, l	 35.4	 34.9	 28.7

	

Slug body, i	 83.9	 98.6	 92.3

	

Slug unit, l,	 119.3	 133.5	 121

Table 3.1: Drag force exerted by the liquid on the wall within slug body, liquid film, and

slug unit. Comparisons between one and three dimensional simulations.

CASE 1 CASE 2

0.606	 0.566

i4/[m/s]	 0.89	 0.70

u/[m/s]	 16.57	 13.82

Table 3.2: Equilibrium stratified hold-ups and phasic velocities for slug test cases 1 and 2.
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CASE 1 CASE 2

LHS	 15.68	 13.11

RHS	 13.83	 14.45

Table 3.3: Left and right hand side of well-posedness criterion (3.58) for slug test cases 1

and 2.

Friction factor	 v/[s'} (dp/dx)/[Pa/m] aw/[]

Nossen ci at. (2000)	 0.3	 200	 0.3

Hand (1991)	 0.29	 220	 0.29

Table 3.4: Predictions of slug frequency, pressure gradient, and total liquid hold-up using

the Nossen et at. (2000) (equation (3.21)) and Hand (1991) formula (equation (3.18)).
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3.9 Figures

Si

Figure 3.1: Pipe cross sectional area and relevant wetted properties for a gas-liquid

two-phase stratified flow.
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Figure 3.2: Shallow water approximation for a gas-liquid stratified flow.
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Figure 3.3: Liquid wall friction factor plotted versus liquid Reynolds number accord-

ing to Hand (1991) formula and Prandtl's universal law.
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Figure 3.4: The Solid Slug Front (SSF) model used by Manfield (2000).
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Figure 3.10: Flowchart of TRIOMPH code (Issa & Abrishami, 1986).
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Figure 3.16: Predictions of some slug characteristics for case 1 plotted versus the

dimensionless mesh spacing. Steady and unsteady inlet boundary conditions applied.
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Chapter 4

Gas entrainment in two-phase slug

flow

4.1 Preamble

Chapter 3 demonstrated that the one-dimensional transient two-fluid model, embedded

within the TRIOMPH code (Issa & Abrishami, 1986), is capable of capturing slug ini-

tiation and development automatically. Numerical simulations were made starting from

unstable stratified flow in which instabilities could grow to bridge the pipe and form slugs.

The simulations showed that the phenomenon can be simulated by the model, and that

continuous trains of slugs could be generated automatically. The resulting predictions for

some of the main characteristics of slug flow compared favourably with experimental data.

However, the model ignored the phenomenon of small bubble entrainment from the large

elongated bubbles preceding the liquid slug. This was thought to be the reason behind

some of the observed discrepancies in the prediction of the overall hold-up. The need

to give a more comprehensive account of the physics of slug flow paved the way for the

entrainment model developed by Kempf & Issa (2000). The present chapter will focus
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Chapter 4 - Gas entrainment in two-phase slug flow

on the description, numerical implementation, and subsequent validation of this mathe-

matical model to simulate the aeration phenomenon in two-phase slug flow. Section 4.2

presents the model equations, while the relevant closure laws will be the subject of sec-

tion 4.3. The numerical implementation, into the framework of the basic (unaerated) slug

flow simulator, is outlined in section 4.4. Finally, numerical simulations carried out for

hydrodynamic, and terrain-induced slugging are validated in section 4.5 against available

measurements. Slug, film and global hold-up predictions are generally improved by the

new model.

4.2 The model equations

Compared to the standard two-fluid model, the extended model accounts for mass transfer

between the gas and liquid phases, both at the slug front, where gas bubbles are entrained

from the elongated bubble, and at the slug tail, where gas bubbles leave the slug to enter

the next gas bubble (see figure 1.4). This is achieved by merely introducing one additional

scalar transport equation for the bubble concentration within the body of the slug.

The adopted approach is based on the drift-flux model (Ishii, 1978). As outlined in

appendix F, the mixture of liquid and gas bubbles is treated as one phase, and the two

phasic velocities are retrieved from the velocity of that mixture by means of a scalar

equation for the slippage. The aeration of the liquid film, following experimental evidence

(refer to section 2.3), is neglected by the present model: only the aeration in the slug body

is taken into account. This implies that the gas-liquid mixture hold-up aM wifi always be

equal to 1 in the slug body and to the liquid hold-up in the film.

The slip between gas and liquid is defined as:

us = UG - UL
	

(4.1)
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where the subscripts G and L replace those denoted as 1 and 2 respectively in appendix

F. The global hold-up cM is given by the contribution of each volume fraction:

= a 8 + Ls•

The volume fraction of gas bubbles is then defined as:

G3
CB =

aM

and the mixture density as:

PM = (1 - CB)PL + CBPG.	 (4.2)

The gas and liquid velocities are respectively:

(1 - CB)PLU5
(4.3)= tiM +

PM

and

CBPGUS
UL =UM —	 ,	 (4.4)

PM

where UM represents the centre of mass velocity (Ishii, 1978) of the gas-liquid mixture.

Thus:

(1 - CB)PL UL + CBPGUG
tiM =	 (4.5)

PM

The velocities can however be simplified, using an order of magnitude analysis, as fol-

lows. Taking reference densities for water and air (at atmospheric conditions) of 1000 and

1 kg/rn3 respectively, the mixture density (equation (4.2)) can be approximated as:

PM (1 - CB)PL.
	 (4.6)

From equation (4.6) the liquid velocity (4.4) can be rearranged as:
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UL UM - 10 3 u3 .	 (4.7)

Furthermore, since the gas-liquid slippage is expected to be marginal (as shown later), it

follows from equation (4.7) that

UL UM .
	 (4.8)

Equation (4.8) implies that the liquid and centre of mass velocities practically coincide in

a fully dispersed flow with high liquid-gas density ratios. If equation (4.6) is substituted

into (4.3), the simplified expression for the gas velocity becomes:

UG UM + Us
	 (4.9)

When the above approximations are taken into account, the governing equations for an

isothermal transient one-dimensional stratified and aerated slug flow, become:

1. gas continuity equation:

Ô(PGUG) O(PGaGUG)
+	

8x	
= — mB,	 (4.10)

2. mixture continuity equation:

O(PMcZM) 
+ 

0(PMaMUM)

at	
=mB,	 (4.11)

3. gas momentum equation:

ô(pGaGuG) 8(pGaGu)	
- perg sinfl + Fa + F1 ,	 (4.12)= — G-Ot	

+	
Ox	 Ox
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4. mixture momentum equation:

O(PMXMt'M) + O(PM aMU J) 	Op
=

Ox	 Ox
Oh

	

—pMaMg— COS/ - PMM9 S1fl fi + FL - F2 ,	 (4.13)
Ox

where F G, FL, and F2 indicate respectively the forces exerted on the pipe walls by

the gas and the liquid mixture phases, and interfacial force. Variables with subscript M

relate to the gas-liquid mixture, and it is worth remarking that, when no gas bubbles

are present (cB = 0), the equations reduce to those for a pure liquid phase. When

compared to the standard two-fluid model, the gas and liquid continuity equations ((4.10)

and (4.11) respectively) possess a source term on the right hand side, denoted by thB,

accounting for the mass exchange occurring at the front and tail of each slug. Equation

(4.13), representing the conservation of momentum for the mixture, when compared to the

drift-flux formulation given in appendix F (equation (F-28)), lacks the differential term:

	

__ [cc(i CB)PLPGUfl	 (4.14)
Ox	 PM	 .1

Following earlier considerations, the term inside the spatial derivative in equation (4.14),

can be approximated as follows:

ÜMCB(1 - CB)PLPGU
£XJ%fC9U.	 (4.15)

PM

Since the mixture hold-up in the slug body is unity, equation (4.15) becomes:

cEMCB( 1 - CB)PLPGU
CBU.	 (4.16)

PM

As the volume fraction CB is smaller than one by definition, and the gas-liquid slip is

expected to be negligible, the gradient of the term in equation (4.16) is negligible and was

therefore dropped altogether from the transport equation.
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Also to be noted is that the momentum equations do not incorporate the momentum

transfer due to the mass exchange since the gas carries negligible momentum compared to

that of the liquid. The gas and mixture continuity equations are divided by the appropriate

reference density, to obtain the overall continuity equation:

1 (O(cXMPM) + Ô(aMPMUM) 
+ 1 

f9(acpc) Ô ( CXGPGUG)) = ,	 (4.17)
4	 at	 at + a

where the right hand side of equation (4.17) is expressed as:

B( ref	

1 \

	

PM - Pb)	
(4.18)

A scalar transport equation for the conservation of mass of the gas bubbles entrained

within the liquid slug can be formulated as (see appendix F):

Ô (PGCB O M) Ô(PGCBCXMUB)
+	 =m9.	 (4.19)

This equation serves to determine cB as a function of x and t. In equation (4.19), the

diffusion of bubbles in the axial direction is neglected, and the distribution of bubbles

across the pipe cross-sectional area is assumed to be uniform.

Equations (4.1O)-(4.13) and equation (4.19) are solved for the following primitive variables:

the mixture velocity UM, the gas velocity uG, the pressure p, the gas fraction crG and the

bubble fraction CB. Closure models are required for the wall-friction force FL (the gas

and interfacial friction factor are the same as those defined in section 3.3), the bubble

velocity UB, and the mass transfer between gas and liquid at the slug front and tail rnB.

These will be the subject of the next section.
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4.3 Model closure

Drag force exerted by the liquid

Within the liquid slug, it is assumed that only the liquid phase is in contact with the pipe

walls, regardless of the bubbles fraction. The effect of an enhanced dynamic viscosity of

the gas-liquid mixture (refer to section 2.4.3) is, for the time being, neglected (it will be

addressed next in section 4.5.2). The liquid-wall drag force is defined as:

TLSL
FWL= A

and the shear-stress TL is formulated as:

PMUMIUMI
TwLfwL	 2

Note that the density used is that of the mixture (PM). The liquid-wall friction factor

used is still based on the Hand formula (1991):

24
fwL =

ReL

for laminar flow, and

fwL = 0.0262(cLRe)°'39,

for turbulent flow. Since only the liquid is (at the moment) assumed to contribute to

the frictional losses in the slug body, the liquid Reynolds number is based on the liquid

physical properties (Re1, PLULD/PL).

Bubble velocity

The bubble velocity in equation (4.19) is calculated from a local balance between the

relevant forces acting on the bubbles (Kempf & Issa, 2000). The most significant forces

are the pressure and drag force (see figure 4.1). Assuming steady motion of the bubble,

the balance may be written as:
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UABPLCD = —VB,	 (4.20)

where AB and VB are the cross sectional area and volume of the gas bubble respectively,

and the slip velocity is defined as:

Us = U - UM
	 (4.21)

where UB is the local gas bubble velocity. Substituting equation (4.21) into equation (4.20)

one obtains:

(uB—uM)2— 4 dB dp
- 3 cDpL dX	

(4.22)

where dB is the bubble diameter assumed to be spherical. When equation (4.22) is solved

for the bubble velocity, it leads to the final expression relating the bubble velocity to the

centre of mass velocity:

'-4dB (dp/dx)
UB = UM - V 3CDPL	

(4.23)

From equations (4.21) and (4.23), one immediately obtains the mathematical formulation

of the gas-liquid slip velocity:

U3 - 
\/_4dB(dp/dx)

(4.24)
-	 3CDPL

Note that the pressure gradient in equation (4.24) is negative, leading to a positive number

inside the square root. The pressure gradient is one of the primitive variables that comes

out of the solution of the discretised transport equations. Following experimental findings

(Andreussi et at., 1993a), the diameter of the entrained bubbles is assumed to be constant

and equal to 1 mm. The drag coefficient CD is calculated from the correlation of Tomiyama
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et al. (1995), who proposed a modification for the drag coefficient of a bubble due to the

presence of a swarm of bubbles . Their correlation is expressed as:

CDT	 (4.25)

where
1 24 8 Eo 1

CDT = max I— (i + O.15R4687)	
+ 4]	

(4.26)
t. Re

In equation (4.26) ReB and Eo represent the bubble Reynolds and Eötvös numbers. The

former is given by:

PLdBIUM - UBI
ReB =	 ,	 (4.27)

and the latter by:

Eo = g (pi, - PG)d2B	 (4.28)
0•

where o represents the gas-liquid surface tension.

Mass exchange rates

The shedding rate at the slug tail is obtained by assuming that all the bubbles arriving

at the tail of the slug leave the slug and enter the large gas bubble behind it. Hence:

MB = pcA (ub - UB)CBcIM,	 (4.29)

where ub represents the velocity at which the tail of the slug is propagating (see figure

4.2) and its value is determined as shown later. The entrainment rate at the slug front

must however be obtained from an empirical correlation. Not many such correlations are

available in the literature, and only two could be found. One was proposed by Nydal

& Andreussi (1991), who investigated, at atmospheric conditions, air-water aerated slugs

advancing over a slow moving liquid layer in a nearly horizontal pipe. Their correlation is
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expressed by:

MB = pcA (o.o76 . (u - flU) - 0.15) ,	 (4.30)

where Ut represents the velocity of propagation of the front of the slug (see figure 4.2),

ULI the velocity of the liquid in the film region, and S the gas-liquid interfacial width in

the film. The second correlation is due to the work of Manolis (1995):

MB = PGASi1.8707[(Ut - fiLl) - 2.1265].	 (4.31)

The latter is derived from observations of slug front behaviour in air-water pipe flow at

atmospheric conditions in a push-in experiment, in a 10 upward inclined pipe. Since the

entrainment, as explained in section 2.3, is a consequence of the pick-up rate, due to the

entrance of the liquid film into the liquid slug, one could associate this phenomenon with

the air carryunder and bubble dispersion process associated with a plunging jet (Bonetto

& Lahey, 1993). As a limiting case of plunging jet flow in horizontal configuration, the

hydraulic jump (Chanson, 1996) provides another possible model, to be compared against

the one given by equations (4.30) and (4.31). It is expressed as:

MB = PGALJ(Ut - uLf)((Fr - 1),	 (4.32)

where the Froude number is based on the relative velocity Ut - uLf between the front and

liquid film velocity, which corresponds to the velocity of the liquid jet entering the liquid

slug in a relative frame moving at the slug front velocity. The expression for the Froude

number is:

Ut - flU!	 (4.33)Fr= ____
iJAL j/S'

where AL1 represents the area occupied by the liquid in the film. The coefficients and

€ are functions of the Froude number (Rajaratnam, 1967; Wisner, 1965) and their values

are:
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Ut - ULI > 2.1265 (4.36)

[ml
I.si

D
Ut - ULI > 1.974- (4.37)

m]

Si'

I AL1
Ut - ULI> (4.38)
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= 0.018; c = 1.245 if 2.5 <Fr <7, 	 (4.34)

or

C=O•Ol4;=i.4 if 7<Fr<30.
	 (4.35)

The onset of entrainment depends on the velocity difference between the translational

velocity of the slug front, and the liquid film velocity (Andreussi & Bendiksen, 1989;

Nydal & Andreussi, 1991; Manolis, 1995). The onset is found to occur when:

in equation (4.31),

in equation (4.30),

in equation (4.32). It should be stressed that, despite the clear evidence of the strong effect

of surface tension and liquid viscosity on the slug voidage (Bendiksen et al., 1996), none

of the above correlations takes into account the liquid physical properties. This deficiency

will need further investigation in future.

The mass flow rate thB in equation (4.19) is per unit volume. The net mass flow rate in

equations (4.29), (4.30), (4.31), and (4.32) is therefore related to	 by:

MB JrnBAdX.	 (4.39)

The three available correlations for the determination of the rate of entrainment at the slug

front (equations (4.30), (4.31), and (4.32)) can be compared by way of demonstration in

an application to a given specific flow condition: the flow is assumed to be incompressible,
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an arbitrary value of Lf = 0.2 is chosen as liquid film hold-up, the liquid film velocity

ULJ is calculated from a mass balance between the slug body and the liquid film position,

in a reference frame moving at the slug velocity, as shown in figure 4.3.

Thus:

(1 - Gs)(UM - Ut) = aLf(uLf - Ut),	 (4.40)

and the slug velocity is assumed to be (Bendiksen, 1984):

Ut = l.2UM.
	 (4.41)

Equation (4.40) needs the slug voidage as closure. Choosing, for instance, the correlation

of Gregory et al. (1978) (figure 4.4), or that of Andreussi & Bendiksen (1989) (figure 4.5),

one can plot equations (4.30), (4.31), and (4.32) as a function of the mixture velocity UM.

Regardless of what correlation is used for the slug voidage, one can conclude that:

• The Nydal & Andreussi (1991) equation (4.30) predicts an entrainment lower than

equations (4.31), and (4.32). The underprediction is by up to 50% when compared

against the Manolis rate (1995), and this was confirmed by Manolis himself in the

push-in experiment results.

• The entrainment rate predicted by Manolis (1995), equation (4.31), and the hydraulic

jump (Rajaratnam, 1967; Wisner, 1965), equation (4.32), are close to each other for

values of the mixture velocity between 3 rn/s and 4 rn/s. For very low mixture

velocities (UM ^ 3 mIs), and high mixture velocities (UM > 4 m/s), equation (4.32)

predicts higher rates than equation (4.31). Therefore, one would expect in general

higher bubble fractions in the slug when applying the hydraulic jump correlation,

than using the Manolis correlation.

In the next section, the numerical results will confirm these observations. Using the

same assumptions for all correlations showed that the applicability of the hydraulic jump
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correlation given by equation (4.32) is restricted to mixture velocities lower than 8 m/s,

and this is due to the upper limit imposed by the Froude number in equation (4.35) (i.e.

Fr < 30).

Film and slug velocity

To predict the onset of entrainment, the relative velocity between the slug translational

velocity and the film velocity has to be constantly monitored (figure 4.6). The position of

the liquid film, where the value of the velocity uLf is needed, is assumed to be where the

liquid height h changes slope (see figure 4.6).

In order to determine both the slug front and tail velocities (Ut and ub respectively; the

former required by any of equations (4.30)-(4.32), the latter by equation (4.29)), the

empirical correlation of Bendiksen (1984) is applied. It is herein assumed that the front

and tail of a slug travel at the same velocity. Hence, both slug velocities are based upon

equation (2.80):

Ub = C0 UM + tLd,

with the distribution parameter Co and drift velocity ud given by equations (2.83) or

(2.84) depending if the mixture Froude number (FrM = UM/(,/ D)) is greater or smaller

than the critical value of 3.5 respectively. For a horizontal pipe with internal diameter of

0.078 m, the Bendiksen correlation reduces to:

Ub = l.2UM,	 (4.42)

provided that the mixture velocity is greater than 3.06 rn/s.
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Summary

The model for gas entrainment in horizontal or nearly horizontal two-phase slug flow has

been described. It consists of equations for the conservation of mass and momentum

(4.10)-(4.13) of the gas and liquid-mixture phases, and of an equation for the calculation

of the bubble voidage in the liquid slug (4.19). The model is closed by an equation for the

drift of the bubbles (4.23), an equation for the shedding of bubbles at the slug tail (4.29),

by one of three equations (4.30), (4.31), or (4.32) for bubble entrainment rate at the slug

front, and by equation (2.80) for the computation of the instantaneous slug front and tail

velocities.

4.4 Numerical implementation

The model was implemented in the TRIOMPH code, where two subroutines were incor-

porated. The first one is used to monitor the position of each slug travelling in the pipe,

in order to identify the computational cells where mass is exchanged between the gas and

liquid phases. The rates of entrainment at the slug front and tail are subsequently calcu-

lated. The second subroutine is used for the solution of the scalar transport equation for

the average bubble concentration in the liquid slug (equation (4.19)) and the calculation

of the mixture density (equation (4.2)). The flowchart of the code is given in figure 4.7.

The discretisation method used is the same as that explained in chapter 3: the model

equations are integrated using a finite volume formulation, and discretised using a first

order fully-implicit scheme in time, and a first order upwind scheme in space. The en-

trainxnent rates considered in the numerical implementation, are the rate from Nydal &

Andreussi (1991) (equation (4.30)), from Manolis (1995) (equation (4.31)), and the rate

from the hydraulic jump studies (Rajaratnam, 1967; Wisner, 1965) (equation (4.32)).

Once the onset of entrainment is satisfied (equation (4.36), (4.37), or (4.38), depending
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on the entrainment correlation used), the bubble transport equation (4.19) is solved in

order to compute the volume fraction of entrained bubbles present in the liquid. From

this quantity the mixture density PM can be determined (from equation (4.2)), and this

in turn enters into the equations for the conservation of momentum and mass in the slug.

4.5 Results

Two different pipe geometries are chosen in order to validate the model. The first con-

figuration is horizontal, where hydrodynamic slugs generate. The second geometry is

composed of a V-section (see figure 2.23), consisting of a downward and upward inclined

sections (angle with respect to the horizontal of /3 = + 1.5°), where slugs form mostly

because of terrain-induced effects.

4.5.1 Horizontal pipe configuration

Calculations are made for air-water flow at atmospheric conditions in a horizontal pipe,

36 m long of internal diameter 0.078 in. The liquid density and viscosity are 998.2 kg/rn3

and iü Pa s respectively, the gas is treated as compressible, of constant dynamic vis-

cosity of 1.77 x i0 Pas. The gas-liquid surface tension is taken to be a = 0.07N/m.

Standard boundary conditions are used to start the transient simulation (fixed outlet pres-

sure corresponding to atmospheric value, constant superficial velocities and liquid hold-up

at the pipe inlet). The initial hold-up, gas and liquid velocities are assumed uniform along

the pipe corresponding to a stratified flow regime. The computational mesh is made up

of 1250 cells, although mesh refinement was carried out for each run in order to verify the

independence of the numerical results of the chosen grid size.

Four different flow rates ranging from low to intermediate mixture velocities are studied.

Table 4.1 shows the gas, liquid, and mixture velocities for the four test cases.
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The slug characteristics for the cases listed in table 4.1 are provided by Manolis (1995), who

studied slug flow experimentally, using the WASP (Water, Air, Sand, Petroleum) rig at the

Chemical Engineering Department of Imperial College, London. Figure 4.8 compares the

experimental slug voidage aG3 measured by Manolis, against the four empirical correlations

described in section 2.3.1. The empirical values are calculated for the same fluid properties,

pipe geometry, and operating conditions. It can be seen that the correlations by Andreussi

& Bendiksen (1989) and Abdul-Majeed (2000) (equations (2.27) and (2.31) respectively)

constantly underpredict the experimental data, while those by Malnes (1982) and Gregory

et al. (1978) (equations (2.25) and (2.23) respectively) overpredict them.

Although it is quite evident from the picture that the empirical correlations do not compare

well with the experimental data, they do exhibit the expected trend: as the mixture

velocity increases, the slug voidage increases as well.

The comparisons between the Manolis data (1995) and the numerical predictions obtained

using the rate of entrainment given by equations (4.30), (4.31), and (4.32), are displayed

in figure 4.9.

The predicted values of slug voidage, plotted in figure 4.9, are statistically averaged, as

all other slug characteristics that will be treated in this work. The predictions follow

the experimental trend for increasing mixture velocities. Table 4.2 lists the average errors,

compared with the experimental data, according to each correlation. From the table it may

be deduced that the best fit to the experimental data is obtained when the hydraulic jump

correlation (equation (4.32)) is used, although the Manolis equation (4.31) leads to fairly

good results as well. The correlation of Nydal & Andreussi (1991) strongly underpredicts

the measured slug voidage, as figures 4.4 and 4.5 already suggested, by 55%.

Since both entrainment and shedding rates are based on the Bendiksen correlation, it is

interesting to evaluate the accuracy of equation (2.80) against the front and tail velocities
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computed as an output of the transient numerical simulation itself. These are given by the

rate of slug front and tail movement in any given increment in time. Referring to figure

4.2, the numerically computed slug velocities are then expressed as:

Xt2 - Xtl
Ut

tn—to

for the front, and

(4.43)

for the tail. The approximation for slug front velocity (Ut 1.2uM) is compared against

the numerical slug velocity, for each instant of time for a typical slug as it travelled along

the pipe. In figure 4.10 the numerical slug velocity obtained from the simulations at the

location LID = 360 (corresponding to the position of the experimental measurements),

is compared against the available experimental data; excellent agreement is found, with a

discrepancy around 4%. Figure 4.11 shows the Bendiksen approximation compared against

the numerical slug front and tail velocity, for each of the four runs studied, for a typical slug.

Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the discrepancy for the slug front and tail velocity respectively.

Although equation (2.80) mostly underpredicts both numerical slug velocities during the

transient period, the discrepancies become reasonably low in the "steady state", with

maximum average errors of 15% and 13% for the slug front and tail velocities respectively.

Hence, use of the Bendiksen correlation appears to be justified.

Bubble distribution along the liquid slug

Figures 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15 show the gas void fraction distribution inside a slug for

the four cases when the hydraulic jump rate (equation (4.32)) is used. The void fraction

is monitored over time for a particular slug.
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The time datum denotes the time when the bubble distributions are displayed. The

trend of the bubble distribution appears to be pretty similar for all four cases. Referring

for instance to the case of lowest mixture velocity (UM = 2.067m/s), as gas bubbles

start to be entrained, the slug voidage profile always shows an evident peak at the slug

front, decreasing towards a minimum at the slug tail. As the length of the slug stabilises

(l/D = 38, 13, 16, 21 for the four cases respectively), the accumulation of gas bubbles

at the slug front region is gradually levelled out by convection, until an almost uniform

distribution is eventually reached. In fact, as the slugs leave the pipe, the profiles appear

to flatten out completely.

Global and film hold-up

Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show the global and film hold-up predictions, for both aerated and

unaerated slugs, plotted against the experimental data of Manolis (1995).

The predicted trends appear to be in fair agreement with the experimental measurements.

The absolute and average errors for the aerated and unaerated predictions, with respect

to experimental measurements, are shown in table 4.5. From the table it is clear that

the hold-up predictions are slightly improved when entrainment is included, although the

predictions obtained using the original TRIOMPH code are still in fair agreement with

the experimental data.

Slug frequency

Figure 4.18 shows the comparison between the experimental measurements and the em-

pirical correlations discussed in section 2.5. All trends are similar, in that the frequency

always shows a peak when the liquid superficial velocity is highest (corresponding to a

mixture velocity of 3.525 m/s). Figure 4.19 shows the predicted slug frequencies, for com-

putations with and without entrainment, compared against the data collected by Manolis
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(1995). The calculations fit the experimental data well. Table 4.6 summarises the abso-

lute and average errors between predictions and measurements. The errors given in the

table confirm that the discrepancies between the numerical solution and experiments are

bounded, and do not exceed, for the cases studied, 16% in absolute terms. Again, the

predictions obtained accounting for the gas entrainment, are more accurate than those

ignoring it, although the absolute improvement is marginal ( 9%).

4.5.2 Pressure gradient

Since the pressure gradient represents one of the most important information concerning

intermittent flow for pipeline design, it is crucial for the model to predict it with a fair

degree of accuracy. The way in which the pressure gradient along the pipe is numerically

calculated, is consistent with the experimental procedure followed by Manolis (1995) where

two pressure transducers were located at 20.2m and 29.Om from the pipe inlet. The

measurement of the pressure differences at these locations are averaged in time as:

(dp\	 tfllZ	
Lt/(tmax - t0),\dx)= ('

where Lp/x, to, and t, represent the instantaneous pressure difference and the time

when the measurements start and terminate respectively.

Figure 4.20 compares the measured and predicted pressure gradients. It is observed that

the numerical calculations always underpredict the experimental values, and that the

model with aeration predicts pressure gradients smaller than those obtained ignoring en-

trainment (see table 4.7): the absolute errors are 45% and 26% for models with and without

entrainment respectively. Furthermore, as the mixture velocity increases, the discrepancy

becomes even larger when the entrainment is accounted for. This could well depend on

having neglected the effect of an increased mixture viscosity as the slugs become more

aerated.
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In fact, Andreussi et al. (1993b) observed that the modelling of the slug body region,

when dispersed bubbly flow is present (due to the aeration phenomenon), could be strongly

improved by applying the corrector coefficient proposed by Malnes (1982), who noticed

an increase in the friction factor in slugs containing gas bubbles. This factor is expressed

as:

where TD and TL represent the shear stress in dispersed bubbly flow, and the shear

stress if the liquid phase flowed alone in the pipe respectively. Equation (4.45) leads to a

larger friction factor when bubbles are dispersed in the slug:

fd	 dfwL,
	 (4.46)

where the wall shear stress in the slug body is defined now as:

1
TwD = fdPLUMIttMI.	 (4.47)

Equation (4.47) implies that the density to be used should be that of the pure liquid,

and not the mixture density. In equation (4.46) Id stands for the wall friction factor in

dispersed bubbly flow, and fL the wall friction factor for the liquid phase. The coefficient

Pd is defined by the equation:

________	 crc,	 Uool1	
[i + 15.3	

- crc,)	
'	 (4.48)

1 - crc,

where t is the terminal velocity of an isolated bubble rising in an infinite medium, given

by:

Iga(PL -	
0.25

= 1.18 [
	 __]	

.	 (4.49)
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The predicted pressure gradients for aerated slugs, when the Malnes (1982) factor is used,

are displayed in figure 4.21.

The pressure gradient is clearly improved for the aerated case, when the coefficient ci'd is

taken into account, but the improvement (about 20%) is still not sufficient to bridge the

difference with the experiments. It should be noted that previous computations for unaer-

ated slugs also underpredicted the measured WASP data. This was also found to be true

when the data were compared with standard pressure-gradient correlations such as those

of Lockhart & Martinelli (1949), Baroczy (1965), or Olujic (1985), as table 4.8 indicates.

The suspicion therefore arises that the measurements themselves might be in error. Tables

4.9 and 4.10 list the errors when the calculated and experimental pressure gradients are

respectively compared against the correlations. It is apparent that the simulations are

in very good agreement with the correlations of Lockhart & Martineffi (1949), Baroczy

(1965), and Olujic (1985). The correlation of Beggs & Brill (1973) gives instead larger

pressure losses, leading to the highest discrepancy with the predictions (around 73%).

Gas-liquid slippage

Figure 4.22 shows the average slip velocity (u3 = UM - uB), expressed in cm/s, between

liquid and gas in the slug body. Examination of equation (4.23), shows that the gas

bubbles will travel more slowly than the liquid phase relative to the slug body, and that

the slippage depends on the average pressure gradient within the slug body. For the

present cases, the numerical trend indicates that the liquid-gas slippage increases up to

a mixture of 3.525 m/s; thereafter it decreases. This is consistent with the trend of the

computed pressure gradients, as shown in figure 4.21. When compared to the mixture

velocity, the slip is quite small (typically 1% to 3% of the mixture velocity).
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4.5.3 V-section

The present section focuses on a V-section geometry (see figure 2.23), where the mechanism

that leads to slugging is largely influenced by terrain effects. This particular slug formation

mechanism is mainly due to the change in the dynamics of the liquid film at the pipe

dip, where the pipe changes inclination (from downward to upward inclined). Since the

film velocity decreases, the hold-up has to increase at the dip to conserve the mass flow

of the liquid phase. The flow area of the gas is therefore reduced, and this leads to a

subsequent increase in the gas velocity. Since the slip between the gas and liquid becomes

larger, unstable waves generate at the interface, and eventually, block the pipe cross-

section forming slugs. If the flow rates are high enough, slug flow may even arise from

the combination of the aforementioned mechanisms (hydrodynamic and terrain induced

slugging). Thus, slight terrain undulations may lead to slug formation in addition to

those generated by hydrodynamic instabilities. It is important to point out that slug flow

is favoured in upward pipes, and hindered in downward ones (Woods et al., 2000). In

particular, at low to moderated mixture velocities, slug flow occurs in upward sloping

pipes, whereas in downward pipes transition from stratified to slug flow occurs at higher

mixture velocities.

Case study

The two-phase flow of water and air in a V-section is simulated using the bubbles entrain-

ment model, and then compared against the numerical results obtained by Kempf (1999)

with the unaerated model. The 37 m V-section consists of a downhill section of 14 m,

and an uphill section of 23 in in length (Hale, 1999). Both sections are inclined at 1.5°

with respect to the horizontal. The atmospheric properties of air and water are used (the

outlet pressure is fixed to atmospheric). Standard steady boundary conditions are used:
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fixed flow rates and liquid hold-up at the pipe inlet are assumed, and the initial conditions

correspond to a uniform stratified flow. Table 4.11 summarises the three different cases

considered, in terms of the superficial velocities UG and UL. Both superficial velocities

increase with ascending case number. Although the correlation provided by the hydraulic

jump studies (equation (4.32)) performed better than the others for the cases previously

investigated, it could not be applied to the V-section geometry owing to the high mix-

ture velocities considered that would lead to Froude numbers larger than the upper limit

(Fr <30). Hence the Manolis correlation (equation (4.31)) was used instead.

In what follows, the numerical hold-up traces, obtained with the new model, will be

shown for each case, and comparisons between the experimental data of Hale (1999) and

predictions (with and without entrainment) for slug frequency and global hold-up will be

made.

Liquid hold-up traces

The liquid hold-up traces in time over the pipe length are shown in figures 4.23 to 4.25

for the three cases. The time scale is expressed in seconds along the ordinate, and the

hold-up is shifted with respect to time. The horizontal axis plots the distance along the

pipe.

Figure 4.23 indicates that, for the case of lowest mixture velocity herein considered (case

1, UM = 6.6 mIs), the onset of slugging occurs in the dip region, located 14 m downstream

the pipe. The flow in the downward section is stratified. At around 17m from the pipe

inlet slugs initiate, and it is remarkable that slug flow generates in the upward section

of the pipe straight from stratified flow; no transition from stratified smooth to wavy is

observed. The first slug is generated at t 3s, which then grows in length. The slugs

that are generated next, are shorter.

In case 2, slugging occurs also in the downward section, as figure 4.24 shows. However,
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the earliest slug generates again, as case 1, in the dip region, at a time that is close to the

value in case 1 (t 3 s). This also applied to the next two slugs. It is only later, that

a disturbance at the downhill section grows into a long slug, for a time around 5.58. It

can be observed that this slug grows in length. Slugs that generate next, do not show this

evident growth.

Figure 4.25 shows the hold-up traces for the highest mixture velocity herein considered

(UM = 11.0 mIs). Although the first slug still generates at the pipe dip, at a time around

28, all successive slugs are formed in the downhill section, and, most interestingly, no

effect of the dip can be detected after 3s. This observation is in good agreement with

Zheng (1991), who found that terrain effects seem to be small for moderately high mixture

velocities. Slugs are indeed generated at the downhill section, at distances from the pipe

inlet of around 3 - 7 m.

Global hold-up, slug body length and slug frequency

The global hold-up calculations, for both aerated and unaerated models, are compared

against the experiments in figure 4.26. The experimental data show a decrease of the

hold-up with the increase in the mixture velocity. This trend is well captured by the

computations that account for the gas entrainment, whereas the standard model shows

an opposite trend to the data, in that the hold-up increases with the mixture velocity.

The predictions with the entrainment model reflect the physics of the flow in a better

way thanks to the predicted lower slug liquid hold-up that is obtained when the aeration

phenomenon is accounted for. Figures 4.27 and 4.28 show the predicted dimensionless

slug sizes and slug voidages versus mixture velocity. The calculated slug body lengths

are in the typical range between 10 and 35 pipe diameters, and it is apparent that, if the

concentration of gas bubbles is appreciable, the slug liquid hold-up will be dramatically

affected. The slug void fractions increase with mixture velocity (see figure 4.28) from 28%
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for the case of lowest mixture velocity, up to a value of 37% for the highest velocity. The

high gas concentrations in the slug body clearly decrease the liquid concentration, and this

explains the correct trend of the mean hold-up as calculated by the entrainment model

(figure 4.26). Table 4.12 lists the errors.

Figure 4.29 shows the slug frequency against mixture velocity for predictions and exper-

iments. As table 4.13 indicates, the discrepancies between predictions and experiments

decrease when the entrainment is accounted for: the absolute errors are 12.5% and 38%

for the models with and without entrainment respectively. In general, the predicted trend

is in fair agreement with the experiments, since both predict an increase of slug frequency

with increase of the mixture velocity.
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4.6 Tables

CASE Uc/[m/s] UL/[m/s] UM/[m/s]

RUN36	 1.548	 0.519	 2.067

RUN4O	 1.945	 0.751	 2.696

R!JN42	 2.476	 1.049	 3.525

RUN25	 3.463	 0.737	 4.2

Table 4.1: Superficial and mixture velocities.

Correlation	 Average Error Absolute Average Error Root Mean Square

_______________ (%)(AAE)	 (%)(AVAE)	 (%) (RMS)

Hydraulic Jump	 0.0	 9.5	 10.4

rate (equation (4.32))

Manolis	 —15.5	 23.0	 27.3

rate (equation (4.31))

Nydal & Andreussi	 —55.0	 55.0	 57.0

rate (equation (4.30))

Table 4.2: Errors in slug void fraction predictions.
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Slug front Average Error Absolute Average Error Root Mean Square

velocity, Ut	 (%)(AAE)	 (%)(AVAE)	 (%) (RMS)

RUN36	 —14.6	 14.8	 19.5

RUN4O	 —7.2	 8.0	 10.7

RUN42	 —2.0	 3.0	 4.0

RUN25	 —6.4	 9.0	 11.2

Table 4.3: Errors in calculating slug front velocity by comparing the velocity numerically

computed from simulations and Bendiksen empirical correlation (1984).

Slug tail Average Error Absolute Average Error Root Mean Square

velocity, ub	 (%)(AAE)	 (%)(AVAE)	 (%) (RMS)

RUN36	 —5.3	 8.3	 9.8

RUN4O	 —4.8	 8.1	 10.1

RUN42	 —4.0	 8.6	 11.0

R1JN25	 —3.8	 13.0	 15.4

Table 4.4: Errors in calculating slug tail velocity by comparing the velocity numerically

computed from simulations and Bendiksen empirical correlation (1984).
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Model	 Average Error Absolute Average Error Root Mean Square

____________ (%)(AAE)	 (%)(AVAE)	 (%) (RMS)

Aerated slugs	 —7.5	 8.5	 9.4

Global hold-up aL

Unaerated slugs	 —2.5	 8.5	 9.8

Global hold-up a

Aerated slugs	 —5.0	 7.5	 11.0

Film hold-up aj

Unaerated slugs	 8.7	 11.3	 12.3

Film hold-up aj

Table 4.5: Errors in liquid hold-up predictions for models with and without entrainment.

Model	 Average Error Absolute Average Error Root Mean Square

___________ (%)(AAE)	 (%)(AVAE)	 (%) (RMS)

Aerated slugs	 —4.2	 6.0	 8.7

Slug frequency v8

Unaerated slugs 	 12.0	 15.6	 19.0

Slug frequency v

Table 4.6: Errors in slug frequency predictions for models with and without entrainment.
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Model	 Average Error Absolute Average Error Root Mean Square

___________ (%)(AAE)	 (%)(AVAE)	 (%) (RMS)

Aerated slugs	 —45.0	 45.0	 45.3

dp/dx	 ____________ ___________________

Unaerated slugs 	 —26.0	 26.0	 28.7

dp/dx

Table 4.7: Errors in pressure gradient predictions for models with and without entrain-

ment.

(dp/dx)/[Pa/m] Num. Exp. Beggs & Brill	 Lockhart &	 Baroczy Olujic

(1973)	 Martinelli (1949)	 (1965)	 (1985)

RUN 36	 117 210.4	 236.66	 134.57	 153.75 113.87

RUN 40	 241	 336	 421.45	 239.16	 235.26	 237.5

RUN 42	 451	 554	 723.81	 412.16	 358.58 470.88

RUN 25	 360	 415	 552.35	 345.59	 338	 302.62

Table 4.8: Pressure gradients values, as obtained in the simulations, experiments, and a

various range of empirical correlations.
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Model	 Average Error Absolute Average Error Root Mean Square

____________ (%)(AAE)	 (%)(AVAE)	 (%) (RMS)

Beggs & Brill 	 73.0	 73.0	 75.3

(1973)

Lockhart &	 0	 7.1	 8.7

Martinelli (1949)

Baroczy	 0	 15.1	 19.0

(1965)

Olujic	 —4	 6.1	 8.5

(1985)

Table 4.9: Errors in comparing pressure gradient empirical correlations against predictions.

Model	 Average Error Absolute Average Error Root Mean Square

___________ (%)(AAE)	 (%)(AVAE)	 (%) (RMS)

Beggs & Brill 	 25.4	 25.4	 27.7

(1973)

Lockhart &	 —26.8	 26.8	 27.3

Martinelli (1949)

Baroczy	 —27.7	 27.7	 28.4

(1965)

Olujic	 —28.7	 28.7	 30.8

(1985)

Table 4.10: Errors in comparing pressure gradient empirical correlations against experi-

ments.
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CASE Uc/[m/s] UL/[m/s]

1	 6.0	 0.6

2	 8.0	 0.8

3	 10.0	 1.0

Table 4.11: Superficial velocities for V-section cases.

Model	 Average Error Absolute Average Error Root Mean Square

____________ (%)(AAE)	 (%)(AVAE)	 (%)(RMS)

Aerated slugs	 —16.0	 16.0	 16.7

Global hold-up L

Unaerated slugs	 24.0	 35.0	 40.6

Global hold-up aj

Table 4.12: Errors in global hold-up predictions for models with and without entrainment.

V-section cases.

Model	 Average Error Absolute Average Error Root Mean Square

____________ (%)(AAE)	 (%)(AVAE)	 (%)(RMS)

Aerated slugs	 —12.5	 12.5	 13.6

Slug frequency v8

Unaerated slugs 	 25.0	 38.0	 43.0

Slug frequency u8

Table 4.13: Errors in slug frequency predictions for models with and without entrainment.

V-section cases.
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4.7 Figures
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Figure 4.1: Forces acting on a single bubble.
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Figure 4.2: Displacement of front and tail of the slug as it moves along the pipe.
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Figure 4.3: Velocities needed to calculate mass balance between slug body and liquid film.
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Figure 4.4: Rate of entrainment for equations (4.30), (4.31), and (4.32) using the Gregory

et al. correlation (1978).
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Figure 4.5: Rate of entrainment for equations (4.30), (4.31), and (4.32) using the Andreussi
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Figure 4.6: Quantities needed to calculate the entrainment rate.
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Figure 4.7: Flowchart of entrainment model.
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numerical predictions.
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Figure 4.10: Slug translational velocity: comparison between measurements by Manolis

(1995) and numerical predictions.
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Chapter 5

Model for three-phase slug flow

5.1 Preamble

The present chapter presents the mathematical model developed to simulate three-phase

slug flow, and the calculations carried out to validate it. As was stated in chapter 1,

this flow pattern often occurs in pipelines for the transport of crude oil and natural gas.

The phases consist typically of oil, water (immiscible liquids) and natural gas. Depending

on the operating conditions, the two liquids can either form a dispersion (of either oil

droplets in water continuous flow (O/W) or water droplets in oil continuous flow (W/O))

or flow in separated layers. The phase inversion from oil continuous to water continuous

flow (or vice-versa) causes abrupt increase in the mixture viscosity and pressure drop.

The present approach, to model this flow, uses a two-fluid model in conjunction with a

drift-flux model. The continuity and momentum equations are solved for the gas and the

liquid phase, the latter accounting for both oil and water components. In order to close

the model, a scalar transport equation for the conservation of mass of the water phase

is needed. Other closure models concern the liquid-liquid flow pattern (stratified or fully

dispersed), the phase inversion point, the slip between the liquid phases and the friction
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factors. The numerical methodology applied is still based on the slug capturing technique

discussed in chapter 3.

Section 5.2 will focus on the mathematical derivation of the equations, and section 5.3 on

the closure models (friction factors, phase inversion, transition to fully dispersed liquid-

liquid flow). The numerical implementation is subject of section 5.4. Section 5.5 presents

the numerical results for three phase stratified flow, flow pattern maps, and slug flow.

Two sets of slug flow test cases were selected in order to assess the model. The choice

was motivated by the different outcome of the experiments, where in the former, made

by Odozi (2000), the pressure gradient showed a peak in the three-phase slug flow region,

whereas in the latter, performed by Stapelberg & Mewes (1994), no such peak was found.

5.2 The governing equations of the model

The model must describe the flow of one gas and two liquid phases in a pipe. The

most obvious option here is to apply the three-fluid model (Barnea & Taitel, 1996) set of

equations. However, such a model introduces much additional complexity and demands

much more in computer resources compared with the two-fluid model described earlier

for two-phase flow. A valid alternative lies in applying the drift-flux model (Ishii, 1978)

to the liquid equations, in order to reduce the number of equations (and consequently of

variables for which to solve). This is the adopted approach, wherein the two liquids (say

oil and water) are treated as a single liquid phase. As will be seen shortly, the model

is only marginally more complex than the two-fluid model used for two-phase flow; yet

is able to handle three-phase slug flow remarkably well. The information on the local

liquid flow structure, such as the oil-water flow pattern, or the viscosity of the dispersion

once the liquids become mixed, has to be fed into the equations by means of appropriate

closure models. Following the discussion in section 2.4.1, segregated (see figure 1.5) and
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fully dispersed (see figure 1.6) oil-water flows are catered for by the model. In addition,

a correlation for the calculation of the inversion point is introduced in order to determine

which of the liquid phases is continuous and which is dispersed in the liquid mixture

when the liquids mix. A representative scheme of the possible combinations of liquid flow

patterns is displayed in figure 5.1.

The starting point in deriving the governing equations is the three-fluid model, where

transport equations are formulated for eath phase. For a three-phase stratified flow with

segregation of the two liquids (see figure 5.2), assuming that the oil is lighter than water,

and in an isothermal pipe, the equations are as follows (Barnea & Taitel, 1996):

1. gas continuity equation:

O(PGCXG) + _pGUG) =,	 (5.1)
at	

U,
cix

2. oil continuity equation:

O(poco) 
+ 0 

(poaouo)
at	

-.-------	 O,	 (5.2)
Ox

3. water continuity equation:

O(pwcrw) 
+ 

O(PWaWUW)
at	

(5.3)
Ox

4. gas momentum equation:

0 (paacuG) 0 (pco-cu )	 0Pj	 TwGSG rS
at + Ox	 Ox

= —ac----- - acpcgsinfl - A - A' (5.4)
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5. oil momentum equation:

o (pQcEotLo) + ô (poou)	 8Pj= –as— +at	 Ox	 Ox
Oh3	 r,0So rS2 r3S,

–aopog---cosfl - aopogsinf3 - 
A -	

+	 (5.5)

6. water momentum equation:

O (pwawuw) + 0 (pwawt4')	 Op2
= –aw— +

at	 Ox	 Ox
Oh,	 TWWSW TiSi

–awpwg---cosfi - awpwgsini9 - A +	 (5.6)

In the above equations, the subscripts i and j refer respectively to the water-oil and oil-

gas interface; Sw, S, and SG are the water-wall, oil-wall, and gas-wall wetted perimeters

respectively; S2 and S represent the water-oil and oil-gas interfacial chords; h2 and h3

designate the height of the water-oil and oil-gas interfaces; p2 and Pj are the pressures at

the water-oil and oil-gas interfaces. The geometrical quantities are shown in figure 5.2.

The gas-oil and oil-water interfacial pressures are linked through the following relationship:

Ps =p3 + pog cos 8 (h2 –hi).	 (57)

In order to facilitate the combination of the liquid continuity and momentum equations,

the following physical quantities should be defined (see appendix F):

the liquid (mixture) hold-up aM:

af =ao+aw,	 (5.8)

that is related to the gas voidage through the fundamental relation:
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a + cxc = 1;
	 (5.9)

. the water fraction of the total liquid hold-up (or in-situ water-cut):

crw
cw =	 = -,	 (5.10)

czW +clO cxM

from which the water and oil hold-up will be given respectively by:

aw=cwcxM,	 (5.11)

and

= (1 —cw)aM ;	 (5.12)

the density of the liquid phase:

PM = ( 1 - cw)Po + cwpw;	 (5.13)

the liquid centre of mass velocity:

(1 —cw)pouo+cwpwuw
UM	 (5.14)

PM

from which the expression of the water and oil velocities can be obtained as:

(1 —cw) P0 U8
tLw = tiM -

	

	 (5.15)
PM

and

cw Pw U8
UOUM+	 ,	 (5.16)

PM
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where the oil-water slippage u3 is defined as:

(5.17)

It is important to underline that the simplifications adopted in the entrainment model

cannot be applied here, since the liquids have densities of the same order of magnitude

(liquids density ratio typically approaches unity). Thus, all the terms that derive from

the drift-flux model formulation have to be retained.

The oil and water continuity equations (respectively equation (5.2) and (5.3)) are summed

together to obtain a new continuity equation written in terms of the total liquid phase

(see appendix F). Thus:

O(cXMPM) *9(cMPMUM) 
=0	 (5.18)

at 
+	

Ox

From equations (5.11) and (5.3), a scalar transport equation for the conservation of the

water fraction cw can be obtained as:

O(pwcwaM) + a (pwcwcíuw) 
= 0	 (5.19)

at	 Ox

The momentum equation for the total liquid phase, after combining the respective oil and

water equations ((5.5) and (5.6)), is:

O(aMPM%M) O(cMpMu) -	 Op
+	 --czM—+

— aMpMg cos	 aMpMg sin fi± + F1 + FL+ W,	 (5.20)

where p represents the gas-liquid interfacial pressure (p = p3 ), h the total height of the

liquid phase (h = h,), and the following gradient:
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ci --- kEMCW(1 - cw)pwpou] .	 (5.21)
PM

The oil-water slip velocity ti,, present in equation (5.21), needs a closure model; it must

be supplied according to the liquid flow pattern, i.e. either fully dispersed or stratified.

Indeed, all of the last three terms on the right hand side of equation (5.20) depend on the

local liquid-liquid flow pattern. In particular, FL represents the liquid phase drag term,

F, the interfacial transfer, and 'I' relates to an additional static head that generates when

oil and water flow in a stratified state. The compact form of the liquid pressure gradient

(i.e. -crM(Op/Ox)) is derived by making use of the relationship between the oil-gas, and

oil-water interfacial pressures (equation (5.7)).

Stratification of the liquids

When the oil and water flow in separated layers (see figure 5.2), the drag term FL will

account for the contribution of each phase:

T wSw roSo
FwL	 A - A	

(5.22)

The interfacial momentum transfer (assuming the oil lighter than water) is expressed as:

- TGOSGO
rj- 

A

and the hydrostatic term iJi becomes:

(5.23)

oh2
W = aM(pM - po)gcosfl Ji - c w(pw - po)gcosfl---. 	 (5.24)

Ox

The calculation of the slip velocity between oil and water is based on assumed local

steady-state conditions for both the oil and water momentum equations (Ishii, 1978). By
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neglecting derivatives with respect to time, static head and inertia terms, from equation

(5.5) it follows that:

'9P3	 TO So - row Sow TGOSGO
0 = —an— - copogSin$ - _____ ______ _____

Ox	 A	 A	 + A	 (5.25)

likewise for the water phase, equation (5.6) leads to:

OPj	 TwwSw rySy
0=	 - crwpwg sin - 

A +	 A	 (5.26)

If the pressure gradient term is eliminated between equations (5.25) and (5.26), then the

resulting equation may be written in terms of the oil-water interfacial shear stress as:

A [(1 —cw)rwSw - cwr oSo cwrcoSco +aw(1 —cw)(pw _Po)9sin$]A	 A + A'-'OW
(5.27)

The oil-water shear stress is expressed by (Taitel et al, 1995):

row = fowpo(uo - uw)Iuo - uwl = fowpousI usI . 	 (5.28)

Substitution of equation (5.28) into equation (5.27) gives the expression for the oil-water

slippage as:

tZ8 = j	
2A	 1(1 —cw)rwwSw - CWTwOSO cwrcoSco +cwco(pw —po)gsin$

low poSow	 A	 A + A

(5.29)

Full dispersion of the liquids

If the oil and water fully mix then the drag force will depend on the mixture properties of

the dispersion. Following the discussion of section 2.4.3, in order to simplify the modelling
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process, the oil-water dispersions are assumed to have Newtonian behaviour, and no drag

reduction phenomenon is taken into account. In general, the drag is expressed as:

where SL represents the total liquid wetted perimeter (SL = So + Sw), and the shear

stress between the liquid mixture and the wall is expressed as:

1
TL = fMpMuMItLMI. 	 (5.31)

The friction factor fM is function of the mixture Reynolds number ReM, defined as:

ReM = PMUMDL	 (5.32)

In equation (5.32) the viscosity can be chosen to be equal to the dynamic viscosity of the

continuous phase, or it can be calculated using one of the mixture models described in

section 2.4.3 (equation (2.33), (2.34), or (2.35)). Figure 5.3 shows the mixture viscosity

for a high oil-water viscosity ratio, plotted against water fraction, according to the laws of

Brinkman (1952), Hatschek (1928), and Richardson (1950) assuming the inversion between

continuous and dispersed phase to occur for a water-cut of 0.47.

The interfacial shear stress depends on the phase being continuous, and it can be written

as:

If dispersion occurs, no additional hydrostatic terms are present in equation (5.20), and:

=o.	 (5.34)
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In order to be consistent with the assumptions of the models used to determine the tran-

sition from liquid-liquid stratified to fully dispersed flow (see section 5.3.2 and 2.4.4), the

oil-water mixture is assumed to flow homogeneously with no slippage, i.e.:

U3 = 0.	 (5.35)

5.3 Model closure

The closure laws concern: (i) the friction factors for the calculation of the wall and inter-

facial shear stresses; (ii) the phase inversion point, necessary in determining which liquid

phase is continuous when dispersion occurs; (iii) the conditions for the transition from

liquid-liquid stratified to liquid-liquid dispersed flow and vice-versa. The models for phase

inversion and transition to fully dispersed liquid-liquid flows, described in sections 2.4.5

and 2.4.4 respectively, are herein assessed based on theoretical assumptions, prior to the

numerical implementation to simulate three-phase slug flow.

5.3.1 Friction factors

In a three-phase flow, the shear stresses in the case of liquid stratification to be defined

are five: the wall shear stresses for water TW, oil TQ, and gas 'rwG, the interfacial

shear stresses between oil and water 'row, and that between the gas and the lighter phase

(usually the oil) TGO. These are defined as follows:

'rivW =

	

	 (5.36)
2

'rwQ = Iwo pouoluol	 (5.37)
2
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PGUGIUGI
TwG = fc	 2	

(5.38)

Pc(Uc - uo)Iuc - t'oI
TGO = fco	 2	

(5.39)

and equation (5.28) for the oil-water interfacial shear-stress:

po(uo - uw)Iuo - uwl
Tow = low 2

The wall friction factors are calculated using the same correlations applied to two-phase

slug flow (see section 3.3). In particular, the Hand's formula (1991) is used for the liquid

wall friction factor:

24
fwK = ReK

for laminar flow (ReK 2100), and

(5.40)

fwK = 0.0262(aK ReK)°'39 ,	 (5.41)

for turbulent flow (ReK > 2100), where the subscript K stands for either the oil or water

phase. The liquid Reynolds number is defined as follows:

PKUKDK
ReK =	 ,	 (5.42)

IAK

where the liquid phase hydraulic diameter is expressed as:

4AK
DK =	 .	 (5.43)

The gas wall friction factor is given by equation (3.11):

fwG = CGRCG°,
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where the gas hydraulic diameter is defined as:

4AG

S +
(5.44)

The oil-water interfacial friction factor is chosen to be a fixed value, following the recom-

mendations of Taitel et al. (1995) and Khor et al. (1997):

low = 0.014.	 (5.45)

The gas-oil interfacial friction factor is expressed as in equation (3.14):

fco =

where the interphase Reynolds number is given by:

Re1 
= Pc Inc - no IDa	 (5.46)

'IC

5.3.2 Assessment of phase inversion

All the prediction techniques for phase inversion, described in section 2.4.5, are now theo-

retically validated, prior to the actual numerical implementation, against available exper-

imental data, in order to determine which ones perform better. It is important to keep in

mind, that, of all the correlations considered, those of Arirachakaran et al. (1989) (equa-

tion (2.63)), Nädler & Mewes (1995) (equation (2.67)), Decarre & Fabre (1997) (equations

(2.70), (2.71), and (2.72)), and Brauner & Ullmann (2002a) (equations (2.73), and (2.74))

were derived from studies on two-phase liquid-liquid pipe flow, whereas that of Odozi

(2000) (equation (2.75)) was derived from measurements on three-phase slug flows. Thus,

the latter takes into account the effect of the gas velocity on the oil-water dispersions,

and, is in fact a function of it. Nevertheless, all of the above models can still be applied
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to three-phase flow, by assuming that the oil and water locally flow in an equivalent pipe

with hydraulic diameter:

DL 
4AL	

(5.47)

While the correlation of Arirachakaran et al. is a function of the oil dynamic viscosity only,

and that of Brauner & Ullmann (2002a) of the oil-water density and viscosity ratios, those

of Nädler & Mewes, and Decarre & Fabre (equation (2.72)) involve additional quantities,

among which is the pipe diameter. This implies that, according to equation (5.47), the

inversion point will have to change locally, according to the morphology of the slugs that

generate in the pipe (according to equation (5.47) above).

A total number of 192 experimental points was taken from data collected by Hall (1992)

and Odozi (2000), who both investigated three-phase slug flow using the WASP rig at

the Chemical Engineering Department of the Imperial College, London. All experimental

points relate to a horizontal pipe at atmospheric conditions. As stated in sections 2.4.1

and 2.4.2, the oil is about fifty times more viscous than the water (po 48.0 x iO 3 Pa s,

and pw 1.0 x lO 3 Pas), whereas the oil-water density ratio approaches unity (po =

865 kg/rn3 , and pw = 998kg/rn3). The oil-water surface tension is cow = 0.03 N/rn.

The range of superficial velocities is of 0.976 - 14 rn/s for the gas, 0 - 0.54 rn/s for the

oil, and 0— 0.83 rn/s for the water. Regardless of the volumetric flow rates of each phase,

the observed flow pattern was always slug flow with the liquids dispersed in the slug

body. Experimentally, when slugs generate, the flow is classified as oil continuous or

water continuous by observing how the liquid behaves: if, after a slug passes, the liquid

film remaining on the upper part of the wall, looks viscous, and drains slowly, the flow is

classified as oil continuous; if the liquid behaves instead like water and drains more rapidly

from the upper wall, the flow is considered to be water continuous. Clearly, the criterion
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used to classify the three-phase flow patterns, is somewhat simplistic, and may sometimes

be misleading. Anyway, since the experimental determination of oil/water-continuous flow

is based on observations of the slug body only, similarly, the present theoretical assessment

is limited to the same region. From a flow rate balance between pipe inlet and the slug,

assuming incompressible gas and liquids, the mixture velocity UM can be evaluated:

UM =UG+ U0+ UW .	 (5.48)

From equation (5.48), the liquids Reynolds numbers are then calculated:

Re0 = 
POUMD
	

(5.49)

for the oil phase, and

Rew = 
PWUMD
	

(5.50)

for the water phase. From equations (5.49) and (5.50) above, the oil and water flow regimes

follow: if ReK > 2100 the flow is turbulent, and if ReK ^ 2100 the flow is laminar. It

is important to determine the states of the liquid phases, as the equations of the model

of Nädler & Mewes, and that of Decarre & Fabre depend on the liquid flow regimes (i.e.

turbulent and laminar), and because the model of Brauner & Ullmann (2002a) is restricted

to turbulent flows only. It was found that the liquids were always turbulent for all the

data points considered. Therefore: (i) equation (2.71)

	

w=1_I i+(	
(pj\5h14(	 /	 \1/14

'. p0)	 '\p0)	 J

of the Decarre & Fabre model must be selected; (ii) both correlations of Brauner & Ullmann

(2002a) can be used:

= 1— {i + 
( 4.,\2/5	 ..3/5'['

1LQ)	 p0) J
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for dense W/O dispersions, and

= i— {i+	 3/5 (/j1/1O (pw\3/2011

'.PoJ	 J

for dilute W/O dispersions; (iii) the coefficient k2 in the equation of Nädler & Mewes

1)IflV -
W	 1/k2

1 + k1 C1w p flw 	 [DUMIf0_tW)

is 1.2. Homogeneous flow is assumed; thus, the water fraction will therefore be equal to

the inlet water-cut along the whole pipe:

Aw=uu.
	 (5.51)

The range of inlet water-cuts is between 0.1 and 0.9.

Finally, condition

(with AY given by either equation (2.63), (2.67), (2.71), (2.73), (2.74), or (2.75)) deter-

mines which phase is continuous: if equation (5.52) is satisfied, the water is the carrier

fluid, the oil otherwise.

The performance of either correlation compared with the experimental observations is

displayed in table 5.1, where the errors are given as the fraction of the total number of

experimental points that were wrongly predicted by each correlation. It is not surprising

that the most accurate correlation that emerges is that of Odozi, since this was derived

from the very set of experimental data considered. It is perhaps more interesting to observe

that the correlation of Decarre & Fabre performs reasonably well, with an error of just

13%. The correlations of Arirachakaran et. al., Nädler & Mewes, and Brauner & Ullmann

(2002a) do not appear to be satisfactory, with an error generally comprised between 17%

and 31%.
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Table 5.2 indicates the total number of oil and water continuous points predicted by each

correlation, and the relative errors when compared against the experimental observations.

The correlation of Arirachakaran et. al. clearly overestimates the number of points where

the water is the continuous phase. The lack of accuracy is probably due to the fact that the

regime investigated by Arirachakaran et. at. was laminar, whereas all the experimental

points here considered fall in the turbulent flow. It has to be remarked that the equation

of Arirachakaran et. at.:

= 0.5 - 0.1108 log 
\ /A. J

predicts decreasing water fractions to invert the mixture for greater oil viscosities. Since

the oil used in the WASP rig is heavily viscous (tao 48 x i0 Pa s; see for instance Hall

(1992)), the inversion will occur for low water-cuts (typically W 0.3), and therefore

the points will fall more easily in the water continuous region.

The correlation of Nädler & Mewes gives instead an opposite trend, in that the number of

oil continuous points is overestimated by almost 30%. The critical water hold-up calculated

from equation (2.67) is typically )7 0.52, a value that is 73% larger than that predicted

by the correlation of Arirachakaran et. at.; the higher value therefore leads to more oil

continuous points.

The Decarre & Fabre correlation is found to be reasonably accurate. The underestimation

of oil continuous points is limited to 11%. For oil and water turbulent flows, the inversion

law is expressed as function of the liquids densities and viscosities ratio as indicated by

equation (2.71), which leads, from the physical properties of oil and water used in those

experiments, to a value of AW 0.44, that is just between those calculated using the

correlations of Arirachakaran et. at. and Niidler & Mewes. The correlation of Decarre &

Fabre, for the given experimental points, fails to predict correctly the continuous phase of

the dispersion, when the gas velocity tends towards high values (namely, for UG ^ 5 m/s).
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This is because the correlation is derived from a study of a liquid-liquid pipeflow system,

where the presence of a third phase (i.e. the gas) is neglected. It was stated in section

2.4.5 that it is the presence of gas bubbles in the liquid slug that contributes to shifting

the inversion point towards higher values of water fractions, and this physical mechanism

is clearly not reflected by the correlation of Decarre & Fabre. The correlation of Odozi, on

the other hand, being formulated in terms of gas superficial velocity, captures this effect.

The correlations of Brauner & Ullmann (2002a) predict fewer points in the oil continuous

region than the experiments. Equation (2.73) yields an inversion point around AW

0.19, even lower than that predicted by the correlation of Arirachakaran et a!. For this

reason, a majority of points fall within the water continuous region, and the occurrence

of oil continuous points is underestimated by 83%. When equation (2.74) is invoked, the

predictions slightly improve, thanks to a higher water-cut at inversion (from 0.19 to 0.34).

Given the relative performance of the above correlations, the two inversion models retained

for the numerical implementation, were those of Decarre & Fabre (1997), and Odozi (2000).

5.3.3 Assessment of transition to fully dispersed liquid-liquid flows

Section 2.4.4 discussed the models for the transition from stratified to fully dispersed

liquid-liquid flows. Criterion (2.59):

dmax ^

was theoretically tested against the same set of experimental points used for the assessment

of the inversion correlations. The models here considered are those of Brauner (2001),

represented by equation (2.60) for the case of turbulent flows only, and that based on the

Decarre & Fabre inversion model (1997), given by equation (2.61) or (2.62) for turbulent

and laminar dispersions respectively. The same assumptions as used before apply here

too: only the flow in the body of the slug is considered, and the flow is homogeneous, such
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that cw = w at any location in the pipe.

As stated in the previous section, the flow regime in the body of the slug is turbulent

for all the experimental data points, thus the Brauner model (2001) can be applied. The

coefficient CH (introduced in the extension of the Hinze theory for the case of dense dis-

persions) needs to be tuned according to a given experimental data set. The performance

of the Brauner model (2001) was found to fit the experimental observations with an er-

ror of 0% when CH = 0.35 (it is remarkable that the same value is given by Brauner &

Ullmann (2002a) for the case of high oil-water viscosity ratios, as in the present case).

Also criterion (2.61), when applied in conjunction with the droplet diameter defined in

equation (2.47), predicted the correct dispersion for all experimental points.

It is interesting to compare the droplet sizes predicted by the Brauner and Decarre & Fabre

models. Figure 5.4 is drawn based on the physical properties of the WASP fluids, and

assuming turbulent conditions. From equation (2.41) and (2.47), it immediately follows

that:

dDi.re&Fabre - 1.15 1PM"2'5

dBrauner	 22/50.55	 '	 5.53)

for dilute dispersions, and from equation (2.44):

dDe. ITe&Fabre -	 1.15	 (1 —_Cd)' PM 2/5

drauner	 - 22/52.22Cj'5 	 Cd	 ()	
,	 (5.54)

for dense dispersions. From the figure it is apparent that the largest discrepancy between

the droplet diameters of the two models, occurs for the dilute dispersions (for the case

herein considered, when Cd < 0.22), whereas for dense dispersions the discrepancy de-

creases constantly. Equation (2.47) converges to equation (2.44) for a volume fraction of

the dispersed phase of Cd = 38%, and for higher concentrations, the diameter according

to Brauner is greater than that obtained from Decarre & Fabre, although the maximum
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discrepancy is only 20% for a concentration of 50% of the dispersed phase.

5.4 Numerical implementation

The equations solved by the model are the gas and liquid phase momentum equations

(respectively (5.4), and (5.20)), the gas continuity equation (5.1), the scalar transport

equation for the concentration of water fraction (5.19), and the density weighted overall

continuity:

1 [O(aMpM) ô (OMPMuM)1	 1 [ O (aGpG) O(pGaGuG)1 - 0	 5 55
+	 +	 ox	 j	

'	 (.

that leads, as explained in appendix E, to the pressure equation. The solution vector

therefore consists of the following primitive variables:

'P = [aG,1LM,UG, cw,p]T .	 (5.56)

There are strong similarities between the two and three phase slug flow algorithms, in that

the liquid phase is now composed of two liquid components (i.e. oil and water). There

is one more transport equation to be solved for the water fraction of total liquid hold-up

(equation 5.19). Therefore, the three-phase algorithm could easily be implemented in the

framework of the TRIOMPH code (see section 3.6 for a full description), and the main

features of the code remain practically unaltered. The equations are discretised using the

same technique described in section 3.5: finite volume formulation, with a fully implicit

discretisation in time, and a first order upwind in space. The grid arrangement remains

staggered (i.e. the bulk properties are stored at the centres of the control volumes, and the

velocities at the cells edges). As explained in section 5.2, the local liquid-liquid flow pattern

(see figure 5.1) will affect the mathematical form of the liquid phase momentum equation.
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Thus, a subroutine was incorporated in the code, whose function is firstly to identify

locally the liquid-liquid flow pattern (either fully stratified or dispersed). Secondly, in the

case of liquid dispersion, it has to determine the carrier fluid by calculating the critical

water fraction for the inversion in each control volume. The final task accomplished by the

subroutine is to calculate the slip velocities between the liquids from the drift-flux model

according to the identified local liquid-liquid flow patterns. Two options are considered

for the determination of liquid-liquid flow pattern and inversion law: the first, referred

to in the results section as code 1, is the combined use of the Brauner model (equation

(2.60)) with the Odozi correlation (equation (2.75)); the second, referred to as code 2, is

based on the Decarre & Fabre model with criterion (2.61) and (2.62) for the transition to

fully dispersed liquid-liquid flow. The subroutine solving for the liquid-liquid flow pattern

and inversion point, is called outside the iterative cycle of the integration time interval

it. Thus, the oil-water slippage, and the information about the liquid-liquid flow patterns

that generate in the cells, are treated explicitly. Figure 5.5, where the flowchart of the

code is displayed, clarifies this. The choice of an explicit treatment derives mainly from

an enhanced numerical stability of the algorithm, avoiding oscillating solutions in the

computational cells that would lead to a non converged solution.

When dispersion occurs, the mixture friction factor fM in equation (5.31) can be calculated

using different viscosity relations: either the pure dynamic viscosity of the continuous

phase, or any of the mixture viscosity correlations of either Brinkman (equation (2.35)),

Hatschek (equation (2.33)), or Richardson (equation (2.34)). Inspection of figure 5.3

reveals that the Richardson relation gives values well below the Brinkman and Hatschek

laws, thus it was rejected a priori.

While the information about the liquid-liquid flow pattern is determined by the code from

closure models, that about the gas-liquid interface is predicted automatically from the
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numerical solution of the conservation equations. Liquid slugs still generate automatically

and are captured in the same way as for two-phase flow (see section 3.6).

The boundary conditions are similar to those used for solving two-phase slug flow (de-

scribed in section 3.6), in that the physical quantities prescribed at the inlet of the pipe

are the total liquid hold-up üM, and the gas, oil, and water superficial velocities. From the

given values of U0 and Uw the inlet water-cut immediately follows from equation (5.51).

At the outlet, the pressure is prescribed. The initial conditions represent a stratified flow

with uniform velocity, fractions, and pressure fields.

The computational grid, for a pipe 38 m long, is typically composed of 1320 cells. Since

the model for three-phase flows was coded within the framework of the TRIOMPH code,

the features will remain the same, with an optimal mesh spacing of x/D 0.37 for

a pipe with internal diameter of 0.078 m. Mesh refinements were carried out for most

calculations to establish grid-independence.

5.5 Results

The present section describes the numerical assessment of the implemented model for

the simulation of three-phase stratified and slug flows. The validation is first carried out

for the simplest case of stratified flow. The second task is to verify whether the code is

able to correctly capture slugging (as for two-phase flow) by reproducing two flow pattern

maps for horizontal and downward inclined pipes. Finally, the predicted slug properties

are compared against sets of data obtained from two different experiments. The first

experiment was made by Odozi (2000), who observed a peak close to the phase inversion

point in the measured pressure gradient. The second experiment is made by Stapelberg

& Mewes (1994), who did not observe any particular peak of slug properties in the three-

phase region. All the predicted slug characteristics are statistically time averaged.
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5.5.1 Three-phase stratified flow

The model was first tested against data for three-phase stratified flow. The experiments

were made by Khor (1998), who used the WASP rig at the Imperial College. The properties

of the water phase, at atmospheric condition, are density of 998 kg/rn3 , and dynamic

viscosity of 1.0 x io- Pa s. Those of the oil are density of 865 kg/rn3 , and dynamic

viscosity of 48.0 x i0 Pa s. The oil-water surface tension is aQW = 0.03 N/rn. The

gas used is air with standard density of 1.2 kg/rn3 , and viscosity of 1.77 x i0 5 Pa s.

The pipe is horizontal, 38.0 m long, and with an internal diameter of D = 0.078 rn. The

range of gas superficial velocity is 5.6 - 7.1 mIs, the total liquid superficial velocity is

= Uo + Uw = 0.09 m/s, and the inlet water-cut for the data points considered is

around 0.5. As stated in section 2.4.1, the three-phase flow pattern is experimentally

identified by visualisation of the flow, that is recorded with a high speed video camera.

The criteria used to determine the liquid-liquid, and gas-liquid flow patterns are as follows:

if droplets are observed in the region below the gas flow, the liquids are assumed to be

dispersed, otherwise they flow separated.

Khor (1998) studied exclusively three-phase stratified flow, and therefore attention had

to be paid to the correct identification of the liquid-liquid flow pattern. According to her

visualisations, for the data herein considered, the liquids flow segregated. The predicted

flow pattern is the same as the experiments: stratified flow with the liquids flowing sepa-

rated. Either code 1, and code 2 predict the same liquid-liquid flow pattern, this is due

to the low value of liquid velocity (UL = 0.09 m/s), that is insufficient to lead to fully dis-

persed oil-water flow. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the predictions, against the experimental

data, for global hold-up and the water fraction of total liquid (also called in-situ water-

cut) respectively. The model is in excellent agreement with the experiments. The average

and absolute errors for the predictions of global hold-up are in fact small, being around
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3%. Since the liquids, according to criterion (2.59), flow in a segregated state, it was very

important to check the efficacy of equation (5.29) for the determination of the oil-water

slippage, from which the oil and water velocities are calculated applying equation (5.16)

and (5.15) respectively. The water velocity plays in fact a crucial role in convecting the

water-cut, as equation (5.19) indicates. Figure 5.7 shows a very good agreement between

experiments and predictions: the average and absolute errors are very small (2% and 3%

respectively).

5.5.2 Three-phase flow pattern maps

The next step aims at reproducing two flow pattern maps. The first one was experimentally

determined by Odozi (2000), who studied three-phase slug flow using a horizontal pipe

with standard WASP fluids properties. In order to generate a two-dimensional flow pattern

map for three-phase flows, one possibility is to keep constant one of the liquid superficial

velocities of the liquid components. Odozi kept constant the oil velocity at Uo = 0.1 rn/s.

Figure 5.8 shows the results, where the water superficial velocity is plotted against the

gas velocity. The main outcome of the simulations is that the models (both code 1 and

code 2) are capable of capturing slugging successfully. The empty symbols in the figure

indicate agreement between experiments and predictions, with either closure applied; the

full symbols represent disagreement.

In only two cases the predictions do not capture the expected flow pattern. For low gas and

water velocities (U = 2.3 rn/s and Uw = 0.06 rn/s respectively), stratified flow between

the liquids is predicted, whereas experimentally Odozi found slug flow. The incorrect

prediction is probably due to the fact that the point is close to the border between the

stratified and slug flow region. In the second case, at the same gas velocity, but a higher

value for water (Uw = 0.14 rn/s), dispersed water slug flow (D-W-Sl) is predicted, whereas,

according to the experiments, the carrier fluid would be the oil (D-O-Sl) and not the water.
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There exists a good reason why that experimental observation could well be wrong, since,

for that flow rate, the point lies well above the inversion curve according to the Odozi

equation which was derived from the very same measurements.

For all the remaining flow rates, the predictions successfully agree with the experiments.

Not only the gas-liquid flow pattern is correctly captured (slug or stratified), but, equally

well, the liquid-liquid flow pattern (being fully dispersed between oil and water within

the body of the slug, and part of the liquid film) is also correctly predicted. The adopted

criterion for transition to fully dispersed flows (equation (2.59)), either based on the droplet

sizes of the Brauner, or those of the Decarre & Fabre model, gives results that are consistent

with the observations of Odozi.

It is interesting to check how the two different closures (either code 1, based on the

Brauner model in conjunction with the Odozi inversion law, or code 2 based on the

Decarre & Fabre model) perform. From equation (5.51) it is possible to draw a phase

inversion curve, according to each model, on a - Uw graph for a given fixed oil

superficial velocity. In figure 5.8 the thick continuous line represents the inversion curve

according to the Odozi equation (2.75). The thin line shows the inversion curve when

equation (2.71) is applied. For each curve, if a point lies below it, dispersed oil slug flow

(D-O-Sl) is expected; if the point is above the line, the dispersed water slug flow (D-W-

Si) should result. it is apparent that, while equation (2.71) predicts a constant water

superficial velocity above which inversion occurs, the correlation due to Odozi predicts

increasing values of U for increasing gas velocities. The horizontal line associated with

the Decarre & Fabre model should not be surprising, since the authors, as said in section

2.4.5, derived the model from the analysis of liquid-liquid pipe flows, where a gas phase

was not present. In figure 5.8 a point is indicated that lies right between the two curves.

According to equation (2.71), the continuous phase would be water, while according to
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equation (2.75) the carrier fluid would be oil instead. The region that lies between the

two curves, is in fact critical, in that the two correlations for phase inversion give opposite

predictions.

Figure 5.9 shows the flow pattern map for a 1.5° downward inclined pipe. The experiments

were also performed by Odozi (2000). The oil superficial velocity is kept constant at a

value of Uo = 0.2 rn/s. The empty symbols mean agreement between predictions and

experiments, while the filled ones indicate disagreement. The latter occurs only for the flow

rate of U = 4 rn/s and Uw = 0.2 rn/s, that falls in the dispersed stratified wavy (D-St-

Wavy) flow, according to the experiments, and in the D-W-Sl according to the predictions.

The experimental observation of stratified flow appears implausible for a flow rate that

falls in a slug flow regime. As before, any point that lies between the Odozi and Decarre &

Fabre inversion curve (displayed respectively by the thick and thin continuous lines), runs

counter to each other. Whereas code 1 predicts (correctly) dispersed oil slug flow, code

2, being based on the Decarre & Fabre model (1997), predicts instead (wrongly) dispersed

water slug flow. For all the remaining flow rates, both closures capture the right flow

pattern. It should be remarked however that only the Decarre & Fabre model is capable

of predicting, for the points depicted in figure 5.9 by the triangle symbols, stratified wavy

flow with dispersion of the liquids. For low values of mixture velocity UM turbulent flow

is never achieved, and therefore the Brauner model is inapplicable. Laminar dispersions

can instead occur, and this explains why only code 2 leads to the correct predictions for

the stratified points, when criterion (2.62) is applied.

5.5.3 Three-phase slug flow: validation

After validating the capabilities of the developed model to capture slugging, assessments

against some slug flow cases are carried out, to see how well the models predict slug char-

acteristics. The calculations are validated against two experiments. The first experiment
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was performed by Odozi in a horizontal pipe at atmospheric conditions (WASP facility

described in section 5.5.1). The superficial velocities of the gas and liquid were 4.0 and

0.5 rn/s respectively; in particular Odozi kept constant the total liquid superficial veloc-

ity, and analysed the flow behaviour for the whole spectrum of inlet water-cuts, ranging

from 0 (limit corresponding to two-phase air-oil flow), to 1 (that corresponds to two-phase

air-water flow). Regardless of the volumetric rates of the two liquids, the observed flow

pattern was always slug flow.

By applying either the Decarre & Fabre model, or the Odozi correlation, phase inversion

occurs at a water-cut of 0.44 and 0.46 respectively. Both values reflect with good accuracy

the inversion region experimentally found by Odozi to occur at water-cuts between 0.45

and 0.48. Since the two models predict similar inversion points, the calculations will be

mainly affected by the model for the determination of the liquid-liquid flow pattern.

As before, the two different codes described earlier in section 5.4 are utilised. Three

different options are taken into consideration in calculating the wall-shear stress in case

of liquids dispersion (equation (5.31)): the pure dynamic viscosity of the carrier fluid, the

mixture viscosity laws of Brinkman, or that of Hatschek.

The numerical simulations always predict, regardless of the various closures, slug flow, in

agreement with the experimental observations. In what follows, analyses are carried out

on the results from the two codes.

Closure with the Brauner model and Odozi correlation

Figure 5.10 displays the comparisons between the experiments and predictions for the

three-phase pressure gradient. The calculations display both the results when the Brinkman

(1952), or the continuous phase viscosities are used (points displayed by circle and star

shaped symbols respectively). The experimental data show a sharp increase in the pressure

gradient as the inlet water-cut approaches the inversion point. At a value of Aw = 0.41,
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the pressure gradient is about twice as great as that for two-phase air-oil slug flow. As

the inversion point is passed, there is an abrupt drop in the value. As the water volu-

metric flow rate increases, the pressure gradient tends towards the value of air-water slug

flow, which is lower than the value for air-oil slug flow. The experimental trend is not

quite reproduced by the simulations. In particular, when no viscosity model is applied,

the pressure gradient remains almost constant around the value of air-oil and air-water

slug flow in the oil and water continuous regions respectively. When the viscosity of the

mixture is specified according to the Brinkman law, the results slightly improve, as shown

in figure 5.10. Although the use of a viscosity model leads to a higher average pressure

gradient in the oil continuous region, the discrepancies between predictions and experi-

ments are still quite high (up to 60% at the inversion point). Moreover, the pressure losses

calculated by applying the Brinkman model, exhibit an increase only up to a water-cut

of 0.35. Thereafter, although still in the region of oil continuous, the predictions become

lower, and after the inversion point approach the gradients calculated without a mixture

viscosity model. The similarity of the results in the water continuous region is expected,

since the dynamic viscosity of the water is much smaller than that of the oil: as figure

5.3 shows, any mixture viscosity model becomes almost irrelevant in the region where the

water is the continuous phase. When the Hatschek viscosity model is used, the results are

practically the same as those obtained using the Brinkman law, as figure 5.11 shows.

Figure 5.12 shows the predicted average volumes of dispersion between oil and water in a

slug unit. The figure indicates that, for the same concentration of dispersed phase, there is

much less tendency for the two liquids to mix in the oil, rather than in the water continuous

region. For example, when the input water-cut is Aw = 0.2, only 15% of the liquid phase

flows as dispersion in the slug unit. On the contrary, when the oil-cut is 20% (or for

water-cut of 0.8), 62% of the average liquid contained in the slug unit flows as mixture.
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This different behaviour is due to the fact that the Brauner model, as explained in section

2.4.4, is limited to the turbulent flow of the continuous phase (Red > 2100). Since the oil

in question is highly viscous (po = 48.0 x i0 Pa s), it happens that almost only in the

body of the slug full dispersion between the oil and water can be achieved. In the body of

the slug the Reynolds number is above 6000, thereby indicating turbulent flow. Outside

the slug body, only small fractions of the liquid film are in the fully dispersed liquid-

liquid flow pattern. The water is much less viscous (w = 1.0 x iO 3 Pa s), and therefore

the dispersion is not affected by the Reynolds number as much as in the oil continuous

region. Moreover, figure 5.12 indicates that regions of water continuous mixture generate

for water-cuts greater than 0.4, even before the phase inversion is reached. This is due to

the constant inversion point predicted by equation (2.75) (AW = 0.46): since the in-situ

water-cut cw can vary according to equation (5.19), equation

can locally be satisfied also for cases with an inlet water-cut smaller than that of inversion,

provided that the water phase flows in a turbulent state. The combined existence of oil and

water continuous mixture regions explain the drop that the pressure gradient experiences

for the range of inlet water-cut in the range between 0.4 and 0.45, as shown in figure 5.10.

Figure 5.13 displays the comparisons between experiments and predictions, for the total

liquid hold-up. Experimentally, as the water-cut goes from zero to higher values in the oil

continuous region, the total hold-up increases, and reaches the peak close to the critical

water fraction. After phase inversion, the hold-up decreases monotonically in the region

of water continuous, and when Aw = 1 the value of air-water slug flow is eventually

reached. The calculations, when no mixture viscosity model is applied, agree poorly with

the experiments in the range of inlet water-cuts between 0.3 - 0.5 (inversion region);
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the performance is otherwise better. When the Brinkman law is used, the predictions

are globally improved, although, for water-cuts between 0.35 and 0.48 the liquid hold-up

hardly changes. The peak is reached when the water-cut is 0.33 (aM = 0.33); thereafter,

the hold-up monotonically decreases. In the water-continuous region, from a water-cut of

0.6 onwards, either calculation leads to the same predictions, as happens in the case of the

pressure gradient (see figure 5.10). When the Hatschek model is applied, the computational

trend is quite similar to that obtained using the Brinkman law, as shown in figure 5.14.

The peak is reached for a water-cut of 0.35, instead of 0.33. Once the respective maximum

is reached, the predicted hold-up decreases with an almost identical trend.

As for pressure gradient and global hold-up, the measured slug frequency has a peak

(v3 = 0.42 1/s) at phase inversion (A = 0.41), as figure 5.15 shows. The frequency then

decreases in the water continuous region. The calculations based on the viscosity of the

continuous phase, when the liquids mix according to the Brauner model, exhibit a peak at

a lower water-cut (0.25). Thereafter, the predicted slug frequency monotonically decreases

as the water fraction gets higher. The largest discrepancy between predictions and exper-

iments occurs before the inversion point, for a water-cut of 0.41, where the prediction of

code 1 is 40% too low. The predicted trend is enhanced when the Brinkman viscosity

model is used. In this case, the calculations predict increasing frequencies for water-cuts up

to 0.33 (similarly to what happened for pressure gradient, and global hold-up, see figures

5.10 and 5.13). Subsequently, the frequency constantly decreases. The largest discrepancy

again occurs close to the inversion point (when )'w = 0.41, the underprediction is 31%).

In the water continuous region, similar results are obtained, regardless of the closure for

the mixture viscosity, and the discrepancies between predictions and experiments become

smaller. The Hatschek model (1928) does not improve the numerical outcome, as figure

5.16 shows.
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Closure with the Decarre & Fabre model

The sensitivity analysis of the numerical results on the closure for the dynamic viscosity

of the liquid dispersion, already allows one to draw the conclusion that an adequate way

of estimating it, must be based on a mixture model, such as the Brinkman or Hatschek

laws; the following calculations will therefore employ those.

Figure 5.17 compares the predicted and measured pressure gradients, when the Brinkman

relation is used. It is evident that the new closure (displayed by the diamond shaped

symbols in the figure) strongly enhances the predictions, by reproducing fairly well the

experimental trend: in the oil continuous region, the position of the peak is around a

water-cut value of 0.41, close to the phase inversion point, as in the experiments. The

numerical results still underpredict the experimental measurements, although the max-

imum error is 25% (compared to 60% for code 1). In the phase inversion region, the

discrepancies between code 2 and the experiments are 18% and 15% for water-cuts of

0.41 and 0.48 respectively. But just as importantly, the rate of change in pressure loss in

the oil continuous region (from zero water-cut to phase inversion), and the abrupt drop

rate, between the peak and the value just after the inversion, are both predicted with good

accuracy. From the measurements, the rates of change are 80% and —37% respectively,

whereas those from the calculations are 94% and —35%. Quite different is the picture

when the pressure gradients predicted by code 1 are considered: the values, instead of

monotonically increasing until the critical water-cut for the inversion, start to drop early

at a water fraction of 0.35. The different behaviour of code 2 can be explained by looking

at figure 5.18, which refers to the case with an inlet water-cut of 0.1. The panel at the

top shows the numerical predictions of phase inversion according to the Decarre & Fabre

model, for a slug unit generated in the pip around 418 after the start of the transient

simulation. Turbulent flow occurs in the slug body (where the centre of mass velocity is
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constant, see the panel at the centre of figure 5.18), and part of the liquid film, where the

centre of mass velocity drops from a value of about 4.6, down to 2 rn/s. Throughout this

region, the water fraction required to invert the continuous phase of the liquid dispersion

is given by equation (2.71), leading to a constant value of 0.44. But when the oil-based

dispersion starts to flow in a laminar state (it would have been turbulent if the water was

the continuous phase), equation (2.72) applies. The latter is a function of the local prop-

erties of the flow, and therefore the inversion point changes accordingly. The discontinuity

of the phase inversion at the location of the turbulent-laminar transition, is typically due

to a higher water fraction (see figure 5.18). This means that the oil is more prone to

remain as the continuous phase in the liquid mixture. Thus, the contemporary existence

of turbulent and laminar dispersions leads to larger volumes of liquid dispersion in a slug

unit than those predicted by the Brauner model, which is restricted to turbulent carrier

fluids only. Comparison of figure 5.19 with 5.12 confirms this observation. Ultimately, the

viscosity relation based on the Brinkman model (or, alternatively the Hatschek law), can

play a more active role, triggering more slugs than before. The prediction of the pres-

sure gradient, average volumes of dispersion, and slug frequency, are therefore strongly

interconnected.

The slug frequency versus water-cut plot is presented in figure 5.20. It is apparent that the

code based on the Decarre & Fabre model is in a better agreement with the measurements.

In the oil continuous region, the calculated frequencies monotonically increase for water-

cuts lower than 0.35; thereafter the peak value of 0.45 1/s (with a discrepancy of just 7%

with respect to the measurements) is maintained constant until phase inversion. When

water becomes the continuous phase of the liquid dispersion, the frequencies gradually

tend to lower values.

Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show the results when the Hatschek viscosity model is used as
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alternative to the Brinkman relation. In the oil continuous region, the pressure gradients

and frequencies are 12% larger when the former relation is used. In the water continuous

region the difference is marginal, being around 3%.

Figures 5.23, 5.24, 5.25, and 5.26 compare the measured and calculated pressure losses

with the empirical correlations of Lockhart & Martinelli (1949), Beggs & Brill (1973),

Olujic (1985), and McAdains et al. (1942) respectively, that are extended to three-phase

flows assuming mixture properties for the liquid (see section 2.5). The mixture density

is calculated using linear interpolation as in equation (2.77), and the viscosity is based

on the Brinkman model (equation (2.35)). Table 5.3 lists the relative errors between

predictions and correlations. The correlation of Lockhart & Martinelli, and McAdains

et al. are the closest to the predictions of code 2, with absolute discrepancies of 27%

and 14% respectively. But both fail in reproducing either the correct rate of increase of

pressure gradient in the oil continuous region up to the inversion point, or the abrupt drop

thereafter. The correlation of Lockhart & Martinelli predicts a too low decrease (-70%),

whereas that of McAdams et at. leads to a modest pressure gradient peak (increase of

24%). Figure 5.24 indicates that the correlation of Beggs & Brill predicts too large pressure

gradients when compared with both experiments and predictions, while the correlation of

Olujic gives too small values (see figure 5.25).

The new predictions of global hold-up are shown in figure 5.27. The calculated trend

is in fair agreement with the experiments: as phase inversion is approached, the global

hold-up increases in the oil continuous region. After the inversion point, the lower mixture

viscosity in the water continuous region leads to smaller hold-ups. The predictions are

almost unchanged when the Hatschek viscosity model replaces that of Brinkman, as figure

5.28 reveals.

Figure 5.29 shows the predicted and measured water hold-up plotted against inlet water-
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cut. The agreement in the oil continuous region is excellent, whereas in the region of water

continuous, the underprediction is around 14%. The oil hold-up is plotted in figure 5.30.

While the calculations reproduce the experimental trend in the water continuous region

quite well, the maximum underprediction in the oil continuous region is of 19%.

The statistically averaged slug body lengths are compared against the experimental data in

figure 5.31. The calculations constantly underpredict the measurements, with a maximum

discrepancy of 54% that occurs for the two-phase air-oil slug flow. Nevertheless, the

predicted trend agrees with the data fairly well. As the water-cut increases in the oil

continuous region, the slug size diminishes, with a minimum located between Aw = 0.2

and 0.3. Thereafter, the values start to increase again, until the maximum is eventually

attained for two-phase air-water slug flow, where the data are underpredicted by 32%. The

smallest slug length is found experimentally to be around 16 pipe diameters (for a water-

cut around 0.25), whereas the calculated minimum is 7 pipe diameters for a water-cut of

0.2.

The slug velocities are given in figure 5.32. The experimental values are always larger than

the predictions, and the highest discrepancy occurs for two-phase air-oil slug flow, around

29%. Whereas the calculations in the oil continuous regime predict a steady increase in

velocity until the inversion point, the measured values appear to be randomly scattered

around a value of 7.2 rn/s. The model correctly predicts the subsequent decrease when

the water is the carrier fluid. It is also instructive to check how the distribution factor Co,

that corresponds to the ratio of the slug velocity to the mixture velocity (C0 = ut/uM),

varies as function of the inlet water-cut. The comparisons between the predicted and

measured ratios are shown in figure 5.33. The calculated distribution parameter is highest

at the inversion point, with a value of 1.5 compared against the experimental maximum

of 1.8 which gives a discrepancy of 17%. The correlations of Gregory & Scott (1969)
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(equation (2.81), see section 2.5) predicts a fixed ratio of 1.35, in either oil and water

continuous regions, likewise the equations of Bendiksen (1984), and Fabre & Line (1992),

that are only function of the Froude mixture number (FrM = 5.12 in the present case),

and the respective distribution parameters are 1.2 and 1.3. The correlation of Fréchou

(1986) (equation (2.85)) is on the contrary a function of the Reynolds number. Defining

the mixture Reynolds number as in equation (5.32), and substituting the mixture density

and viscosity from equations (2.77) and (2.35) (Brinkman model) respectively, the values

of the distribution parameter will change depending on the water-cut. The predictions

indicate in fact a steady increase in Co in the oil continuous region, with a peak of 1.87

(very close to the experiment), as figure 5.33 indicates. The average discrepancy in the

oil continuous region between the calculations, and the predictions of the Fréchou (1986)

correlation, is 19%. In the water continuous region, the two trends are almost identical,

with an error of 3%.

Three-phase slug flow traces

When the global liquid hold-up traces, generated by the developed three-phase slug flow

simulator, are to be displayed, it is convenient to show, on the same panel, the flow pattern

of either the gas-liquid phase flow (stratified or slugging), and that of liquid-liquid flow

(segregated or fully dispersed). Figures 5.34-5.38 show five snapshots of the slug generation

process for the case with an inlet water-cut of 0.4, which is close to the phase inversion

point as predicted by equation (2.71) (AW = 0.44). The predictions are made with the

closure based on the Decarre & Fabre model, since it has given the best results. In the

figures, each phase is represented by a different colour: the oil in red, the water in blue,

and the gas in white. The liquid-liquid flow pattern that generates locally in the pipe

is identifiable in thus the presence of liquid droplets indicates dispersion between oil and

water, and the liquids flowing in separate layer designate segregated flow.
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Figure 5.34 captures the moment when slugging starts in the pipe, 0.98 from the beginning

of the transient simulation. Close to the pipe inlet a region of liquid dispersion is observed,

whereas in the remaining part of the pipe the flow field is stratified, corresponding to the

initial conditions. The next panel, given in figure 5.35, represents the predicted flow field

at around 1.8 s, at which time the first slug has been generated. The liquid-liquid flow

pattern is predicted to be fully dispersed in the slug body, and in most of the liquid film

behind it. The continuous phase is predicted to be oil, as the red colour in the slug body

indicates. Other waves are captured by the simulation, and they will lead to more slugging,

as figure 5.36 reveals. After 3.0 s from the start of the numerical computation, the first

slug is growing in length, the liquids are mixed in an oil-based dispersion throughout

most of the slug unit, and two more slugs are being generated. As the first slug travels

towards the pipe exit, two slugs are formed at time 6.38 (see figure 5.37). It is possible to

observe that in the body of the slug closer to the pipe inlet, the inversion of the continuous

phase occurred, since there exist two different regions of liquid dispersion: oil and water

continuous, displayed by the red and blue colours respectively. Figure 5.38 displays the

predicted flow field at time 8.38. Long slugs have been generated, where the liquids are

always mixed in the body, and in part of the liquid film.

Influence of the oil-water surface tension

As stated in section 2.4.4, the criterion for the prediction of the transition from liquid-

liquid stratified to fully dispersed flow (equation (2.59)) depends only on the values of the

maximum and critical droplet diameters that locally generate for the given flow conditions.

The model of Decarre & Fabre (1997) is based on equation (2.47) and (2.48) for the de-

termination of the droplet sizes, under turbulent and laminar conditions respectively, and

the critical diameter of the droplets above which coalescence occurs is given by equation

(2.52). All those equations depend on the liquid-liquid surface tension. Thus:
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0.6
Umax CX

in equation (2.47) (for turbulent liquid flow),

dTnax (DC 0.0W,

in equation (2.48) (for laminar conditions), and

0.5
Ucrjt CX

(5.58)

(5.59)

(5.60)

for the critical size (equation (2.52)).

The slug flow test case under consideration, is now simulated with two different values of

surface tension, keeping the geometrical, physical, and flow conditions constant: the 38 m

long pipe is horizontal at atmospheric pressure with an internal diameter of D = 0.078 m;

the air, oil, and water have same densities and viscosities as before; the gas and total liquid

superficial velocities are 4.0 and 0.5 rn/s respectively. Values for the oil-water surface

tension of 0.02 and 0.05 N/rn are arbitrarily chosen; the former is smaller than the value

of the WASP fluids (0.03 N/rn), whereas the latter is larger, and approaches the interfacial

surface tension of the fluids used by Stapelberg & Mewes (1994), whose measurements will

be considered next. The droplet diameters generated under oil continuous laminar and

turbulent flows, according to the three specified surface tensions, are now compared by

way of demonstration in an application to two given specific flow conditions: when the oil

flows in a turbulent state, the velocity and hydraulic diameter are taken to be 4.5 rn/s and

0.078 rn respectively (values corresponding to full turbulent flow in a liquid slug), and the

water-cut is assumed to be 30%; if oil flows in a laminar state, the centre of mass velocity

and hydraulic diameter are taken to be 0.55rn/s and 0.05m respectively (the values are

found to be close to the transition from dispersed to stratified oil-water regime). Equations
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(5.58) and (5.59) imply that, when the value of surface tension increases from 0.02 up to

0.03 N/rn, the droplet sizes generating under turbulent and laminar flow conditions will

increase by 28% (from	 = 0.511mm to dmax = 0.65mm according to equation (2.47)),

and 50% respectively (from d,	 = 6.4mm to d,7 = 9.5mm according to equation

(2.48)). l3oth increments are larger than the corresponding increase in the critical droplet

diameter, which is only 23%: from equation (2.52) one calculates 	 = 9.5mm and

= 11.7mm respectively. It is interesting to notice that the critical droplet diameter

related to the phenomenon of drops creaming, already discussed in section 2.4.4, defined

in equation (2.55), is found to be dc.,.jt 4mm: thus, under the turbulent flow conditions

here considered, it represents the diameter to use in criterion (2.59), regardless of any

value of oil-water surface tension. The values of drop sizes determined imply that the oil

and water will mix (under the turbulent and laminar flow conditions assumed) for both

cases. When the surface tension increases from 0.03 to 0.05 N/rn, matters change in the

laminar region, where the increase in dmax is much larger than that of d,.2t : the former

changes by 67% (from dmax = 9.5mm to dmax = 16.0 mm), the latter by only 29% (from

dc,.it = 11.7 mm to = 15.1 mm). Therefore, criterion (2.59) is not satisfied for the

case with highest oil-water surface tension, and the conclusion that may be drawn is that

liquids are less prone to mixing with increases in surface tension.

The above observations are confirmed by the different pressure gradients predicted by the

calculations, as figure 5.39 shows. It is apparent, especially in the oil continuous region

(where the degree of dispersion affects the results more strongly than in the water contin-

uous region, due to a much higher effective viscosity of the liquid mixture), that, as the

oil-water surface tension increases, the predicted pressure gradient consequently drops.

When the value of 0.05 N/rn is used, the calculations underpredict the previous results

(based on a surface tension of 0.03 N/rn) by 13%. The underprediction becomes more
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evident as the phase inversion region is approached, and it is due to the weaker effect of

the mixture viscosity on the results, following a reduction of the average occurrence of

dispersion between the liquids. The evidence is given by comparing figures 5.19 and 5.40,

that give the calculated averaged volumes of liquid dispersion over slug imit for the spec-

trum of inlet water-cuts, for the cases with a.ow = 0.03 and 0.05 N/rn respectively. While

for water-cuts of 0.2 and 0.3, the degree of dispersion is marginally reduced (around 7%),

a large difference occurs at the inversion region, where the average volume of dispersion

becomes 18% smaller. Since the diminished degree of liquid dispersion decreases the ex-

tent of the region where the high mixture viscosity is effective, slugging will be ultimately

dampened, as figure 5.41 highlights. The predicted slug frequency is, on average, 21%

lower.

Similarly, the smallest surface tension (aoW 0.02 N/rn) leads to larger pressure gradi-

ents, as figure 5.39 demonstrates. This is explained by the higher degree of dispersion

between oil and water, that leads to calculated slug frequencies 8% higher, as shown in

figure 5.41.

The above considerations, demonstrating the sensitivity of the results to the liquid-liquid

surface tension, pave the way for the next selected slug flow test case. In a paper by

Stapelberg & Mewes (1994), the authors describe measurements of oil-water-air systems

under slug flow conditions in a horizontal pipe 35 rn long with an internal diameter of

0.059 rn. The oil viscosity is 31 x iO 3 Pa s, with density of 858 kg/rn3 . The oil-water

surface tension was measured to be ow = 0.0535 N/rn. Compared to the physical prop-

erties of the liquids used by Odozi (2000) in his experiments, the oil-water viscosity ratio

is lower (31 against 48), and the surface tension between the liquids is about 78% higher.

In the experiments, for a fixed value of air velocity, the water fraction was varied in steps

of 25% between 0 (two-phase air-oil flow) and 100% (two-phase air-water flow). The total
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liquid velocity was 0.244rn/s, except for the air-oil flow where a lower value (0.226rn/s)

was used. The air velocity is varied in the range 0 - 3 rn/s. The authors found that

the flow pattern was slug flow for all gas and liquid flow rates, but unfortunately, they

did not take into consideration, in the classification of the three-phase flow patterns, the

level of dispersion between the liquids. They only state that, for low volume flow rates of

the gas, the oil and water flow in a stratified state throughout the pipe, whereas, as the

velocity of the air increases, the liquids start to mix in the slug body region. Regardless

of the selected value of air volume rate, Stapelberg & Mewes did not find any peak in the

slug characteristics (in particular pressure gradient and slug frequency) in the three-phase

region. Instead, the measured pressure losses and slug frequencies were highest for the

flow of air and oil.

The calculations were carried out for a gas superficial velocity of (1A = 2.5 m/s, and,

based on the superior performance of the Decarre & Fabre model found earlier, this was

the closure model chosen here. The calculations always predict slug flow, whether two

or three-phase. Figures 5.42 and 5.43 show the comparisons between predictions and

measurements for pressure losses and slug frequencies respectively. In both figures the

dashed line refers to the water fraction at which inversion occurs, according to the Decarre

& Fabre model. In the body of the slug, assuming a mixture velocity of UM = 2.744 rn/s,

the oil and water Reynolds numbers are Re0 = 4480 and Rew = 162000 respectively.

Since, irrespective of which one is the liquid continuous phase, the flow regime is always

turbulent, equation (2.71) predicts phase inversion to occur at AW = 0.45.

The agreement between experiments and predictions in the oil continuous region is fairly

good: the peak of the pressure gradient occurs, as in the experiments, at a water-cut of

0%, corresponding to air-oil slug flow. As the water fraction increases, unlike in the Odozi

experiments, the pressure gradient becomes smaller. After the inversion point the pressure
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losses continue to decrease slightly, but then remain almost constant between Aw = 0.5

and 0.75. The average absolute error between experiments and predictions, is 16%.

Consistent with what happens to the pressure losses, the slug frequency has a maximum

for air-oil slug flow. For a water-cut of 0.25, the predictions indicate a sharp decrease,

similarly to the measurements. In the water continuous region, the discrepancies between

predictions and experiments become more evident as the water fraction is increased, al-

though the two trends are similar. The absolute average error is 42%.

Although Stapelberg & Mewes do not report any measurements of the degree of dispersion

between the liquid phases, the predictions indicate that full dispersion always occurs in the

slug body region; however, nearly the whole film is in the stratified oil-water flow pattern.

The combination of high oil-water surface tension and low values of volumetric flow rates,

both counteracting the transition from stratified to fully dispersed liquid-liquid flows, and

a less viscous oil than that used by Odozi in his experiments (2000), are thought to be

responsible for the predicted trend (which is opposite to the previous one). Here again

the present model was still capable of yielding results that are in fair agreement with the

experimental measurements.
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5.6 Tables

Correlation	 Error (NWRONG/NTOT)

Arirachakaran et at. (1989)

Equation (2.63)	 22%

N.d1er & Mewes (1995)

Equation (2.67)	 17%

Decarre & Fabre (1997)

Equation (2.71)	 13%

Brauner & Ullmann (2002a)

Equation (2.73)	 31%

Brauner & Ullmann (2002a)

Equation (2.74)	 21%

Odozi (2000)

Equation (2.75)	 9%

Table 5.1: Assessment of correlations for phase inversion point against experimental data

of Hall (1992) and Odozi (2000).
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Correlation	 AAA0c Nw AAAwc

Arirachakaran et al. (1989)	 29	 —60%	 163	 36%

Nädler & Mewes (1995)	 92	 28%	 100	 —17%

Decarre & Fabre (1997)	 64	 —11%	 128	 7%

	

Brauner & Ullmann (2002a) (2.73) 12 	 —83%	 180	 50%

	

Brauner & Ullmann (2002a) (2.74) 32	 —56%	 160	 33%

Odozi (2000)	 71	 —1%	 121	 1%

Experiments	 72	 0%	 120	 0%

Table 5.2: Number of oil and water continuous points according to empirical correlations

and relative errors.

Model	 Average Error Absolute Average Error Root Mean Square

___________ (%)(AAE)	 (%)(AVAE)	 (%) (RMS)

Lockhart &	 —21	 27	 28.3

Martinelli (1949)

Beggs & Brill	 —50	 50	 51

(1973)

Olujic	 66	 66	 74.8

(1985)

McAdams et al.	 —6	 14	 18.1

(1942)

Table 5.3: Errors in comparing pressure gradient empirical correlations against predictions

for Odozi slug flow test case (2000).
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5.7 Figures
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Figure 5.1: Possible combinations of liquid-liquid flow patterns catered for by present

model.
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Figure 5.2: Liquid-liquid stratification in three-phase stratified flow: geometrical parame-

ters.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison between Brinkman, Hatschek, and Richardson mixture viscosity

models. Water and oil viscosities 1.0 x iO 3 Pa s, and 48.0 x iO 3 Pa s respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between the droplet diameter sizes as predicted by Decarre &

Fabre (1997), and Brauner (2001) models under turbulent conditions.
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on Decarre & Fabre model.
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mixture viscosity models.
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Figure 5.23: Predicted and measured pressure gradients compared with the Lockhart

& Martinelli (1949) correlation.
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Figure 5.24: Predicted and measured pressure gradients compared with the Beggs

& Brill (1973) correlation.
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Figure 5.25: Predicted and measured pressure gradients compared with the Olujic

(1985) correlation.
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Figure 5.27: Comparisons between predicted and measured liquid phase hold-up for

three-phase slug flow. Closure based on Decarre & Fabre and Brinkman mixture

viscosity model.
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Figure 5.28: Comparisons between predicted and measured liquid phase hold-up for

three-phase slug flow. Closure based on Decarre & Fabre and Brinkman or Hatschek

mixture viscosity models.
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Figure 5.29: Comparisons between predicted and measured water hold-up for three-

phase slug flow. Closure based on Decarre & Fabre and Brinkman mixture viscosity

model.
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Figure 5.30: Comparisons between predicted and measured oil hold-up for three-
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Figure 5.31: Comparisons between predicted and measured slug body length for

three-phase slug flow. Closure based on Decarre & Fabre and Brinkman mixture

viscosity model.
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Figure 5.32: Comparisons between predicted and measured slug velocity for three-

phase slug flow. Closure based on Decarre & Fabre and Brinkman mixture viscosity

model.
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Figure 5.34: Predicted flow field at t = 0.867 s. Air and liquid superficial velocities

UA = 4.0 rn/s and UL = 0.5 rn/s respectively, inlet water-cut 0.4, horizontal pipe.
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Figure 5.35: Predicted flow field at t = 1.83. Air and liquid superficial velocities

UA = 4.Om/s and UL = 0.5 rn/s respectively, inlet water-cut 0.4, horizontal pipe.
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Figure 5.36: Predicted flow field at t = 2.95 s. Air and liquid superficial velocities

UA = 4.0 rn/s and UL = 0.5 rn/s respectively, inlet water-cut 0.4, horizontal pipe.
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Figure 5.37: Predicted flow field at t = 6.3 s. Air and liquid superficial velocities
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Figure 5.38: Predicted flow field at t = 8.32 s. Air and liquid superficial velocities

UA = 4.0 rn/s and UL = 0.5 rn/s respectively, inlet water-cut 0.4, horizontal pipe.
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model.
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Figure 5.41: Predicted slug frequencies for three different values of oil-water surface

tension. Closure based on Decarre & Fabre and Brinkman mixture viscosity model.
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Figure 5.42: Predicted pressure losses compared against data of Stapelberg & Mewes

(1994). Closure based on Decarre & Fabre and Brinkman mixture viscosity model.
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Figure 5.43: Predicted slug frequencies compared against data of Stapelberg &

Mewes (1994). Closure based on Decarre & Fabre and Brinkman mixture viscosity

model.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and recommendations

for future work

The present work has investigated, extended and developed capabilities based on the

transient one-dimensional two-fluid model to capture two and three-phase slug flow with

reasonable accuracy. The starting point was an existing code (TRIOMPH) for the simu-

lation of two-phase unaerated slug flow. The slug capturing technique embedded within

the algorithm, allows the prediction of the correct gas-liquid flow pattern (either stratified

or slugging) using an Eulerian frame to discretise the conservation equations for mass

and momentum for each phase. In the framework of the unaerated two-phase slug flow,

the present research has extensively assessed the validity of the adopted correlation to

calculate the liquid-wall friction factor, by comparing the results of a three-dimensional

simulation against the one-dimensional model. A second issue investigated had focused

on the effect of the inlet boundary conditions on the numerical results. It was found

that, for a slug flow test case corresponding to an ill-posed initial values problem, when

unsteadiness of the boundary conditions was accounted for, the numerical behaviour was

enhanced and led to uniqueness of results.
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Keeping all the existing features of the computational technique, the next two tasks in-

volved the implementation, and validation of a mathematical model to simulate the phe-

nomenon of gas bubble entrainment in two-phase flow, and three-phase unaerated slug

flow.

Both developments were accomplished using the drift-flux model concept as an addition

to the existing two-fluid model method. The merit of the drift-flux lies in the simplicity

of the mathematical description of the flow field, and in maintaining at the same time the

structure of the original computational procedure. The entrainment model is based on

the solution of the continuity and momentum equations for the gas, on the conservation

equations for the gas-liquid mixture, and on the scalar transport equation for the determi-

nation of the gas bubble fraction in the slug body. Closure laws for the calculation of the

gas bubble velocity, the rate of entrainment at both slug front and tail, the slug front and

tail velocity, and the friction factor to compute the gas-liquid mixture wall shear stress

have been proposed and implemented. The bubble velocity was determined from a force

balance between the pressure gradient and the shear acting on a swarm of bubbles. Three

different empirical correlations for the evaluation of the entrainment rate at the slug front

were tested: by Nydal & Andreussi, Manolis, and a hydraulic jump analogy. It was found

that the latter two perform reasonably well, and are hence recommended. Comparison

of the predicted pressure gradients with experimental measurements, suggested that the

gas-liquid mixture-wall friction factor ought to be modified to account for an increase in

the mixture viscosity and this could be effected using the correction parameter proposed

by Malnes.

The model developed to simulate three-phase unaerated slug flow applies the drift-flux

model to treat the oil and water as a single liquid phase. While the gas continuity and

momentum equations remain practically unchanged with respect to the two-fluid model,
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the liquid mass and momentum equations are combined and solved for the mixture prop-

erties of the oil-water flow. Thus, the liquid continuity equation is solved for the total

hold-up aM, and the liquid phase momentum equation for the centre of mass velocity

UM. The closure laws for the determination of the local liquid-liquid flow pattern, and

the critical water fraction for the phase inversion, proved to be crucial to the accuracy of

the model. Two possible liquid-liquid flow patterns are catered for: either segregation,

or full dispersion. The criterion adopted to discriminate between stratified and dispersed

liquid-liquid flows is based on the prediction of the maximum drop size that generates

under local flow conditions. If it is smaller than the critical size (above which dispersion

cannot occur) the liquids are considered to be mixed; otherwise, they flow separated. Fur-

thermore, if dispersion occurs, a correlation is needed to determine which of the phases is

continuous. The recommended closure is that by Decarre & Fabre, originally developed

for the determination of the critical water fraction for phase inversion. An interesting

aspect of the model, is that it caters for different types of flow regime (either laminar or

turbulent) of each liquid phase, and takes into account the local flow conditions as well as

the fluid properties. From the combinations of the possible liquid flow regimes (turbulent-

turbulent, laminar-turbulent, or laminar-laminar), distinct equations are derived. The

other closure model due to Brauner, which differs from that of Decarre & Fabre in that

it caters for turbulent fields only, was also investigated. The restriction on flow regime

was found to be a strong deficiency when at least one of the liquids (typically the oil) is

highly viscous, and laminar dispersions occur. In order to account for the increase in the

dynamic viscosity of the mixture, a relation such as that of Brinkman must be used.
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6.1 Suggestions for future work

Some suggestions for possible future development are proposed here. The assessment

carried out for the two developed models has been mainly focused on the WASP pipe

geometry. This was made easier thanks to the fruitful collaboration with the researchers

working at the Chemical Engineering department of the Imperial College, who provided

many data for the numerical testing and consequent validation. It is appropriate now to ex-

tend the assessment to other pipe geometries and to pressures other than the atmospheric.

Beyond this common objective, each model has potential additional improvements that

need to be investigated.

Entrainment model

The most evident limitation here is the closure for the rate of entrainment at the slug

front, in that the liquid physical properties do not play any explicit role in any of the sug-

gested equations, although it is experimentally proved that oil slugs, under the same flow

conditions, are usually more aerated than water slugs (see for instance Nydal & Andreussi,

1993). Recently, Brauner & Ullmann (2002b) proposed a model for gas entrainment from

Taylor bubbles that caters for all pipe inclinations and liquid physical properties. In their

model, the rate of gas entrainment is determined based on an energy balance between the

rate of turbulent kinetic energy, due to the liquid jet entering the slug body, and the rate of

surface energy production related to the fragmentation of the elongated gas bubble ahead

of the slug. The derived correlation is a function of dimensionless parameters, such as the

Eötvös and Weber numbers. Thus the gas-liquid surface tension becomes (as it should) a

physical quantity, upon which the entrainment rate depends. It would be advisable in the

future to evaluate this correlation for the horizontal air-water cases attempted here, and

to compare it against the other empirical correlations.
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Three-phase slug flow

The use of the drift-flux technique to cater for the flow of the two liquid components has

proved to be a powerful and efficient practice. However, a fundamental closure model

needed is an equation for the phase inversion, since it strongly affects, as shown in last

chapter, the prediction of the slug characteristics. The model of Decarre & Fabre, although

performed extremely well in all the three-phase calculations discussed in this thesis, is not

adequate for a wide spectrum of gas velocities. In fact, as the volumetric flow rate of the

gas phase is increased, several experimental findings (see section 2.4.2 and 2.4.5) indicate

that the phase inversion should be shifted towards higher water-cuts. This physical effect

seems to be due to gas entrainment rates that become larger as the gas velocity increases.

Since Decarre & Fabre derived their model from studies of two-phase liquid-liquid pipeflow,

it is evident that the equations do not take into account the concentration of gas bubbles

in the dispersed liquid region. If accurate results are to be achieved regardless of the

inlet gas flow rates, it is crucial that the phase inversion in gas-liquid-liquid systems needs

to be better modelled. The idea of modelling a spontaneous physical process, like phase

inversion, with the criterion of minimisation of the total system energy seems quite feasible.

Since it has already been adopted by Decarre & Fabre, and Brauner & Ullinann (2002a),

who both derived the same condition, it should still be pursued, with the goal of also

including terms accounting for the gas bubbles volume fraction.

Aerated three-phase slug flow

Finally, the two models described in this work should be combined in the future. This final

task ought to be carried out after the aforementioned suggestions for improvement of both

models. If the model of Brauner & Ullmann (2002b) is successfully validated, and a newer

correlation for the phase inversion is derived, both would be strongly interconnected: the
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scalar transport equation for the determination of the gas bubble concentration would

directly influence the critical water fraction for phase inversion.
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Nomenclature

Roman Symbols

Symbol Denotes	 Dimensions

a	 Left boundary of flow domain 	 m

ac	 Coefficient in discretised equation	 kg/(m2 s)

Coefficient in discretised equation	 kg/(m2 s)

A	 Pipe cross sectional area	 m2

A	 Jacobian Matrix defined in equation (3.24)

b	 Right boundary of flow domain	 m

B	 Jacobian Matrix defined in equation (3.24)

c	 Speed of sound	 rn/s

CB	 Bubble fraction of total mixture hold-up	 -

Cd	 Dispersed fraction of total liquid hold-up	 -

Water fraction of total liquid hold-up 	 -

C	 Courant number	 -

C	 Complex wave velocity	 rn/s

C	 Column vector defined in equation (3.24)

C	 Coefficient in Malnes equation (2.25) 	 -

CD	 Drag force coefficient	 -

C1	 Coefficient in Blasius equation (2.66) 	 -

C	 Coefficient used in gas-wall Blasius friction factor -
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CH	 Parameter defined in Brauner equation (2.44)	 -

CHZ	 Constant used in Hinze equation (2.37)	 -

C2 	 Coefficient used in interfacial Blasius friction factor 	 -

C0 	 Slug to mixture velocity ratio 	 -

C,,	 Coefficient defined in Tronconi equation (2.90) 	 -

d	 Droplet (or bubble) diameter	 rn

dp/dx Pressure gradient	 Pa/rn

D	 Pipe (or hydraulic) diameter 	 m

Corrected diameter defined in equation (3.37)	 m

f	 Friction factor	 -

F9	 Buoyancy force defined in equation (2.50) 	 N

F1	 Interfacial force per unit volume 	 Pa/rn

F1 	 Turbulence force defined in equation (2.53)	 N

FwG Force per unit volume exerted	 Pa/rn

by the gas phase on the pipe walls

FL	 Force per unit volume exerted 	 Pa/rn

by the liquid phase on the pipe walls

Fa	 Surface tension force defined in equation (2.51)	 N

g	 Acceleration due to gravity 	 rn/s2

G	 Generic initial condition for an initial

values problems defined in equation (3.26)

h	 Height of layer 	 rn

h2 	 Height of water layer in three-phase slug flow model 	 m

h3	 Height of total liquid layer in three-phase slug flow model rn

k	 Wavenumber	 1/rn
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k 1 	 Coefficient defined in Nädler & Mewes equation (2.67) 	 -

k2 	 Exponent defined in Nädler & Mewes equation (2.67) 	 -

Coefficient defined in Nossen et al. equation (3.21)	 -

k01 Coefficient defined in Olujic equation (2.100) 	 -

K	 Coefficient defined in Lin & Hanratty equation (2.17) 	 -

K	 Coefficient defined in Barnea & Taitel equation (2.19) 	 -

K1 Coefficient defined in Taitel & Dukier equation (2.14)	 -

K2 Coefficient defined in Taitel & Dukier equation (2.15)	 -

Length	 m

ñi.	 Phase mass flux	 kg/(m2 s)

mB Mass exchange rate in entrainment model 	 kg/(m3 s)

MB Mass flow rate	 kg/s

p	 Pressure	 Pa

pj	 Oil-water interfacial pressure in three-phase model 	 Pa

p3	 Gas-oil interfacial pressure in three-phase model	 Pa

Q	 Volumetric flow rate

QL Shedding rate	 m3/s

R	 Constant defined in law of perfect gas 	 J/(kgK)

S	 Source term in discretised transport equation	 kg/(m2 s) or kg/(m 2)

SG Gas wetted perimeter 	 m

S2 	 Interfacial chord between gas and liquid or oil and water m

in two and three-phase stratified flow respectively

S,	 Oil-gas interfacial chord in three-phase stratified flow 	 m

SL Liquid phase wetted perimeter

S0 Oil wetter perimeter 	 m
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S	 Water wetted perimeter 	 rn

t	 Time	 s

T	 Absolute temperature	 K

u	 Velocity	 rn/s

u'	 Turbulent velocity fluctuation	 rn/s

Ud Drift velocity rn/s

UmO Velocity defined in Andreussi & Bendiksen equation (2.27) rn/s

Urnf Velocity defined in Andreussi & Bendiksen equation (2.27) rn/s

u3	Slip velocity	 rn/s

u	 Terminal velocity of an isolated bubble 	 rn/s

U	 Superficial velocity	 rn/s

U	 Friction velocity	 rn/s

Radial turbulent velocity fluctuation	 rn/s

V Volume	 rn3

x	 Spatial coordinate	 rn

Xqual Gas quality	 -

Z	 Function defined in equation (3.1)

Greek letters

a Phase fraction	 -

fi Pipe inclination	 -

Exponent in hydraulic jump correlation equation (4.32) -

Rate of turbulent energy dissipation per unit mass 	 rn2/s3

ir Pi number	 -
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r	 Shear stress	 Pa

rj	Gas-liquid or oil-water interfacial shear	 Pa

stresses in two and three-phase flow respectively

Gas-oil interfacial shear stress 	 Pa

p	 Dynamic viscosity 	 Pa s

p	 Reference viscosity used in Arirachakaran et. al. equation (2.63) Pa s

Eigenvalue associated to characteristics analysis	 rn/s

)'L	 No-slip hold-up	 -

)tw Input water fraction of total liquid hold-up 	 -

p	 Density	 kg/rn3

o	 Surface tension	 N/rn

cbd	 Malnes correction factor defined in equation (4.48) 	 -

cbL	 Pressure gradient multiplier in Martinelli equation (2.93)	 -

4Lo Pressure gradient multiplier in Baroczy equation (2.94) 	 -

i/,	 Variable of generic transport equation

'I'	 Hydrostatic terms derived in model for three-phase flow 	 kg/(rn2s2)

'I'	 Solution vector

p Pressure drop	 Pa

Pa Accelerational pressure drop 	 Pa

Frictional pressure drop 	 Pa

it	 Integration time step	 s

x Mesh spacing of the computational grid	 m

Stratification angle in two-phase stratified flow 	 -

7*	 Specific heats ratio 	 -

T	 Source term in one-dimensional transport scalar equation	 kg/(rn2 s)

Frequency of disturbance 	 1/s
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f	 Gradient term (5.21) in liquid phase momentum equation kg/(m2s2)

ic Pipe roughness	 m

ii Frequency	 1/s

v	 Frequency of critical waves in Tronconi equation (2.90) 	 1/s

T Function of intermittency	 -

Coefficient in hydraulic jump correlation equation (4.32) -

Subscripts

A Air phase

b	 Slug tail

B Bubble

c	 Continuous phase

crit Critical

C	 Imaginary part

d	 Dispersed phase

D	 Dispersed flow pattern

e	 East cell face

f	 Liquid film

G Gas phase

i	 Generic index

IV Inviscid analysis

K Either phase

L Liquid phase
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M	 Mixture phase

max Maximum value (or final time of integration loop)

n	 New time step

o	 Old time step

o	 Oil phase

OC Oil continuous

p	 Centre of control volume

ret	 Relative

R	 Real part

a	 Slug body

S	 Separated flow pattern

t	 Slug front

u	 Slug unit

w	 Pipe wall (or west cell face)

W Water phase

WC Water continuous

Superscripts

eq Equilibrium stratified flow

i	 I-th iteration

mv Phase inversion

IN Inlet of the pipe

n New time step

n	 Interfacial friction factor exponent in Blasius equation
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n	 Gas-wall friction factor exponent in Blasius equation

n	 Oil-wall friction factor exponent in Blasius equation

nw	 Water-wall friction factor exponent in Blasius equation

o	 Old time step

OUT Outlet of the pipe

ref	 Reference

s	 Superficial velocity

*	 Predicted value

**	 Corrected value

Dimensionless Number Symbols

Bo Bond number (gpd2/o)

Eo Eötvös number (gip&/o)

Fr Froude number (u2/(gl))

Re Reynolds number (pul/iz)

We Weber number (pu2l/a)

Abbreviations

1D	 One-dimensional

3D	 Three-dimensional

AAE	 Arithmetic average error

AVAE Arithmetic absolute average error
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BC	 Boundary conditions

CALC	 Call subroutine to calculate

CFD	 Computational Fluid Dynamics

CPU	 Central processor unit of a Personal Computer

Exp.	 Experimental

IKH	 Inviscid Kelvin-Helmholtz analysis

LHS	 Left hand side of equation

N	 Number of measurements

Num.	 Numerical

RES	 Residual of discretised equations

RHS	 Right hand side of equation

SD	 Standard deviation

TOL	 Fixed tolerance (usually iO)

TOT	 Total number of measurements

VKH	 Viscous Kelvin-Helmholtz analysis

vs.	 Versus

WRONG Total wrong number of predictions

D-O-S1	 Dispersed Oil continuous slug flow

D-W-S1	 Dispersed Water continuous slug flow

0/W	 Oil droplets in water continuous flow

S-St	 Separated stratified flow

D-St-Wavy Dispersed stratified wavy flow

W/O	 Water droplets in oil continuous flow
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Appendix A. Formulas for statistical error calculation

The Absolute Error (Es) is defined by:

P, - M
E=	 ,(n=i,2,.,N),	 (A-i)

M

where P and M represent predicted and measured (or correlated) values, and N the

total number of measurements. The Arithmetic Average Error (AAE) is defined as:

AAE =
	 E	

(A-2)

and gives an indication whether the predicted quantity overpredicts or underpredicts the

data. Clearly, equation (A-2) implies that overpredictions and underpredictions may can-

cel out, resulting in a smaller error. For this reason, an Arithmetic Absolute Average

Error (AVAE) is defined:

AVAE =	 =1IEI	 (A-3)

Finally, the root mean square error (RMS) is defined as:

RMS =	 .	 (A-4)
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Appendix B. Derivation of hydrostatic pressure term

The local liquid pressure, as shown in figure 3.2, is given by:

pL=p+pLg(h—y)cos/9.	 (B-i)

The area averaged pressure of the liquid phase is defined as:

J' (p(x) + pLg(h—y)cosfl)b(y)dy
<PL>	

aLA	
,	 (B-2)

where b(y), and y represent the length of the chord, and the distance from the bottom of

the pipe. Equation (B-2) leads to:

aLA <PL > = aL AP + pLg cos I (h - y)b(y) dy.	 (B-3)
Jo

Differentiate both sides of the above equation, and obtain:

A O(aL <PL>) = AO(aLp)	
0 (f'(h - y)b(y) dy)

Ox	 Ox 
+ PL9 cos	

Ox	
(B-4)

The second term on the right hand side of equation (B-4) can be integrated using Leibnitz

rule for differentiation:

O I b(x) b(x) Of	 Ob	 Oa
[L() f(xv)dY] = j h—dy + f(b(x),x)— - f(a(x),x)—.

Applying equation (B-5), equation (B-4) becomes:

O(aL <PL>) - .9(cxLp)	 Oh
Ox	 - Ox + 

aLpLg COS /9.	 (B-6)

Finally, being the pressure term derived by the two-fluid model equations (Prosperetti &

Jones, 1984):
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ô(aL<pL>)	 thL
+p—,	 (B-7)

ax

by combining equations (B-6) and (B-7), one eventually obtains:

Op	 Oh
- c LpLgcosfl–,	 (B-8)

that exactly coincides with the first and second term on the right hand side of the liquid

momentum equation (3.6).
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Appendix C. Well-posedness analysis for the compressible

two-fluid model equations

When the gas compressibility is accounted for, the determinant:

det [B - AA] = 0,

with the Jacobian matrixes A and B given by equations (3.35) and (3.36) respectively,

leads to the following quartic equation:

A4 +a3 X3 +a2 A2 +a 1 A+ao = 0,

where the four coefficients are function of the flow variables as follows:

a3 = — 2(UL+UG),	 (C-i)

a2 = + 4UGUL + - C2 - cLgD - crLpG
PL(i—aL)'	

(C-2)

ai = 2 [uLc2 + aL9DUG - UGU -	 + cXLPG 2

C uGJ ,
	 (C-3)

PL(i - aL)

a0 = aLgD(C2 - u) + u(u - c2) - aLPG
PL(1 - cxL)3	

(C-4)

The quartic equation has the resolvent cubic equation:

y3 + py2 + qy + r=0 ,	 (C-5)

with

p = — a2,	 (C-6)
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(C-7)q = a3a1 - 4ao,

r = — aaO + 4a2a0 - a.

A root of equation (C-5) is given by:

Yi = 2i/cos () -

where Q and 'i are defined as follows:

Q 
= (3q_p2),

and

1R\
1i=arccos(,_)

where

R= (9pq-27r-2p).

(C-8)

(C-9)

(C-b)

(C-li)

(C-12)

It is clear that the first (and found to be the most important) condition for real charac-

teristics requires that:

Q^O.	 (C-13)

If condition (C-i3) is satisfied, the four roots of the quartic equations will be given by:

a3 R D	
(C-14)
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a3 R E
(C-15)

where R, D, and E are defined by:

(0-16)

D=jJ_R2_2a2+4a3a28a1a3
4R	

(C-17)

and

=	
- - 

2a2 - 4a3a2 - 8a -
(0-18)

4R

The other three conditions that lead to real characteristics require first that:

----a2+y1 ^ 0,	 (0-19)

coming from equation (C-16); secondly that:

R	
4a3a2-8a1—a

-- —2a2 +	 ^ 0,	 (0-20)
4R

related to equation (0-17); and finally that:

_R2_2a2_4a3a28t1a3 ^0,	 (C-21)
4R

related to equation (0-18).

Nevertheless, of the fourth conditions to be satisfied for the problem to be hyperbolic, the

relevant one was found to be equation (C-13).
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(D-4)

(D-5)

Appendix D. Discretisation of momentum equation

The momentum equation can be written in a general form as:

O(pcnz) + O(pcu2) = —a + S,
	 (D-1)

Ot	 Ox	 Ox

where the source term S accounts for the remainder of the right hand side of equations

(3.5) and (3.6) respectively. Equation (D-1) is now integrated over time and space in the

velocity cell centred in p for all control volumes of the computational mesh (see figure 3.9):

IO(pcu2)1
A / [

tn [O(Pau)1 dtdx +A I f dxdt =
Jw .'t0 I. Ot ]	 ft0	 [	

Ox	 j

A f
t,

/ I—a— +5] dx dt.	 (D-2)

	

.'t0 jwl	 Ox

All members of equation (D-2) can be divided by the pipe cross sectional area A that is

constant. Bearing in mind that the terms are discretised with a fully implicit and first

order upwind schemes in time and space respectively, the first integral on the left hand

side of equation (D-2) becomes:

!tI [Ocfl 
dtdx = x [(,3atz)' - ( pàpup)°] .	 (D3)

JJt0 I. Ot I

Since the mesh is staggered, the values of density and phase fraction are stored at the west

and east boundaries of the velocity cell, and therefore they have to be approximated. The

present work adopts a mathematical averaging for both phase fraction:

1
= (a + ae),

and density:

-	 1
Pp = (Pw +Pe).
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The spatial derivative is integrated as follows:

tn eI9(pU
j i [ Ox 

2)] 
dxdt = it [(pau2 ) e - (pau2 )w] .	 (D-6)

In equation (D-6), the velocity n is convected by the spatial mass flux (pan). The latter

is obtained from the averaging of the fluxes of the neighbouring cells. Considering for

instance the east boundary of the velocity cell, the mass flux me is given by:

me = (Pau)e = [,3âu + 13e&eUe].	 (D-7)

The hat symbol in equation (D-7) indicates values that are upwinded according to the

sign of the velocity, as equation (3.49) explains. Using the operator V, Z introduced

in section 3.5, that denotes the greater of the quantities of V and Z, the discretised form

of equation (D-6) finally becomes:

,e 

1° 
(pau2)l

t	 [ Ox j 
dxdt = zt	 m,O —u —m,O —u m,O +t4 —m,O ii]

(D-8)

The integral form of the right hand side of equation (D-1) is:

e 
a + s] dx dt = t (—a(p - p ) +	 (D-9)

The 4 term on the right hand side of equation (D-9) has the following expression for the

liquid phase:
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=	 ( - fwL,PPL,pIUL,P ISL,p - fi,PPG,pI UL,p - uc,pisi,p)"u,p&v

(fi,pi3 ,pItii ,p -	 (D-1O)

-n -ii
COS	 - h) - aL,PPL,PYAX sin

and for the gas phase:

=	 ( - fwG,p,5c,pIuG,pI Sc,p - fi,p,5c,pIuL,p -

+	 (fi,p,c ,pIui, ,p -	 (D-11)

_a3,p,pgzx 8in.

Since it is well known that numerical stability is enhanced if the derived matrix of the

discretisation coefficients is dominant diagonal (Patankar, 1980), the term is written in

the following more convenient form:

= 1 +U2,
	 (D-12)

where the 2 terms for the gas and liquid phases are derived from equation (D-11) and

(D-10) respectively:

2,G = A ( - 
fwc,pPG,p I tLG,PI SG,p - fi,PPG,9I UL ,p - UG,pIS,p)IX,	 (D43)

for the gas, and

2,L = A( - 
fWL,P L,P IUL,P ISL,P - fi,pPG ,pIUL,p - UG,pISi,p)2X,	 (D-14)

for the liquid phase. The remainder of equations (D-1 1) and (D-10) represent instead the

source term that remains on the right hand side of the discretised momentum equation.
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The final expression of the discretised momentum equation is eventually obtained, after

combining equation (D-3), (D-8), (D-9), (D-1O), and (D-11):

JJ —m', 0 + j J m, 0 +m - m -	 =	 —m, 0 II

+t4, m, 0 II —a(p' - p ) +	 +	 j3àu, (D-15)

that can be written in a more compact form as:

au = aet4 + at4, + S.	 (D-16)
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Appendix E. Pressure equation

The integral form of the continuity equation can be written in the general form as:

[(cp),, - (ap)] + (&,u) - (à3u) =0,	 (E4)

where & and 5 denote upwinded values. If the gas and liquid continuity equations are

divided by the related reference density, and bearing in mind that the liquid is treated as

incompressible, the overall continuity equation becomes:

L+flG=O.
	 (E-2)

In equation (E-2), the term 11L is given by:

Lx
= (&u ) ,e - (&u), +	 - (a,)] ,	 (E3)

and fZ by:

'Ix
=	 [(&i3U)	 - (&i3u) , ] +	 {&2GPG) - (cxcpG)] .	 (E-4)

P

The PISO scheme (Issa, 1986) consists of one predictor and two corrector steps.

Predictor step. In the present step the discretised momentum equations are solved

implicitly for UL and 14G. Equation (D-15) can be written in the following convenient form:

-	 -
= Hi(u) + . (cptL) L P - cXL ,pLP + F1(u , - ts;:,,p) + SL,p,	 (E-5)

for the liquid, and

= HG(U ,) + - j(aPu)G,p - aG,,ÂP + F1 (i4 -	 + SG4,,	 (E-6)
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fl** j fl** - A
L TG - U, (E-1O)

for the gas phase. In equations (E-5) and (E-6), the 	 term is related to the interphase

momentum transfer, and from equation (D-lO), it results:

- fi,PPG,pIUL,p - UG,pISi,pX

2A	 .	 ()

The SL,p and SG,p terms are the remainder of the right hand side of the discretised liquid

and gas momentum equations respectively. The terms with the star symbol (*) denote

predicted values. Equations (E-5) and (E-6) are solved implicitly for u and u. The

predicted velocity fields satisfy the conservation of momentum, but not global continuity

equation (E-2). Hence, corrector steps are required.

First corrector step. An equation for the pressure can be obtained by substituting

the discretised gas and liquid momentum equations, into equation (E-2). The resultant

pressure field p will drive newly computed corrected velocities t and u that obey

overall continuity. Hence, the momentum equations (E-5) and (E-6) are rewritten in the

explicit corrector formulation as:

Lx__o	 -	 -= Hi,(t4,,,) + - (cIpu)L, - XL,jAP* +	 - t4 , ) + SL,,	 (E-8)

and

-	 -
= HG(u , ) +	 - G,pp* + F1 (u , -	 + SG,p .	(E-9)

The corrected velocities tf have to satisfy the overall continuity:

where
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= (&u** ) L,e - (au**)	 + -j [(cvi. ) - (cxL)]	 (E-11)

and

=	 - (ai3t4**) G,w ) +	 ( (ap)p - (aGPG)p°)] •	 (E42)

Expressions for the velocities Ue and ur,1,, are obtained by subtracting equation (E-

5) from equation (E-8); those for i4e and u are instead derived from subtracting

equation (E-6) from equation (E-9). The equations for the liquid and gas velocity at the

east boundary of the scalar cell (see figure 3.9), therefore become:

**	 *	 aL,e	 p1 *
L,e = UL,e -	

- pp)* - 
Pe - Pp)) +	 (UG,e - UG,e), 	 (E-13)

aL,e	 aL,e

for the liquid, and

**	 *	 aG,e
UGetLGe((JJCPp)(JCPp)),	 (E14)

aG,e

for the gas. Similarly, the expressions of the corrected velocities at the west boundary are

the following:

aL,w.	 *	 Fi	 ***	 *
UL,W = UL,w -	 - Pw) - (Pp - Pw)) +	 (uc, - tLG,),	 (E45)

aL,	 aL,w

for the liquid, and

*= U ,W -	 UPp Pw) - (Pp Pw)),	 (E-16)

for the gas. The corrected expressions of the gas and liquid velocities at the boundaries

of the pressure node (equations (E-13)-(E-16)) are substituted into the combined mass

equation (E-10), that becomes an equation for the corrected pressure p. The gas and

liquid velocities are then newly computed using equations (E-13)-(E-16).
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Second corrector step. The process of the first corrector step is herein repeated, as

new velocities ur and u, that satisfy overall continuity:

1+ ? =0,	 (E-17)

are calculated. The members on the left hand side of equation (E-17) are defined as

follows:

Lx
= (&u** *) L,e - (&U***)L,W + -	 - (ai)] ,	 (E-18)

for the liquid, and

1
=	 ? [((&iu)c,e - (â5u***)Gw) + -- ( (apc - (aQpc))] ,	 (E-19)

for the gas. The new liquid and gas velocities have to satisfy the following equations:

-	 -
aL,pu*; = HL(u ) +	 - aL,pp** + F(u - u) + SL,,	 (&20)

and

LX-	 -
= Hc(u3,,) + -(&,5u) ,,, - G,plP** + F(u - u) + SGp,	 (E-21)

respectively. Explicit expressions for the newly corrected gas and liquid velocities are

obtained, like before, by subtracting equation (E-9) from equation (E-21), and equation

(E-8) from equation (E-20) respectively. The derived equations for the eastern boundary

are then:

***	 **	 HL(U ,e) - HL(U ,e)	 aL,e	 **
UL,e = UL,e +	 -	 - Pp) - (Pe - pp)*)

aL,e	 aL,e

-	 - (u - t4)),	 (E-22)
aL,e
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for the liquid phase, and

HG(Ue)HG(U,e)	
(pe_Pp)*)-	 ____________________________________________________ 	 **

UG ,e - UG,e +	
ac,e	 aG,e

- ufl -	 - tLG))e,	 (E-23)/ *$	 *

ac,e

for the gas phase. Similarly, the velocities at the western boundary are:

***	 **	 HL(t4*w) - HL(u , )	 L,w	 **
UL,W UL,w+	 (lppPw) _(Pp_Pw)*)

aL,	 aL,

	

+--((u - u) - (u** - t4j),,	 (E-24)
aL,w

for the liquid phase, and

***	 **	 HG(u) - Hc(u , ) &C,w	 **
UG,w = UG,w +	 -	 Pp Pw) - (pp _pw)*)

aG,w	 aG,w

	

+((u** - ufl - (u - u)),	 (E-25)

for the gas. As in the first corrector, the overall continuity equation (E-17) is now solved

with substitution of the explicit equations for the velocity ((E-22)-(E-25)), and an implicit

equation for the corrected pressure p is obtained, from which the velocities are updated

using the equations above.
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Appendix F. Drift-flux model: the equations

Let 1 and 2 designate the two phases. The total hold-up is defined as:

ap4 = a1 + a2,	 (F-i)

and the fraction of phase 1 with respect to the total is:

C1=	 =-.	 (F-2)
al+a2 aç

From equation (F-i) and (F-2) the hold-ups of phase I and 2 are derived:

a1 = claM,	 (F-3)

and

a2 = ( 1 - cl)aM,	 (F-4)

respectively. The total density is a linear function of the two densities and related volume

fractions:

PM = (1 - cl)p2 + dpi.	 (F-5)

Define the slip between the phases as:

IL, = ILl - U2
	 (F-6)

then, the centre of mass velocity is given by:

(i — cl)p2u2+cl P1 Ui
UM =	 .	 (F-7)

PM
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From equation (F-6) and (F-7) one can derive the expressions for the phasic velocities u

and U2:

(1 —ci) P2 U3
U1UM+	 ,	 (F-8)

PM

for phase 1, and

Cl P1 U3
U2 = UM-	 ,	 (F-9)

PM

for phase 2.

Continuity equation

The continuity equations for a two-phase flow, neglecting any mass transfer between the

phase 1 and 2, are:

O(picri)	 8(piaiui) 
=0	 (F-b)

Ot +
	

Ox

for phase 1, and

O(,a2) + O(fa2u2) 
= ,	 (F-il)

Lit	 Ox

for phase 2. Adding equation (F-b) to equation (F-li) leads to the continuity equation

for the mixture:

O(pia' +pa2) O(piciui +p2a2u2) 
= 0.	 (F-12)

Lit	
+	

Ox

Using definitions (F-3) and (F-4), equation (F-12) can be rewritten as:

O(PlclaM+P2(l -C1)aM) 
+ 

O(plclaMul +p2(i Ci)aMU2) 
=0.	 (F-13)

(It	 Ox

The first term on the left hand side of equation (F-13) becomes:
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19(plcicxM + p2 (1 - cI)aM) = O (c M(p1 c1 + p2 (1 - c1)))	
(F-14)

at	 at

and using the expression of the mixture density (equation (F-5)), one eventually obtains:

ô(p'ai + p2a2) - I9(cXMPM)

at	 -	 at

The spatial derivative of equation (F-12) can be rearranged in a similar way as:

(F-15)

O(piaiui + p2ct2U2) - ô(p1c1Mu1 + p2 (1 - c1)Mu2) -
ox	 -	 Ox	 -

O(M(p1 c1u1 + p2 (1 -
Ox

(F-16)

Multiply and divide the term inside the derivative by the mixture density, and, using the

definition of the centre of mass velocity (equation (F-7)), one obtains:

O(piiui + p2a2u2) - O(aMPMUM) -

Ox	 -	 Ox	 -

Finally, the mixture continuity equation becomes:

O(MpM) O(aMPMUM) -

at	 Ox	 -

(F-17)

(F-18)

In order to enforce the continuity of each phase, a scalar transport equation for either

phase 1 or 2 can be solved simultaneously with equation (F-18). Substitute equation

(F-3) into (F-b), and the equation is given by the following:

O(C1MP1) O(c1aMp1t1) -

at	
+	

Ox	 -
(F-19)

Equation (F-19) has to be solved for the volumetric fraction c1, once the value of global

hold-up M has been calculated from equation (F-18).
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Momentum equation

The momentum equations of phase 1 and 2 are the following:

O (pi c iui) 0 iaiu) = 
— o	 + RHS 1 ,	 (F-20)

Ot	
+	

Ox	 Ox

and

O (p2a2u2 ) 0 (peru)	 Op 
+ RHS2 .	 (F-21)+ 

Ox	 Ox

Adding equation (F-20) to (F-21), the left hand side of the combined equation becomes:

O (plcxlul + P2c2u2) 
+ 

0 (pi criu + p2cz2tL)	 (F-22)
Ot	 Ox

The first term on the left hand side of equation (F-22) can be rearranged, using equations

(F-3) and (F-4), and multiplying and dividing by the mixture density (equation (F-5)).

Its expression eventually becomes:

O (pi cx iui + per2U2) - O(CXMPMUM)

-	
.	 (F-23)

The spatial derivative term

O (piaiu + P2a2u)
Ox	

'	 (F-24)

can be re-expressed, using equations (F-3) and (F-4), as:

pia1u + p2c2u =	 [piciti + p2( l - ci )u] .	 (F-25)

The phasic velocities can be substituted by expressions (F-8) and (F-9), that are functions

of the centre of mass velocity and slippage, to obtain:
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2
P1a114+P2a2u=aM[P1c1(uM+ 

(1ci) P2U3')2+ (1	
)(C1P1U$ +UM) 

JPM	 /	 PM

(F-26)

Expanding the two squares of equation (F-26), and making some simplifications, the corn-

pact form of equation (F-25) is finally:

piaiu + p2cz2u	 M [PMu + 
ci( l - c1)plp2u]	

(F-27)
PM	 .1

Substituting equations (F-23) and (F-27) into the combined momentum equation, one

eventually obtains the following final form:

Ô(cEMPMUM) 0(cMpMu)	 0p
+	

Ox

a 1 aMd1( 1 - cl)p1p2u

Ox I.	 PM	 ] 
+ RHS 1 + RHS2 .	 (F-28)

Equation (F-28) has to be solved for the centre of mass velocity UM. Once its value is

known, the phasic velocities u1 and 2 can be back calculated from equations (F-8) and

(F-9), provided that the slippage u3 is known.
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